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AWARENESS, Introduction
ENGAGEMENT,
ACTIVISM A Social Justice Approach
Introductory comments by Dr. Finney Cherian and
Sherry Ramrattan Smith

G

ewirtz’s distributional and
relational dimensions of
social justice reveal the following
relationship between
Gewirtz (2001) offers the following thoughts:
tolerance and prosperity:
“Social justice has traditionally been understood as referring to
With an increase in
the way in which goods are distributed in society. I want to suggest
economic prosperity we
that social justice is more usefully understood in an expanded
tend to see an increase
sense to refer to a family of concerns about how everyone should
in our acceptance of
be treated in a society we believe to be good. Broadly conceived
cultural, class, gender, and
in this way, social justice can be said to encompass two major
sexual orientation differences.
dimensions—a distributional and a relational dimension.” (p. 49.)
Conversely, with decreased
economic prosperity we
tend to see a decrease in our
tolerance of others. At the level of
the street corner, these prosperity and
relational trends can express themselves in unsavory
comments like: “These immigrants and refugees are
taking all our jobs.” and “I wish those people would stop being so lazy and get off welfare.” These
types of comments are crude and painful. But their vulgarity should not distract from the potential
that in the hands of socially conscious and pedagogically-skilled educators these comments offer
opportunities to develop in their students’ awareness, engagement, and a desire to take action on
biased opinions and unjust social conditions.

What is social justice?

Teaching for social change is complex work and not for the faint of heart. It is a praxis that demands
much of teachers and students. Its complexity and necessity become even more profound in a time
where the accumulated effects of wars, global economic despair, terrorism, and the associated fears
have frayed the threads of human relations. We live, teach, and learn in chaotic and uncertain times.
Gewirtz’s definition provides us with clarity on what social justice is and its relevancy in socially tense
times. But how does one teach from such a paradigm? What resources exist to support teaching
from a social justice framework? The authors of this resource have made answering such questions
a central priority in their work.
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Social justice is not an approach solely grounded
in personal desires for benevolence and altruism.
The conceptual framework of social justice and its
pedagogical expression draws upon scholarship that
includes critical theory, anti-racist education, and

guide students to go beyond themselves, their needs,
and learn to value others. This is the very spirit of
what it means to teach through social and cultural
lenses. When educators teach from a sociocultural
framework, they are influenced by a compelling
desire to understand how identities, experiences, and
relationships mediate learning.

The scope of social justice is broad and as
complex as the social ills it interrogates.
Social justice teachers grapple with
many issues like: distribution
of resources,
relationships, power
and privilege, race,
South African expression of Ubuntu:
gender, sexual
“I am because of the way we are.”
orientation,
Meaning, our lives are shaped by
ability,
policies, and
the attitudes and noble virtues we
responsibilities.
exchange with those around us.
From a social
multiculturalism. Each
justice
perspective
of these three traditions are different
classrooms
are merely
in their ideological distinctions, but together foster
labs
in
which
students
capture
and sustain democratic education.
glimpses of a just world. Voyeuristic glimpses are
A social justice approach involves teaching in order
not enough. Students need to take the knowledge
to become aware through learning about issues,
and skills distilled from classroom curriculum and
engaging in learning by making personal connections
critique the existing social order. Students need to
or building understanding of experiences outside of our
be taught to ask: Who makes decisions and who is
own, and practicing skills through inquiry and critical
left out? Do some of societal decision makers look
conversations that lead to actions for negotiating
like me, and reflect my identity? Are the historical
change. Social justice pedagogy nurtures classroom
accounts and information I am taught accurately and
ecologies in which teachers and students negotiate and
authentically reflect my personal journey and those of
decide: what to learn, when to learn, how to learn, and
my people? When is a social practice fair and unfair?
how to assess learning.
What is required of me to make social change? What
alternatives and solutions can I think of to address
Philosopher, Trappist monk, and social activist Thomas
social inequalities? To address these questions fully,
Merton reminds us that beliefs are those things we tend
students need to be exposed to real world issues and
to hold tightly to our chests. We can only examine the
problems within classrooms. They can then move
value and integrity of our beliefs when we are willing to
beyond the walls of schools to approximate and test
stop clenching and extend them out from ourselves for
possible solutions to various forms of oppression.
examination. Social justice teaching is meant to expose
Brazilian educator Paulo Freire reminds us that a good
students to new ideas, which can lead to challenging
education is only partially lived out within the context of
pre-existing beliefs. If we are to help students value
classrooms.
others, we must first help them to value themselves.
Once this self-affirmation is firmly developed, we can
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Giese (2008) states in her study, “Powerful Stories,
Powerful Conversations: Using Literature To Teach
For Social Justice,” that teachers view literature as “a
powerful vehicle for social justice education” because
it requires “emotional and cognitive engagement with
themes and provides multiple entry points to engage
diverse learners.” (p. iii.)
When educators assist students to enter multiple entry
points of intellectual and social engagement, they
work towards living out the South African expression of
Ubuntu: “I am because of the way we are.” Meaning,
our lives are shaped by the attitudes and noble virtues
we exchange with those around us—or the lack there
of. The notion of Ubuntu describes the ethos of this
resource.
This online support resource connects ministry
mandates to equity and inclusive education by
highlighting a variety of culturally relevant texts, posing
critical questions, and including a variety of lived
experiences. The intent of the resource is to provide
a series of starting points for beginning conversations
about social issues and to provide some strategies
that support teachers and students in their ongoing
work. This includes questioning existing practices that
may be unjust. Social justice work is never complete,
instead it is always evolving.
The resource is designed to be cumulative and
modifiable over time by encouraging users to
contribute new books, activities, and comments or
suggestions. It is the hope of the writers that the
resource, “Awareness, Engagement, Activism: A Social
Justice Approach,” will provide viable strategies to
integrate social issues into the elementary curriculum
and support the Ontario Ministry of Education’s equity
and inclusion vision for students. We invite teachers,
students, and community members to provide us with
feedback so we can continue to improve the resource.
A feedback form and lesson plan template is included
in the appendices to facilitate this process.

Giese, C. (2008). Powerful Stories, Powerful
Conversations: Using Literature To Teach For
Social Justice. Doctoral Dissertation. Toronto:
OISE, University of Toronto.
Gewirtz, S. (2001). “Rethinking Social Justice: A
Conceptual Analysis” in Sociology of Education
Today, Jack Demaine (Ed.) p. 49-64.

Dr. Cherian is an associate professor with the
faculty of education at the University of Windsor.
His research interests are in the areas of critical
literacy, as well as, leadership and its associated
complexities in relation to professional learning
communities (schools and corporate contexts).
Dr. Cherian holds a Ph.D. from the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education, the University
of Toronto.

Sherry Ramrattan Smith is the former coordinator
of equity and women’s services at the Elementary
Teachers’ Federation of Ontario. She is now
retired.
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Related themes
RELATED THEMES
The ten monthly themes are based on the themes from
the school-wide kit, Social Justice Begins with Me.

November

September
Theme

Self-Esteem

Self-esteem develops over time; education and social
interaction play a critical role in its process. Kindness,
positive attention, and care are required to build a
child’s sense of self-worth.
Self-esteem can be nurtured or neglected. Neglect
can lead to lack of self-respect or isolation, whereas
nurturing can ensure a growing sense of confidence
and independence.

October
Theme

Sharing Our Lives

It is important for all students to see themselves, their
families, and cultures reflected across the curriculum.
It is equally important that students recognize that their
experiences may be different from those of others.
By introducing a variety of perspectives, the teacher
provides a forum which can harmonize and validate
the wealth of their shared experiences. Far too often,
many students are only given the opportunity to read
and study from a predominantly middle-class, ablebodied, male, heterosexual, Eurocentric perspective.
That view of life is the main one taught and those are
the experiences which are frequently described as the
norm.
For this theme, students are encouraged to explore the
myriad ways our lives can be shared.

Theme

Peace

What does peace mean to you? This theme is intended
to address several concepts of peace:
Inner Peace: As individuals, it is how we use our
reflective side. This comes from decisions and
consequences. Inner peace allows escape from
stress and deadlines by finding respite in our hearts. It
prompts us to behave in generous, humanitarian ways.
Peaceful Peoples and Nations: This avenue of
exploration looks at issues associated with war, human
rights, and social justice.
Environmental Peace and Places of Peace: This is
the peace that comes to us from the beauty and gifts of
nature.
Use the resources presented with these interpretations
in mind.

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

We can flourish as individuals when we feel supported.
We feel supported when we learn how to respect and
show kindness to one another. This sometimes means
finding ways to do things even when we are not asked,
by acts of service.
Qualities like empathy can connect us to one another
even when experiences are outside of our own. Any
movement toward change begins with an individual’s
decision to listen with a motive to understand.
When we work co-operatively to solve problems,
correct misinformation, or create safe spaces to be
ourselves, we demonstrate our support for one another.

iv
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January
Theme

Rights of a Child

This theme builds on the “Declaration of the Rights of
the Child.” These books and lessons were chosen to
assist students in developing an understanding of the
global rights that all children should have, while at the
same time recognizing that not all children around the
world are treated the same way.

February
Theme

Caring

This theme is about how we connect to one another by
being caring, loving, respectful, and supportive human
beings. Books with these themes are grouped together
to explore these qualities in a variety of settings and
situations. If students are to develop these qualities,
then teachers need to model them.

March

Theme

May
Theme True Worth and Beauty
This theme challenges students to consider what
makes us worthy and beautiful. In our materialistic
society, we determine a person’s worthiness based on
their possessions rather than their inner qualities. The
resources deconstruct the beauty myth associated with
the physical self. Instead, motivation, actions, moral
choices, and respectful, responsible behaviours are
highlighted.
Differences and our personal gifts are discussed in an
open and accepting environment. The goal is for each
person to discover their strengths and talents and for
others to acknowledge and value them.

June

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

The theme for March is developed to compliment
International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination and enlarge it to anti-bias concepts for
all “isms.” These books have been selected to help
teachers address individual differences and similarities
and also to help us build bridges to address racism and
other forms of discrimination in our lives. As the world
becomes smaller and our citizens are more connected,
we need to develop an acceptance of our diverse
backgrounds. Martin Luther King Junior said, “I have a
dream.”

April

Theme

This theme also implies seeing oneself as part of the
human “family” and recognizing our responsibility
of sharing resources and working to provide basic
human needs for all people of the world. Let us strive
to move from the “me” to “we” at a local, national, and
international level1.

Local and Global
Citizenship

Local and global citizenship is based on the ideas of
responsible actions for the sustainability of our planet
and the provision of basic human needs for all people
of the world. This theme implies concepts of seeing
oneself as part of the earth rather than separate from
our environment and greedily exploiting and depleting
its resources.

Theme

Circles and Cycles

The concept “Circles and Cycles” captures the journey
that continues in using children’s books to expand our
sense of ourselves and others.
We learn how we are all interrelated as human beings
together on this earth. We unlearn prejudice and
discrimination. We relearn to respect and cherish the
multiplicities of our lives.
In small or large communities our experiences have
aspects of sameness while our unique differences are
maintained.
Many of the books in this theme focus on Canada
and Canadians—the diversity that makes our country
strong. We invite you to begin another cycle with
students at the start of the coming year.

1

Craig Kielburger, October 14, 2009
http://www.freethechildren.com
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Early Years
JK/SK
. . . . . . . . P. 6

. . . . . . . . P. 8

. . . . . . . . P. 12

ZOOM!
Author:
Robert Munsch
Illustrator: Michael Martchenko
Publisher: Scholastic Canada Ltd.,
Toronto, 2003
ISBN:
10 0-7791-1432-9

SYNOPSIS
Lauretta’s mother takes her shopping for a new
wheelchair. Lauretta decides to try out the “nice
new 92-speed…dirt-bike wheelchair” and ends up
with a speeding ticket. While her parents react to
the news, Lauretta’s older brother injures himself
and requires transportation to the hospital. Lauretta
saves the day but decides to exchange her
new wheelchair...for a faster model!

OBJECTIVE

September
Theme

Self-Esteem

May
Theme True Worth and Beauty
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(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Relating to differences
• Finding commonalities

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
Personal and Social Development
Self-Awareness and Self-Reliance
4.

develop empathy for others, and acknowledge
and respond to each other’s feelings

5.

demonstrate respect and consideration for
individual differences and alternative points of
view
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Language

Science and Technology

Oral Communication

B.

children will conduct simple investigations
through free exploration, focused exploration,
and guided activity, using inquiry skills

E.

recognize and safely use some common forms
of technology

10.

orally retell simple events and simple familiar
stories in proper sequence

Reading
14.

respond to a variety of materials read aloud to
them

18.

retell stories in proper sequence that have
been read by and with the teacher, using
pictures in the book and/or props

Writing
28.

communicate ideas about personal
experiences and/or familiar stories and
experiment with personal voice in their writing

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts
Drama and Dance
24.

communicate their understanding of
something (e.g., a story) through drama and
dance

Mathematics
A.

children will demonstrate an understanding of
numbers, using concrete materials to explore
and investigate counting, quantity, and number
relationships

Number Sense and Numeration
3.

Exploration and Experimentation
7.

investigate, in various ways, how different
forces make things move

13.

investigate and use familiar technological
items (e.g., different wheeled vehicles).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
As a topic to initiate discussion, ask the students
if they know someone who uses a wheelchair; if
there is such a student in the class, she/he can be
encouraged to talk about their experiences.
Call the class to the carpet, show them a pair of
crutches, and ask the students if they are aware of
their purpose.
Show students a pair of glasses or a hearing aid
and ask how each one is connected with the subject
of a wheelchair in order to initiate a discussion of
assistive devices—what they are, why people use
them, etc.
Show students a toy or real wheelchair or images of
a wheelchair and invite them to talk about their use.
Ask students to bring in a newspaper/magazine
and invite them to look for images of people with
disabilities.

recognize some quantities without having to
count, using a variety of tools. (In this story,
5-, 10-, 15-, and 92-speed wheelchairs are
mentioned, as is a $100 speeding ticket.)
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite a guest speaker to the class (from another class
or a student’s family member, etc.) and have her/him
talk to students about their experiences in with using
a wheelchair. Discuss with the students ahead of time
what sort of thank you gift would be appropriate to give
to the guest.

Materials
–– if possible, a toy wheelchair (I found one in a bin at
a Goodwill store!) or large photographs of people in
wheelchairs (e.g., I have two of Rick Hansen from
magazines)
–– a story map outline, chart paper, 11″X17″ blank paper
–– access to a real wheelchair and a pair of crutches,
perhaps arranged through a charity
–– a simple image of a wheelchair to be used as a
counter for math, etc.
–– a hands-on science book that explains how wheels
assist in movement
–– a retell glove (specialty teaching tool)

The teacher asks the students to brainstorm about
barriers—could entail a walk through the school
or the playground to determine whether a person
in a wheelchair could navigate the spaces. Ask, “If
someone in a wheelchair came into our classroom,
what would we need to change?”
The teacher presents the picture book, Zoom! and
reads to students. They will enjoy participating in a
choral repetition of the phrases: “Zoom!” and “Too
slow!”
When finished reading, the teacher discusses the
main themes.
Possible questions include:
• Why does Lauretta want a new wheelchair?
• Why does her mother want it to be a surprise?
• Why does Lauretta reject the first three models?
• Why does she choose the 92-speed dirt-bike
model?
• How does Lauretta get into trouble?
• What is her mother’s reaction?
• What happens to her older brother?
• How does Lauretta join up again with the police
officer?
• Why is Lauretta the heroine of the day?
• Why does she decide to exchange her
wheelchair?
Use a cue chart to look at questions like: “What?”
“What if…?” “What would…?”
Teacher divides class into groups of three; invites
them to play roles of Lauretta, her mother, and
the salesperson. In groups of five, they can play
Lauretta, Mom, Dad, her brother, and the police
officer. The teacher can model what they could say,
or have their lines on chart paper.
Invite students to act as journalists whose job it is to
interview the characters in the book.

4
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Arrange the students in corridor formation after
the story is read and instruct each one to act as a
different voice in the story.
Explain the use of tableaux (frozen statue poses)
and invite students to re-enact aspects of the story.
If a real wheelchair is available, teacher/volunteer/
guest can talk about how it is not a toy, but an
essential tool to assist its user with mobility. If
appropriate, students can be invited to sit in it and
experience what it feels like.
The students are provided with a story map outline
and invited to fill in the missing parts with drawings
and words, if they are capable.
The students are invited to collectively create a
simple story that explores the theme of a family
situation. Each student could be assigned a specific
image to draw that attempts to reflect a part of the
story. The teacher could (re)print the sentence(s)
in question on large pages and then combine the
pages to create a student-generated picture book of
their own.

EXtensions
For math, students are invited to demonstrate what
five, 10, and 15 look like, using wheelchair images
or other counters. (E.g., This could mean five
wheels or five pictures of wheelchairs, or 10 blocks
or 15 pencils, etc.) They can be encouraged to try to
demonstrate what 92 looks like.
They are encouraged to predict what 100 looks like.
For science and technology, students can look at
other vehicles and compare the size and thickness
of wheels, if they have motors or not, and what they
are used for.
Have the students draw a picture of their classroom,
play equipment, etc, and create ideas on how this
part of the school could be made to be user-friendly
for all.

Tell the students to take the character of Lauretta
from Zoom! and put her into another story that they
know, like a fairy tale “Little Red Riding Hood,” “Frog
Prince,” etc. Expand on this idea: What if it was the
wolf in a wheelchair? What if it was the woodsman
in a wheelchair?
The students are invited to create a picture book
on the theme “Our school is accessible because…”
(E.g., it has ramps, an automatic door opener, a
yellow stripe on the stairs, an elevator, etc.)
Create a book around the theme: “What do I know
about wheelchairs?” Use the sentence starter: “I
know…” and complete the sentence by drawing a
picture.
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Best Best Colors
/Los Mejores
Colores
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher:
ISBN:

E. Hoffman
C. Henriquez
Red Leaf Press, 1999
18884834698

SYNOPSIS
Nate has trouble deciding what his favourite colour
is but his two mammas help him realize he does not
have to have a best best colour.

OBJECTIVE

September
Self-Esteem

Theme

February
Theme

Caring

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Self-esteem
• Caring
• Families

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
English Language
A.

communicate by talking, listening, and
speaking to others for a variety of purposes
and in a variety of contexts

Oral Communication
7.

ask questions for a variety of purposes and in
different contexts

Reading
12.

6

demonstrate an interest in reading
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CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts
General
D.

express responses to a variety of art forms,
including those from other cultures

Visual Arts
1.

demonstrate an awareness of personal
interests and a sense of accomplishment in
visual arts

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Create a sorting centre with a variety of materials
(e.g., buttons, beads, tangram shapes, lego pieces).
Let students sort these without instructions as to
how. Notice the variety of ways students sort these
(e.g., shapes, colours, sizes, texture). At the end
of each lesson, debrief with the class the different
ways students had classified the materials. Discuss
with the class that there isn’t always a “right way” of
classifying.
Prepare worksheets with outlines of figures of
different types of families (e.g., a family with a mom
and dad; a family with one mom, one dad; a family
with two moms or two dads). Let students choose
a worksheet of a family of their choice. Students
will fill in the facial details and draw clothes using
colours of their choice.

Create a play centre with a variety of dolls in
different colours and costumes. The teacher models
a role play activity in which students play “family”
with two moms, two dads, a mom and a dad, a
single mom, or single dad. (The teacher may want
to further discuss how parents share responsibilities
in a family and how single parents do the parenting
alone but often have the help of friends, family, or
the community. Seek examples from the students
themselves.)
Ask students about their favourite colours. Take a
class survey of favourite colours. Record the results
on a graph.
Ask them to think of the colours of a rainbow. Look
at a picture of a rainbow together.
Discuss Pride Day and the rainbow flag. Students
can create their own rainbow flag.
Use all the flags to create a large rainbow mural.

EXtensions
Create a display of class accomplishments that are
collected throughout the year.
Create a book with pictures of students showing
various activities that they can do. Write captions
together for the book.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Book: Now I See How Great I Can Be by Linda Sky
Crossman, Second Story Press, 2002.

JK/SK
A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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Skin Again
Author:		bell hooks
Illustrator: Chris Raschka
Publisher: Hyperion Books for Children, 2004
ISBN:
0-7868-0825-X

SYNOPSIS
Celebrating all that makes us unique and different;
Skin Again offers new ways to talk about race and
identity. Race matters, but only so much—what’s
most important is who we are on the inside.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Identity
• Self-acceptance
• Positive self-image

September
Self-Esteem

Theme

March

Theme

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
Personal and Social Development
A.

demonstrate a sense of identity and a positive
self-image

B.

demonstrate a beginning understanding of the
diversity in individuals, families, schools, and
the wider community

Self-Awareness and Self-Reliance
4.

8

develop empathy for others, and acknowledge
and respond to each other’s feelings

JK/SK
AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

5.

6.

11.

demonstrate respect and consideration for
individual differences and alternative points of
view

Health and Physical Activity

talk about events or retell stories that reflect
their own heritage and cultural background
and the heritage, cultural backgrounds of
others

7.

interact co-operatively with others in
classroom events and activities

Health and Well-Being
discuss what makes them happy and
unhappy, and why

The Arts
Visual Arts
3.

explore different elements of design

Language

Drama and Dance

Oral Communication

19.

10.

orally retell simple events and simple familiar
stories in proper sequence

Reading
14.

respond to a variety of materials read aloud to
them

15.

use illustrations to support comprehension of
texts that are read by and with the teacher

Writing
25.

write simple messages

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Science and Technology
Exploration and Experimentation
2.

sort and classify groups of living and non-living
things in their own way

explore different elements of drama

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Begin by discussing some ways that living creatures
are protected from exposure to danger, harm, etc.
Teacher prompts may include: “What does a turtle
have to protect itself from its enemies?” (a shell);
“Why do dogs and cats have fur?” (to stay warm,
dry); “What do crabs and lobsters have to protect
themselves?” (pincers, exoskeleton); “What do
birds have?” (feathers); What do lizards, fish, and
snakes have?” (scales). Show photographs of these
animals.
Ask the students, “What do we humans have to
protect our bodies?” (nails, teeth, hair, skin, clothes).
Continue by asking, “Do all humans have the same
colour, style of hair?”
With the aid of a variety of images, ask: “Do all
humans have the same colour of skin?” Proceed to
tell the students that human skin colour depends on
the amount of melanin (a chemical) in the skin and
that we should celebrate the variety of skin colours
that exist in the world.

JK/SK
A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

9

The colour of our skin is part of who we are and it
can help us to identify with others but it also serves
to reinforce our individuality.
We should be aware of the differences but realize
that the colour of our skin and hair, the shape of our
eyes, nose, ears, mouth, etc. does not prevent us
from having the same feelings and emotions.
All humans want to feel love, be respected, and
have our needs validated.
We all feel pain when we are hurt, we cry when we
are upset, and we bleed when we are injured.
Have the students sit on the floor and turn out the
lights. Ask them to describe a time when they felt
really happy, sad, excited, etc. Ask them to talk
about their experiences. Point out commonalities.
Show them the book cover and ask them to predict
what the story is about. Read aloud Skin Again.
Ask: “How do the pictures help you understand what
this person is saying?”; “What symbol is used on the
cover to indicate love?” (the heart outlined in black
and white); “What symbol is used on the first few
pages to show a person’s feelings?” (a partial ripple
effect in a box, as if a pebble has been dropped
in a pool of water); “What is the message that this
person wants to share?”
Hopefully, the students will gain a sense that you
need to spend time getting to know a person to
understand who she/he is.
Encourage the students to act out a few simple
human emotions, such as love, hate, surprise,
shock, joy, anger, sorrow, happiness, sadness, etc.

10

JK/SK
AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Have the students design and decorate simple
symbols on the small squares of construction paper
to represent these same feelings. They could work
in pairs or groups of three. They could be assigned
a specific feeling and repeat their chosen symbol on
each square, or they could be given the option to
create five different ones.
Have the students glue the symbols on the paper
doll pre-designed or teacher-made shapes.
Have the students glue these simple human forms
on a large piece of mural paper and display it on a
bulletin board.
As an alternate activity, have the students attach
human forms on rulers/wide sticks with twist ties
(holes could be punched in the forms) and use them
as simple puppets to create a scene that involves
empathy.
As a writing activity, have the students copy out the
words: love, hate, anger, sadness, joy, sympathy,
empathy, feelings, emotions, etc. in large print and
decorate them in various colours.

EXTENSIONS
Students can create a class book with the prompt: “I
like…”
Each student can draw a picture of themselves.
They can identify things they like about themselves.
Publish a class book to share with families or other
students at the school.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Ask the librarian to create a book display with people
from various races, cultures, and family structures.
Invite families in to read a story to the class.
Book: What I Like Best about Me!

Materials
–– small squares (five per student) of construction
paper, different coloured, approximately 8cm x 8cm
–– wax crayons in multicultural colours
–– scissors and glue
–– glitter
–– markers
–– yarn
–– fabric swatches, etc.
–– cut-out shapes of humans (paper doll silhouettes) in
different colours of construction paper, approximately
30cm in height (five per student) or provide the
students with a template and have them cut out the
human forms themselves

JK/SK
A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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Sparky: He Is Our Pet
Author:
Photos:
Publisher:
ISBN-10:

Sherry Ramrattan Smith and
Benjamin Eric Smith
Brian John Smith and Robert
Ramrattan
Authorhouse, 2010
1449098495

SYNOPSIS
How do you share your life? Meet Sparky, our family
pet. He brings us joy and offers us his unconditional
love. Readers will relate to the routines and
responsibilities of raising a pet. Sparky’s story
emphasizes how we can learn to be kind and share
love with a pet.

OBJECTIVE

October
Theme

Sharing Our Lives

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Sharing our lives
• Love
• Kindness to animals
• Responsibility

June
Theme

12

Circles and Cycles

JK/SK
AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
Language
Personal and Social Development
1.1

act and talk with peers and adults by
expressing and accepting positive messages

1.2

demonstrate the ability to take turns in
activities and discussions

3.1

develop empathy for others, and acknowledge
and respond to each other’s feelings

3.3

talk about events or retell stories that reflect
their own heritage and cultural background
and the heritage and cultural backgrounds of
others

Emotional Development
1.2

identify and talk about their own interests and
preferences

2.1

demonstrate self-reliance and a sense of
responsibility

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
10.

demonstrate understanding of the counting
concepts of stable order

14.

express their responses to music by
moving, by making connections to their own
experiences, or by talking about the musical
form

9.

demonstrate an awareness of personal
interests and a sense of accomplishment in
visual arts

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Read the story to the students.
Ask the students to recall some of the activities that
Sparky does either by himself or with the family.
Show a picture from the book and ask the students
to tell what is happening.
Ask the students to raise their hands if they have
a pet. Count the number together. From that group
identify the various animals that are pets. For
example, how many dogs, cats, rabbits, etc.
Ask the students to identify some of the
responsibilities associated with having a pet. For
example, feeding the pet, talking the pet for a walk,
cleaning out the bird cage, etc.
Ask the students how they would show love or
kindness to a pet. How might they show love or
caring to a friend or their family?
Connect to classroom agreements. How do we
respect one another and show kindness in the
classroom?
In the story, Halloween and Christmas are
mentioned. Discuss if everyone celebrates
Halloween or Christmas. What are some other
celebrations? Why might some people not celebrate
Christmas? Discuss other religious or cultural
celebrations.
Create a list of customs and religious observances.
Have students and families collaborate on a class
book that explains significant dates. Pictures can be
included.
Discuss the people shown in the book. Who might
they be?

JK/SK
A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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Ask the students to think of a pet they might like to
have and design a front cover of a book. They will
need to think of a name for the pet and then draw
or paint a picture. Ask them to create a title for the
front cover of their book. Compile the pictures to
make a book. Put the book in the reading corner so
everyone can enjoy it.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite CNIB to do a presentation about dogs that work
to assist people who are visually impaired.
Ask a parent or community member who has a pet to
bring their pet in and talk about how they care for their
pet and why they decided to get a pet.

Encourage students to think and write about ways
that they might show kindness to their pet.

EXTENSIONS
Play musical selections and ask students to walk,
skip, or run, or dance according to the tempo.
Ask them to change their mood while moving to
the music. How do they show they are happy, sad,
bored, sleepy, energetic, etc.

Materials
–– picture book mentioned above
–– art supplies
–– cd player and CDs, or tape recorder and tapes
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JK/SK
AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

. . . . . . . . P. 16

Primary
Grade 1
. . . . . . . . P. 19

. . . . . . . . P. 22
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It’s a George Thing!
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher:
ISBN:

David Bedford
Russell Julian
Egmont UK Limited, 2008
978-1-4052-2805-3

SYNOPSIS
George, a zebra, has two friends, Peachy, a gorilla,
and Moon, a lion. The latter likes to play big ball
and lift rocks, but George isn’t very good at these.
With Priscilla the giraffe, a musical friend, George
discovers his love of dancing. He is afraid to share
his interest with Peachy and Moon. In spite of his
fears, George perseveres and learns that his friends
not only appreciate, but also want to share his
talent.

OBJECTIVE

September
Self-Esteem

Theme

October
Theme

Sharing Our Lives

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Friendship
• Trust
• Uniqueness
• Self-esteem
• Sharing our lives

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.4

16

Grade
1

demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in oral texts by retelling
the story or restating the information, including
the main idea

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

1.7

identify words or phrases that indicate whether
an oral text is fact or fiction, initially with
support and direction

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS

1.8

begin to identify, with support and direction,
who is speaking in an oral text and the point of
view expressed by the speaker

THE ARTS

begin to identify some vocal effects, including
tone, pace, pitch, and volume, and use them
to help communicate their meaning

D1.4 use a variety of materials, tools, and
techniques to respond to design challenges
(e.g., for drawing, use crayon or oil pastel lines
on coloured paper to express their responses
to different kinds of music or rhythm)

1.9

Reading
1.2

identify a few different purposes for reading
and choose reading materials appropriate for
those purposes

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge and
experience; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

1.8

express personal thoughts and feelings about
what has been read

Writing
2.2

2.5

begin to establish a personal voice in their
writing by using pictures and words that
convey their attitude or feeling towards the
subject or audience
begin to identify, with support and direction,
their point of view and one possible different
point of view about the topic

Media Literacy
2.1
3.3

identify some of the elements and
characteristics of a few simple media forms
identify conventions and techniques
appropriate to the form chosen for a media
text they plan to create

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Visual Arts

Dance
A1.2 use dance as a language to express feelings
and ideas suggested by songs, stories, and
poems, with a focus on the elements of body,
particularly body shapes

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Invite students, as a think-pair-share, to define
friendship and to provide examples of the
qualities associated with it such as trust, loyalty,
companionship, and common interests.
Stress the importance of recognizing the unique
qualities of their own abilities and interests.
Invite students to listen to the song, The Greatest
Love of All, and discuss activities that make them
feel good about themselves.
Read the book, It’s a George Thing! to students.
Discuss the main themes.
Possible questions include:
• Who are George, Peachy, Moon, and Priscilla?
• What did Peachy like to play?
• What did Moon like to do?

Grade
1

17

•
•
•
•
•
•

What did Priscilla do that is special?
How does George respond to Priscilla’s Music?
What is Priscilla’s reaction?
How does George prepare for his performance?
What is George afraid of? Why?
What convinces George to perform in front of
everyone?
• How do Peachy and Moon react?

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite a dance instructor (one whose talents differ from
the teacher’s) to present a lesson to the class. It would
be a great opportunity for older students to share their
talents.
Invite a dance student from a nearby university or
college to lead a dance class.

Materials
–– music for dancing
–– students’ items for showing and sharing
–– images (or video) of people dancing, demonstrating
different styles of dance
–– song: “The Greatest Love of All” by George Benson
on The George Benson Collection, Warner Bros.,
1981 (also covered by Whitney Houston)

Describe George’s reaction.
Divide the students into groups of four, and invite
them to retell the character traits of George, Peachy,
Moon, and Priscilla.
Act out the story. Encourage students to use
gesture and facial expressions appropriately.
Have students exchange roles, rehearse again, and
present again.
Share images of people dancing in a variety of
styles.
Invite students to choose and bring music from
home.
Have students prepare their own simple dance
routine, acting like George. Provide students with art
materials and invite them to respond to the different
musical selections.
Play various dance music selections and invite
students to respond through movement.

EXTENSIONS
Have students make a co-operative booklet
version of the story with a focus on one of the
other characters (Peachy, Moon, Priscilla), while
indicating how this character developed her/his
talents. Students can present their final version to
another class in order to help build confidence and
self-esteem.
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Grade
1

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Ribbon Rescue
Author:
Robert Munsch
Illustrator: Eugenie Fernandes
Publisher: Scholastic Canada Ltd., 1999
ISBN: 		0-590-03871-0

SYNOPSIS
The main character, Jillian, is a very giving
person. Despite the value that she places on the
clothing that her grandmother made for her, Jillian
removes ribbons from her dress to help others
who are in need. She provides support, means of
transportation, and directions to the wedding party
and guests.
All those who Jillian assists are very thankful to her.
Jillian’s kindness is recognized when she is asked
to be a flower girl in the wedding party, despite the
fact that her dress is torn and dirty.

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

May
Theme

True Worth and Beauty

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

The moral of the story is that what is on the inside is
more important than what is on the outside. Jillian is
beautiful because of her attributes of sharing, giving,
and understanding. These character traits are held
in high esteem in the Haudenosaunee culture.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Sharing
• Giving
• Understanding

Grade
1

19

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.4

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES

demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in oral texts by retelling
the story or restating the information, including
the main idea

Reading

Invite a guest from a Native organization in your area
to bring in their ribbon dress or other traditional Native
regalia to show the class. Ask the guest to speak about
when and where the regalia is worn.

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge and
experience; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

Book: Weddings Around the World

1.9

begin to identify, with support and direction,
the speaker and the point of view presented
in a text and suggest a possible alternative
perspective

Materials
–– chart paper
–– ribbon

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic, using a
variety of strategies and resources

2.1

write short texts using a few simple forms

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Math
Data Management
Collect and organize primary data that is
categorical and display the data using one-to-one
correspondence, prepared templates of concrete
graphs and pictographs, and a variety of recording
methods.

20

Grade
1

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Measurement
Estimate, measure, and describe the passage of
time, through investigation using nonstandard units.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
In the story, Jillian uses ribbons from her dress to
help people. Have the students list:
• The ways the ribbons were used.
• The other ways Jillian helped people in the
story.
Jillian doesn’t think about herself and her dress.
She is the one person who is in the position to help
those in immediate need and she gives what she
can to help. Write a story about a time when you
helped someone.
Survey the class and ask them how many students
have attended a wedding. Ask those who have to
share their experience. Prepare wedding invitations
for the class. Ask them to decide what they would
bring to the wedding, how they would dress, and
what they might expect to do at the wedding.
Time: Looking at the illustrations in the book, how
do we know the wedding party and guests are late?
How important is it to be on time to a wedding?
Brainstorm: What are other events that are
important to be on time for and why?
Ask the students if the adults in the story (Jillian’s
mother and grandmother) were angry at Jillian for
ruining her ribbon dress. Why or why not? What
other adults were upset and why? Would your
parents or other adults be upset? Why or why not?

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Brainstorm ways in which articles of the students’
clothing could be repurposed to help someone in
need. Give each student a small piece of ribbon in a
bag. Include a note home to parents describing the
homework. Each student is to find a way to use the
ribbon to help someone else. Students present their
findings the next day.
Jillian’s actions are recognized as ones that helped
others—sharing, giving, and caring. Ask the
students to recall what the outcome was, based on
Jillian’s actions.
It is important to help others who are in need.
Brainstorm ways that the class could help others.
Examples: having a penny drive, donating clothes
and toys, or visiting elders at a retirement home.
Emphasize the importance of having a good attitude
toward those in need. This will help to establish that
sharing and giving are important attributes to have
as an individual.

EXTENSIONS
Write pen-pal letters to First Nations, Métis, or Inuit
students to learn more about their lives, culture, and
traditions; where they live; and what they do for fun.
Research First Nationss, Métis, or Inuit cultures and
traditions.
Discuss non-traditional marriages (e.g., same sex).
Incorporate teachings from the “Tribes” resource.

Grade
1
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Talk Peace
Author: 		Sam Williams
Illustrator: Mique Moriuchi
Publisher: Holiday House, 2005
ISBN: 		0-8234-1936-3

SYNOPSIS
The author uses everyday activities to remind us of
peaceful interactions.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Friendship
• Peaceful interaction
• Caring for one another

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE

November
Peace

Theme

February
Theme

22

Grade
1

Oral Communication
1.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
listening behavior by using active listening
strategies in a few different situations

1.5

use stated and implied information and ideas
in oral texts, initially with support and direction,
to make simple inferences and reasonable
predictions

1.8

begin to identify some vocal effects, including
tone, pace, pitch, and volume, and use them
appropriately to help communicate their
meaning

Caring

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Reading
1.1

read a few different types of literary texts,
graphic texts, and informational texts

1.8

express personal thoughts and feelings about
what has been read

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic, using a
variety of strategies and resources

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts

Ask the students to recall some of the events that
took place, and to suggest why those activities may
be seen as peaceful.
Brainstorm new activities that could be peaceful.
Choose nine activities from the list and group them
in threes. Add picture cues to the words.
Divide the class into three groups. Do a choral
reading of the lists.
Add rhythm instruments to the choral reading and/
or body sounds. For example, snapping fingers,
tapping feet, clicking tongues, etc.

EXTENSIONS

C1.2 apply the elements of music when singing,
playing, and moving

Play folk tunes and select hand-jive movements to
go with the tunes. For example, wave-wave, clapclap, snap-snap, hitchhike-hitchhike. Students can
take turns being the leader.

C1.3 create compositions for a specific purpose and
a familiar audience

Brainstorm ways to make someone feel happier
when they are feeling sad.

C2.1 express initial reactions and personal
responses to musical performances in a
variety of ways

Work with a partner to discuss: When someone
new comes to your class, how can you welcome the
person? What are some things you could do?

Music

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Have students whisper to each other, in turn. Then
ask for volunteers to speak in a slightly louder voice,
increasing the volume with each additional speaker.
Show the front cover of the book and then read
alond stopping at: “make the sound of peace.”
Ask students to express what the sound of peace
might sound like.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite a guest from the Daily Food Bank or Salvation
Army to explain how their organization helps the
community.
Invite guests from a particular cultural/racial group
to discuss ways their organizations help the local
community.

Read alond the rest of the story.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
1
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Tusk Tusk
Author:
Publisher:
ISBN:
ISBN:

David McKee
Anderson Press Limited, 2006
10: 1 84270 579 2
13: 978 1 84270 579 7

SYNOPSIS
The topic of difference is explored as elephants
confront each other about various aspects of their
physical appearance.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Acceptance
• Respect
• Empathy

November
Peace

Theme

March

Theme

24

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

Grade
1

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Reading
1.1

read a few different types of literary texts,
graphic texts, and informational texts

1.3

identify a variety of reading comprehension
strategies and use them before, during, and
after reading to understand texts, initially with
support and direction

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

1.5

use stated and implied information and ideas
from the texts, initially with support and
direction, to make simple inferences and
reasonable predictions about them

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge and
experience; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

1.8

express personal thoughts and feelings about
what has been read

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Social Studies
Brainstorm and ask simple questions to gain
information about their local community.
The Arts
Visual Arts

2.1

write short texts using a variety of forms

D1.1 create two and three dimensional works of art
that express feelings and ideas inspired by
personal experiences

2.2

begin to establish a personal voice in their
writing by using pictures and words that
convey their attitude or feeling towards the
subject or audience

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

Writing

2.3
2.5

3.7

use familiar words and phrases to convey a
clear meaning
begin to identify, with support and direction,
their point of view and one possible different
point of view about the topic
use some appropriate elements of effective
presentation in the finished product, such as
print, different fonts, graphics, and layout

Media Literacy
1.2

identify overt and implied messages to draw
inferences and construct meaning in media
texts

1.4

describe how different audiences might
respond to specific media texts

3.1

identify the topic, purpose, and audience for
media texts they plan to create

3.4

produce some short media texts for specific
purposes and audiences, using a few simple
media forms and appropriate conventions and
techniques

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Teacher questions and prompts
Discuss the picture on the front cover. Use the text
in italics to prompt more in-depth questions.
The black and white elephants kill each other
because they do not like each other. The peaceloving elephants run away.
Discussion questions:
• Have you ever hurt someone because you
didn’t like them?
• Has anyone ever hurt you because they didn’t
like you?
• Is it good to hurt someone because you don’t
like them?
• What is the best way to solve problems?
• Should the peace-loving elephants have run
away, or could they have done something else
to help solve the elephants’ problems?
The elephants in the story did not like each other
because they looked different from one another.

Grade
1

25

Discussion questions:
• Do you think the elephants’ skin colour or the
size of their ears means that they are bad
elephants? Why/why not?
• Can you dislike someone before you even get to
know them?
The elephants in the story did not like each other
because of the colour of their skin.
Discussion questions:
• Would you dislike your friend if s/he had bigger
or smaller ears than you?
• What if he/she had a different color skin than
you?
• Do you think it is okay to not like someone or
to be mean to someone because they look
different than you do?
At the end of the book the grey elephants don’t like
each other because they have little and big ears.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
http://www.characterrocks.com
http://www.kidscandoanything.com

Discussion questions:
• Do you think that the elephants will stay
peaceful or will they wage war against each
other like their grandparents did because of the
color of their skin?
• What does it mean to be peace loving?
• If the grey elephants were peace loving, why
were they still finding fault with one another’s
appearance?
• Would you still consider the elephants to be
peace loving even though they were mean
towards each other?
• What can you do to be nice to someone who
looks different from you?

EXTENSIONS
Use art to express forms of difference in nature
such as difference in flowers, leaves, families, etc.
Pose respectful questions to one another about
differences such as hair colour, size, family
structure, etc.
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Grade
1

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM
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Primary
Grade 2
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. . . . . . . . P. 33
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. . . . . . . . P. 40

Don’t Laugh At Me
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher:
ISBN:

Steve Seskin and Allen Shamblin
Glin Dibley
Tricycle Press, 2002
1-58246-058-2

SYNOPSIS
The book provides language to address and stop
the cycles of teasing and bullying.

OBJECTIVE

November
Peace

Theme

March

Theme

28

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

Grade
2

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Say no to bullying
• Understanding hurt
• Respecting differences

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
listening behaviour by using active listening
strategies in a variety of situations

1.4

demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in oral texts by retelling
the story or restating the information, including
the main idea and several interesting details

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Reading
1.5

use stated and implied information and
ideas in texts to make simple inferences and
reasonable predictions about them.

Writing
2.2

establish a personal voice in their writing, with
a focus on using familiar words that convey
their attitude or feeling towards the subject or
audience

Media Literacy
3.4

produce media texts for specific purposes and
audiences, using a few simple media forms
and appropriate conventions and techniques

As a class discuss incidents of unfair behavior and
bullying that can occur at school.
Brainstorm ways to address the incidents. What
might prevent someone from following through on
addressing a particular incident?
Ask students to write to the students in the book
who are laughing, explaining why that is not
acceptable behavior. What advice would they give
them?

EXTENSIONS
Select a particular page and write about how the
images make you feel.
Design your own page for the book.

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts
Visual Arts
D2.1 express their feelings and ideas about works
of art

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Read the story aloud to the students.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Visit the safe@school website at http://www.
safeatschool.ca/ for more ideas.
Book: Thomas and the Bully by Olivia Jensen available
at http://www.authorhouse.com

In pairs, have students discuss sections of the story
that were particularly meaningful to them. Ask them
to discuss the reasons why.
Identify something students in the book were
laughing at. Why do you think they were laughing at
particular things?

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
2
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Yoon and the Jade
Bracelet
Author:
Pictures:
Publisher:
ISBN-13:

Helen Recorvits
Gabi Swiatkowska
Douglas & McIntyre Limited, 2005
978-0-374-38689-4

SYNOPSIS
Although she really would have liked a jump rope
for her birthday, Yoon is happy to receive a Korean
picture book and a jade bracelet passed down from
her grandmother. When she wears the bracelet to
school, it seems as if her wish for a jump rope and a
friend is about to come true.

OBJECTIVE

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

March

Theme
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Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

Grade
2

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Friendship
• Trust
• Betrayal
• Bullies

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.2

demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in oral texts by retelling
the story or restating the information, including
the main idea and several interesting details

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

1.6

2.7

extend understanding of oral texts by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge and experience; to other familiar
texts—including print and visual texts; and to
the world around them
use a few different visual aids to support or
enhance oral presentations

Reading
1.4

1.5

1.6

demonstrate understanding of a text by
retelling the story or restating information from
the text, with the inclusion of a few interesting
details
use stated and implied information and
ideas in texts to make simple inferences and
reasonable predictions about them
extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge and
experience; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

Writing
2.5

identify, initially with support and direction,
their point of view and one or more possible
different points of view about the topic

Media Literacy
1.2

identify overt and implied messages in simple
media

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts
Drama
B1.1 engage in dramatic role play with a focus on
exploring main ideas and central characters in
stores from diverse communities, times, and
place

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Visual Arts
D1.4 use a variety of materials, tools, and
techniques to respond to design challenges:
make a tempera painting depicting friends
playing playground games, using a limited
palette of colours (emphasize the green
bracelet)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
As a think-pair-share, students define friendship and
provide examples of the qualities associated with
friendship such as trust, loyalty, companionship, and
common interests.
The teacher calls the class to the carpet, shows the
students a personal object of value such as a piece
of jewelry explaining how the object has meaning
(e.g., vacation souvenir, family heirloom, etc.)
Three to five students are invited to share
something of value if the object is readily available.
This could be arranged ahead of time as a show
and share.
Read the book, Yoon and the Jade Bracelet to
students.
Discuss the main themes.
Possible questions include:
• Why did Yoon feel that she had no friends?
• Why did Yoon want a skipping rope for her
birthday?
• Why was she so happy when the older girl paid
attention to her?
• Compare Yoon’s situation with the Korean tale
about the girl who is tricked by a tiger.
• How does Yoon get her bracelet back?
• What proof does Yoon have that her peers treat
her like a friend?

Grade
2
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In groups of three, role play the characters of Yoon,
Mother, older girl, teacher, and peers. Act out the
story as a skit. Encourage the students to use
gesture and facial expressions appropriately. Some
students can pretend to be the older girl. As followup, give each of the students a sheet of stationery
and ask them to write a letter of aplogy to Yoon.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES

Some students can pretend to be Yoon as she
shares her feelings of betrayal in a letter to the girl.
When finished, students exchange their letters and
discuss what they have written.

Invite a few representatives from various local cultural
groups to class at the same time to discuss what they
are doing to promote better communication among
themselves. Use the occasion for stories of shared
experiences of learning to make new friends as children
or as adults.

Have students use art materials to create a mural
that depicts friends playing co-operative games.
One friend could be depicted wearing a jade
bracelet or a similar personal object of value.
Restrict colour palette.

Materials

Create a tempera painting using a limited palette
of colours, depicting friends playing playground
games. Emphasize the green bracelet or another
personal object of sentimental value.

–– teacher’s personal object of value
–– students’ show and share a personal item
–– letter stationery
–– tempera paints, brushes, containers, water, mural
paper, etc.
–– song: “I Ain’t Movin’” by Des’ree on I Ain’t Movin’,
Epic, 1994
–– book: Skin Again by bell hooks, illustrated by Chris
Raschka, Hyperion Books for Children, 2004
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Grade
2

EXTENSIONS
Invite students to write a story of their own that
explores the theme of friendship. They could include
images that attempt to reflect an awareness of the
Illustrator’s approach.
The teacher could connect with a colleague from a
different school to begin a pen-pal letter exchange
to foster a broader sense of friendship among
students.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

I Can’t Have Bannock
But The Beaver Has
A Dam
Author: 		Bernelda Wheeler
Illustrator: Herman Bekkering
Publisher: Portage and Main Press, 1984
ISBN: 		978-1-55379-002-0

SYNOPSIS
This story takes place in the North and tells
how a young boy can’t have bannock because
of the beaver. The story is a pattern book that
demonstrates the interconnectedness of things and
how one thing can affect many other things. The
story also demonstrates how humans should be
aware that they must live in harmony with nature.

OBJECTIVE

April

Theme

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Interconnectedness
• Patience

Local and Global
Citizenship

June
Theme

Circles and Cycles

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
2
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MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
listening behaviour by using active listening
strategies in a variety of situations

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES

1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing
in a variety of ways and/or from a variety of
sources

Contact a First Nations community or Aboriginal
organization in your area and inquire if a representative
could come and speak about traditional foods, special
events, cultural celebrations, crafts, etc.

1.4

demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in oral texts by retelling
the story or restating the information; including
the main idea

Materials
–– talking stick
–– book: If you give a Mouse a Cookie Series, by Laura
Numeroff, illustrated by Felicia Bond, Harper & Rou,
1985–2014

Writing
2.1. write short text using several simple forms

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Science

34

Grade
2

1.1

identify positive and negative impacts that
animals have on humans (society) and the
environment, form an opinion about one of
them, and suggest ways in which the impact
can be minimized or enhanced

1.2

identify positive and negative impacts that
different kinds of human activity have on
animals and where they live, form an opinion
about one of them, and suggest ways in which
the impact can be minimized or enhanced

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Discuss the meaning and purpose of a talking circle.
Have the students sit in a talking circle, discuss the
main character. He asks many questions. Make a
list of the questions that he asks his mother.
Discuss the pattern in the story. What is the
sequence of events that happen which prevents the
main character from having bannock? Write your
own pattern story.
A dam is a home for a beaver. Research how a
beaver makes a dam and how this might affect the
waterways, rivers, and streams.
There is a recipe for bannock at the end of the
story. The class could prepare bannock. The class
could measure the ingredients and have a parent
volunteer cook the bannock.
Plan a tasting party and sample the bannock with
jam, butter, raisins, honey, and fresh fruit.
Encourage the students to bring food from different
cultures to share with the class. Have the students
bring in a recipe and create a class recipe book.

EXTENSIONS
Write pen-pal letters to First Nations, Métis, or Inuit
students to learn more about their lives, where they
live, what they do for fun, and to learn about their
cultures and traditions.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
2
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Those Shoes
Author: 		Maribeth Boelts
Illustrator: Noah Z. Jones
Publisher: Candlewick Press, 2007
ISBN: 		978-0-7636-2499-6

SYNOPSIS
All Jeremy wants is a pair of those shoes, the shoes
everyone at school seems to be wearing. But his
grandma tells him they cannot afford wants, only
needs, and what Jeremy needs are new winter
boots. Jeremy comes to realize that the things
he has—warm boots, a loving grandmother, and
a good friend are worth more than the things he
wants.

OBJECTIVE

January
Theme

Rights of a Child

May
Theme

36

True Worth and Beauty

Grade
2

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Value of friendships over material possessions
• Caring

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
2.1

identify a variety of purposes for speaking

2.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
speaking behaviour in a variety of situations,
including paired sharing and small and large
group discussions.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Reading
1.3

1.5

identify several reading comprehension
strategies and use them before, during, and
after reading to understand texts
use stated and implied information and
ideas in texts to make simple inferences and
reasonable predictions about them

Writing
1.5

identify and order main ideas and supporting
details, using graphic organizers.

2.1

write short texts using several simple forms

2.8

produce revised, draft pieces of writing to
meet criteria identified by the teacher, based
on the experiences

Media Literacy
1.2

identify overt and implied messages in simple
media texts

3.4

produce media texts for specific purposes and
audiences, using a few simple media forms
and appropriate conventions and techniques

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Math
Number Sense and Numereation
Count forward by ones, twos, fives,10s, and 25s
to 200, using number lines and hundred charts,
starting from multiples of one, two, five, and 10.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Show the cover and have the students predict what
the book will be about from the picture and title.
Discuss students’ concepts of needs and wants.
Create a class T-chart of “Things We Need” and
“Things We Want.”
Read the book to the students pointing out the
pictures. Have the students infer the feelings of the
main character, Jeremy, from his actions, words,
and facial expressions.
Have the students infer what a thrift shop is from the
words and pictures.
Discuss the implications of buying shoes that are
too small.
Discuss the reason why the following words are
written in italics: “I’m not going to do it,” and why
they get bolder and larger in size as Jeremy
struggles with the idea of giving the shoes he
bought to his friend who needs new shoes.
Talk about the message: Warm boots, a loving
grandmother, and a good friend are worth more
than the thing Jeremy wants.
Instruct the students how to use a graphic organizer
to write a summary of the story.
Discuss the questions:
• Who are the people in your life you value most?
• What are some things for which you are most
thankful?
Have the students work in pairs to produce
advertisements for an article of clothing needed in
one of the seasons: spring rain boots or raincoat,
summer sun hat, fall jacket, or winter boots. They
should show through words and pictures, how the
article of clothing helps the wearer dress properly
for the weather.

Grade
2
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The students then present their advertisements
orally to the rest of the class.
Ask students if everyone has the necessities of life.
Brainstorm what poverty means. Ask students what
they can do to help others who have less.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Ask the students to bring clothes from home that they
have outgrown and are gently used.
Donate the clothes to a charity, second-hand
consignment store, or thrift shop.
Organize a class or school food drive to assist a local
food bank.

EXTENSIONS
Ask the students to count everyone’s shoes in the
class by twos.
Ask the students to find pictures of running shoes or
another item in flyers and check the prices. Round
off the prices to whole numbers for the children.
Have the students order the pictures and prices
from greatest to least and talk about possible
reasons for the differences in the prices.

Hold a school-wide sale to raise funds for a project in a
developing country.

Materials
–– chart paper
–– summary organizer for fictional text (reproducible)
–– bristol board
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Grade
2

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Summary Organizer for Fictional Text
Title:

Author:

Setting: 		
Characters: 		
Problems: 		
Events:

Solution:

Conclusion:

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
2
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How to Heal a
Broken Wing
Author and Illustrator: Bob Graham
Publisher: 		Candlewick Press
ISBN:
978-0-7636-3903-7

SYNOPSIS
No one saw the bird fall. Only young Will noticed
it lying injured on the ground. Only he stopped
to help. In this spare urban fable, Bob Graham
brings us one small boy, one loving family, and one
miraculous story of hope and healing.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Caring
• Empathy for animals

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

May
Theme

40

True Worth and Beauty

Grade
2

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.2

demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in oral texts by retelling
the story or restating the information, including
the main idea and several interesting details

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

1.5

use stated and implied information and ideas
in oral texts to make simple inferences and
reasonable predictions, and support the
inferences with evidence from the text

1.6

extend understanding of oral texts by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge and experience; to other familiar
texts, including print and visual texts; and to
the world around them

Reading
1.3

identify several reading comprehension
strategies and use them before, during, and
after reading to understand texts

1.4

demonstrate understanding of a text by
retelling the story or restating information from
the text, with the inclusion of a few interesting
details

1.5

use stated and implied information and
ideas in texts to make simple inferences and
reasonable predictions about them

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge and
experience; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

1.8

express personal thoughts and feelings about
what has been read

2.3

identify some text features and explain how
they help readers understand texts

Writing
1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing
in a variety of ways and/or from a variety of
sources

1.5

identify and order main ideas and supporting
details, using graphic organizers

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

2.5

identify, initially with support and direction,
their point of view, and one or more possible
different points of view about the topic

Media Literacy
1.2

identify overt and implied messages in simple
media texts

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Science
1.2

identify positive and negative impacts that
different kinds of human activity have on
animals and where they live. Form an opinion
about one of them, and suggest ways in which
the impact can be minimized or enhanced

2.1

follow established safety procedures and
humane practices specific to the care and
handling of live animals, where appropriate,
during science and technology investigations

2.2

observe and compare the physical
characteristics of a variety of animals,
including insects, using student-generated
questions and a variety of methods and
resources

2.5

investigate the ways in which a variety of
animals adapt to their environment and/or to
changes in their environment, using various
methods

Grade
2
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The Arts
Drama
B2.2 identify, using drama terminology, the
elements and conventions of drama used in
shared drama experiences and theatre, and
describe how they help communicate ideas
and feelings, and create interest

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Contact the local humane society for additional
resources and ideas to share.
Book: Sparky: He Is Our Pet available at http://www.
authorhouse.com

Materials
–– art supplies

Visual Arts
D1.3 use elements of design in art works to
communicate ideas, messages, and
understandings

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Ask students to predict what the story will be about.
Begin reading the story. Stop after reading, “Will
saw a bird with a broken wing...” Ask students
what they would do if they saw a bird lying on the
street with a broken wing. (Discuss safety issues of
handling injured animals.)
Elicit responses to heighten a sense of empathy.
As you read, discuss the use of colour, lines,
foreground, background, etc.
After reading, have students talk about the main
idea in the book.
Discuss the feelings expressed in the book, both
explicit and implicit.
Discuss feelings students might have experienced.
Talk about feelings, such as empathy for all living
beings, caring, patience, hope, and how one person
can make a difference.
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Grade
2

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Ask students to draw a picture to show a time
when they helped someone in need, or to imagine
that they are helping an animal which has been
wounded. Discuss elements of design before they
begin so that students can incorporate these in their
drawings.
Have students write a short description of the
picture. They can present their picture to the class
explaining the values that were demonstrated in the
picture.
Students can be assessed for their artwork, writing,
oral presentation, and their understanding of the
positive impact animals have on humans and vice
versa.

EXTENSIONS
Students can discuss the following topic with a
partner and write a paragraph about it: Should
animals be kept in zoos as long as they are well
looked after? Should animals be used in circuses?
Why? Why not?
Modification: Stage 1 ELL students can write in
their first language. An older student or adult who is
fluent in English and the student’s first language can
translate for them.
Ask students to design holiday, birthday, or get-well
cards that feature an animal of their choice with a
message inside about caring for the animal. Send to
friends and family.
Students can organize a penny drive in the school
and send the money to the local humane society.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
2
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Grade
2

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

The Tipi

. . . . . . . . P. 45

Primary
Grade 3
. . . . . . . . P. 50

. . . . . . . P. 53

. . . . . . . . P. 56

. . . . . . . P. 59

The Tipi

SYNOPSIS
This description speaks about the teachings of the
tipi and how the Cree people used the tipi to instill
values. The virtues of the tipi poles were recalled
and spoken as the people constructed their homes.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• There are 15 teachings in the construction of a
tipi. Each pole stands for a virtue.

October
Theme

Sharing Our Lives

June
Theme

46

Circles and Cycles

Grade
3

Pole 1
Obedience: We must accept guidance and wisdom
from outside of ourselves, and use our ears before
our mouths.
Pole 2
Respect: We must honour our elders, fellow
students, the strangers who come to visit our
community, and all of life. We must honour the basic
rights of all others.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Pole 3

Pole 9

Humility: We are not above or below others in the
circle of life. We feel humbled when we understand
our relationship with creation. We are so small
compared to the majestic expanse of creation, just
a strand in the web of life. Understanding this helps
us to respect and value life.

Thankfulness: We learn to give thanks, to always
be thankful for the Creator’s bounty—which we are
privileged to share with others—and for all the kind
things others do for us.

Pole 4
Happiness: We must show enthusiasm in
encouraging others. Our good actions will make our
ancestors happy. This is how we share happiness.

Sharing: We learn to be part of a family and
community by helping with the provision of food
and other basic needs. Through the sharing of
responsibilities, we learn the value of working
together and enjoying the fruits of our labour.

Pole 5

Pole 11

Love: If we are to live in harmony, we must accept
one another as we are and accept others who are
not in our circle. Love means to be good and kind to
one another and to ourselves.

Strength: This teaching refers to spiritual strength.
We must learn to be patient in times of trouble
and not to complain but to endure and show
understanding. We must accept difficulties and
tragedies so that we may give others strength to
accept their own difficulties and tragedies.

Pole 6
Faith: We must learn to believe and trust others
and to believe in a power greater than ourselves—
whom we worship and who gives us strength to be
a worthy member of the human race.
Pole 7
Kinship: Our family is important to us. This includes
our parents, brothers, and sisters, who love us and
give us roots that tie us to the lifeblood of the earth.
It also includes extended family: grandparents,
aunts, uncles, cousins, their in-laws, and children.
Pole 8
Cleanliness: This refers to spiritual cleanliness.
Clean thoughts come from a clean mind and this
comes from our spirituality. With a clean mind and
sense of peace within, we learn not to inflict ills on
others.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Pole 10

Pole 12
Good Child Rearing: Children are gifts from the
Creator. We are responsible for their spiritual,
emotional, physical, and intellectual well-being,
since they are blessed with the gift of representing
the continuing circle of life, which we perceive to be
the Creator’s will.
Pole 13
Hope: We must look forward to moving toward good
things. We need to have a sense that the seeds we
are planting will bear fruit for our children, families,
and communities.
Ultimate Protection
This is the ultimate responsibility: to achieve
balance and well-being of the body, mind,
emotions, and spirit for the individual, the family, the
community, and the Nation.

Grade
3
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Control Flaps

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES

The control flaps on a tipi teach us that we are all
connected by relationships and that we depend on
each other. Having respect for and understanding of
this connection creates and controls harmony and
balance in the circle of life. When we don’t know
how to use the flaps, it gets smoky inside the tipi
and we can’t see, which is like life: If we can’t live in
balance, we can’t see clearly where we are going.
Conclusion: Poles

Seek out books about Aboriginal homes.

For every time that a pole is added, a rope goes
around to bind that pole in place. You have to be
there and see it to appreciate that teaching. The
rope is a sacred bond, binding all the teachings
together until they are all connected.

Discuss differences between historical dwellings and
modern-day homes.

These words are shared by elders from the Cree
Nation.

Contact a First Nations community or Aboriginal
organization in your area and invite a speaker to explain
the traditional construction of tipis to students.

Materials
–– paper
–– pastels
–– writing paper
–– computers
–– dowels
–– rope
–– material (fabric)
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Grade
3

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
listening behaviour by using active listening
strategies in order to contribute meaningfully
and work constructively in groups

1.6

extend understanding of oral texts by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge and experience, to other familiar
texts—including print and visual texts, and to
the world around them

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Writing
1.3

2.1

gather information to support ideas for writing
in a variety of ways and/or from a variety of
sources
write short texts using a variety of forms

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Science and Technology
1.1

assess effects of strong and stable structures
on society and the environment

2.4

use technological problem-solving skills
and knowledge acquired from previous
investigations to design and build a strong and
stable structure that serves a purpose

3.1

define a structure as a supporting framework
with a definite size, shape, and purpose, that
holds a load

Social Studies
Compare and contrast buildings/dwellings in early
settler and/or First Nations communities in Upper
Canada with buildings and dwellings in present-day
Ontario.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Have students speak about and share their
interpretation of each virtue. They then illustrate the
virtues.
The students each choose one virtue to illustrate
using pastels.
Have students write a poem on each virtue. Have
students chose one virtue and write a poem about
what it means to them.
Have students try to view the themes from the
perspective of the Cree Nation. Why do you think
these virtues are important to the Cree people?
Why do you think a virtue is attached to each of the
poles of the tipi? It is important to see each virtue
as something to learn, and to work toward having a
good moral character.
Have students research the important aspects of
the tipi as a place to live, i.e. scientifically, what
makes the tipi warm, protective, etc.
Have students build their own mini tipi with guidance
from a member of an Aboriginal community. Gather
15 poles, rope, and material with flaps. Students
work in pairs to place the pole and teach the virtue
associated with the pole. Students paint the outside
of the tipi with illustrations depicting who they are.

The Arts
Visual Arts

EXTENSIONS

D1.1 create two- and three-dimensional works of
art that express personal feelings and ideas
inspired by the environment, or that have the
community as their subject

Write pen-pal letters to First Nations, Métis, or Inuit
students to learn more about their lives, where
they live, what they do for fun, and aspects of their
cultures and traditions.

D2.3 demonstrate an awareness of the meaning of
signs and symbols encountered in their daily
lives and in works of art

Incorporate “Tribes” resource activities to
emphasize community-building activities in the
classroom.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
3
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Lily and the Paper
Man
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher:
ISBN-13:
ISBN-10:

Rebecca Upjohn
Renné Benoit
Second Story Press, 2007
978-1-897187-19-7
1-897187-19-X

SYNOPSIS
Walking with her mother on the way home from
school one day, Lily runs straight into a gruff and
untidy-looking man selling papers on the street.
Lily is afraid of the man but when the weather turns
cold, she starts to see the paper man differently—
she sees his bare toes through the holes in his
boots and his thin shirt through the holes in his coat.
As she lies in her cozy bed at night, she wonders
how the paper man stays warm. Lily comes up with
a wonderful idea…

OBJECTIVE

February
Caring

Theme

May
Theme

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Community
• Classism
• Caring
• Ageism
• Empathy

True Worth and Beauty

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.4

50

Grade
3

demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in a variety of oral texts
by identifying important information or ideas
and some supporting details

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

1.6

extend understanding of oral texts by
connecting the ideas in them: to their own
knowledge and experience; to other familiar
texts, including print and visual texts; and to
the world around them

Reading
1.4

demonstrate understanding of a variety of
texts by identifying important ideas and some
supporting details

1.5

make inferences about texts using stated and
implied ideas from the texts as evidence

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge and
experience; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

The Arts
Drama
B1.1 engage in dramatic and role play with a focus
on exploring themes, ideas, characters, and
issues from imagination or in stories from
diverse communities, times, and places
Visual Arts
D1.1 create two- and three-dimensional works of
art that express personal feelings and ideas
inspired by the environment or that have the
community as their subject
D1.3 use elements of design in art works to
communicate ideas, messages, and
understandings

Writing

Social Studies

1.5

Explain how communities interact with each other
and the environment to meet human needs.

2.5

identify and order main ideas and supporting
details into units that could be used to develop
a short, simple paragraph, using graphic
organizers
identify their point of view and other possible
points of view on the topic and determine if
their information supports their own view

Media Literacy
3.1

identify the topic, purpose, and audience for
media texts they plan to create

Compare transportation in urban and rural
communities.
Compare population density and diversity in urban
and rural communities.
Compare buildings and structures in urban and rural
communities.

Mathematics

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

Number Sense and Numeration

Read Aloud

Represent and describe the relationships between
coins and bills up to $10 (e.g., “There are eight
quarters in a toonie and ten dimes in a loonie.”)

Let students take a look at the cover and predict
what the story is about. Read the book aloud to the
class and stop at the words: “I know what to do!”
Have students guess what the ending will be.

Estimate, count, and represent (using the $ symbol)
the value of a collection of coins and bills with a
maximum value of $10.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
3
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Making Connections
Ask students if they have seen a homeless person
and what was their reaction. Will they do anything
different having heard this story?
Have they or someone they know helped a person
in need? What did it feel like?

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Run a used clothing exchange or a used clothing
drive in the school by having students make the
announcements, create posters, and collect the clothes
in boxes. Let students sort the clothes by size and
description. Send a letter home to parents to inform
them of the time for the clothes exchange, or alternately
pack the clothes and send them to a charitable
organization.

Writing
Let students describe the main idea of the story and
provide three supporting details.
Culminating Task
Let students write a different ending to the story.

EXTENSIONS
Social Studies
Urban and Rural Communities
Let the students take a look at the pictures. Ask
what type of community does Lily live in?
What are the features which make this an urban
community?
The Arts
Visual Arts
Let students dramatize various scenes from the
story (e.g., Lily walking in the rain with her mother,
stopping to buy the newspaper, and the man staring
at Lily).
Have students draw a picture of an urban scene on
a rainy day or a snowy day.
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Grade
3

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

The First
Strawberries: A
Cherokee Story
Author: 		Retold by Joseph Bruchac
Pictures: Anna Vojtech
Publisher: Puffin Books, 1993
ISBN: 		0-14-056409-8

SYNOPSIS
How did strawberries come to be? The legend
begins long ago, when the first man and woman had
a quarrel. The woman leaves in anger, but the sun,
taking pity on the sorry husband, sends tempting
berries to earth to slow the wife’s retreat. Only one
berry has the power to reunite the couple. To this
day, when Aboriginal people eat strawberries, they
are reminded to always be kind to each other; and
to remember that friendship, respect, and love are
as sweet as the taste of ripe, red berries.

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Kindness
• Friendship
• Respect
• Love

June
Theme

Circles and Cycles

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
3
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MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Reading
1.1

read a variety of literary texts, graphic texts,
and informational texts

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic using a
variety of strategies and resources

1.4

sort ideas and information for their writing
in a variety of ways and/or from a variety of
sources

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Science and Technology
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Grade
3

1.1

assess ways in which plants are important to
humans and other living things taking different
points of view into consideration, and suggest
ways in which humans can protect plants

2.5

use scientific inquiry/experimentation skills,
and knowledge acquired from previous
investigations to investigate a variety of ways
in which plants meet their basic needs

2.6

use appropriate science and technology
vocabulary including stem, leaf, root, pistil,
stamen, flower, adaptation, and germination,
in oral and written communication

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Complete a KWL chart on strawberries. What do
we know about strawberries? What do we want to
learn? Create a sample chart.
Bring in a strawberry plant and label parts of the
plant.
Create a chart about various types of berries:
raspberries, blueberries, blackberries, strawberries.
Discuss their parts, growing seasons, and medicinal
properties.
Discuss how the sun helped the man. Brainstorm
ways the sun helps us every day.
Have you ever been in a bad mood? Write a story
about a time you were in a bad mood and someone
who helped to make you feel better.
Write poems about love. Put poems on red
construction paper shaped like strawberries.
Visit a strawberry patch and gather strawberries.
Hold a strawberry festival and celebrate with recipes
that include strawberries and traditional strawberry
drink.

EXTENSIONS
Write pen-pal letters to First Nations, Métis, or Inuit
students to learn more about their lives: where
they live, what they do for fun and aspects of their
cultures and traditions.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Contact a First Nations community or Native
organization in your area to invite people to
demonstrate the planting songs.
Kawenni: 10/Gawen:yo Language Preservation Project
775 Seneca Road
RR#6, Hagersville, ON N0A 1H0
519-445-2085
http://www.kglpp.ca or e-mail: info@kglpp.com
Book: Who Took My Strawberries (A Child’s First
Library of Values: A Book About Learning to Share) by
Time-Life Books

Materials
–– strawberry plants
–– KWL sheet
–– some interesting teachings about the strawberry from
a Haudenosaunee perspective

Involve the school in planting a community garden
in the spring.
Invite community members to share stories that are
connected to food.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
3
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A Day’s Work
Author: 		Eve Bunting
Illustrator: Ronald Himler
Publisher: Clarion Books, New York, 1994
ISBN: 		0-395-84518-1

SYNOPSIS
This book looks at the topics of poverty, the value of
money, language barriers, and the concept of what
a day’s work is around the world.

OBJECTIVE

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Acceptance
• Honesty
• Responsibility
• Respect

May
Theme

56

True Worth and Beauty

Grade
3

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Reading
1.1

read a variety of literary texts, graphic texts,
and informational texts

1.2

identify a variety of reading comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately before,
during, and after reading to understand texts

1.5

make inferences about texts using stated and
implied ideas from the texts as evidence

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge and
experience; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

1.8

express personal opinions about ideas
presented in texts

1.9

identify the point of view presented in a
text and suggest some possible alternative
perspectives

Writing
2.1

write short texts using a variety of forms

2.2

establish a personal voice in their writing, with
a focus on using concrete words and images
to convey their attitude or feeling towards the
subject or audience

2.5

identify their point of view and other possible
points of view on the topic and determine if
their information supports their own view

Media Literacy
3.1

identify the topic, purpose, and audience for
media texts they plan to create

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Math
Number Sense and Numeration
Solve problems involving the addition and
subtraction of single and multi-digit whole numbers,
using a variety of strategies, and demonstrate an
understanding of multiplication and division.
Compose and decompose three-digit numbers into
hundreds, tens, and ones in a variety of ways using
concrete materials.
Solve problems involving the addition and
subtraction of two-digit numbers, using a variety of
mental strategies.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Teacher questions and prompts:
• Look at the book cover and the title—what do
you think the story will be about?
• What is a day’s work? Brainstorm ideas from
personal experience, family experience,
different occupations, and different parts of the
world compared to Canada.
• Why was Ben upset?
• Can you live on 60 dollars a day? Why? Why
not?
• What does poverty mean?
• Show students the costs of food/shelter/clothing
to raise awareness that it is challenging for
some people to buy even the basic necessities.
• Imagine yourself in a different country where
you did not know the language—how would
you feel, how would you communicate? What
barriers would you face?

Grade
3
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES

• How do you think Francesco’s abuelo felt?
• Why do you think Francesco’s role in the family
is important?
• Why is it important to be honest? Give an
example from the story.
• Look at the Website and compare wages
around the world. How do they compare to
Canada? Do you think that you could afford
all the basic necessities of life, based on the
wages?

Local Poverty Information:
http://www.povertywatchontario.ca

Write the story based on the point of view of
Francesco’s abuelo.

Local Language-Barrier Removal Initiatives:
http://news.ontario.ca/mci/en/2008/04/ontarioremoving-workplace-language-barriers.html

EXTENSIONS

Standard of Living in Ontario:
http://www.canadavisa.com/about-ontario.html
Investigate the world-wide phenomenon of child labour
in developing countries. Visit http://www.freethechild.
com

Materials

Elapsed Time:
Use a number line to show how you spend a day.
Possible questions:
• Francesco and his abuelo pulled the spiky
green plants all day. How many plants do you
estimate they pulled in an hour? In six hours? In
one week? In one month?
• How much can you buy with $60 in Canada?
Compare it to another country.

–– book: A Day’s Work by Eve Bunting, illustrated by
Ronal d Himler, Clarion Books, 1994
–– Website: http:// www.sweatfree.org/nonpovertywages
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Grade
3

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Why War Is Never
A Good Idea
Author: 		Alice Walker
Illustrator: Stefano Vitale
Publisher: Harper Collins, 2007
ISBN: 		9780060753856

SYNOPSIS
This book focuses on the effects that war has on
our environment, both globally and personally. It is
beautifully illustrated and written for students.
Students will explore the concepts of war and peace
and the global effects through mind maps and
poetry. Students will express their own thoughts and
feelings through media.

November
Theme

Peace

April

Theme

Local and Global
Citizenship

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Acceptance
• Respect
• Responsibility

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Reading
1.1

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

read a variety of literary texts, graphic texts,
and informational texts

Grade
3
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Environmental groups in Ontario:
http://www.weconserve.ca
http://www.oen.ca
http://www.on.ec.gc.ca
http://www.ecokids.ca

1.3

identify a variety of reading comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately before,
during, and after reading to understand texts

1.5

make inferences about texts using stated and
implied ideas from the texts as evidence

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge and
experience; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

1.8

express personal opinions about ideas
presented in texts

Writing
2.1

write short texts using a variety of forms

2.2

establish a personal voice in their writing, with
a focus on using concrete words and images
to convey their attitudes and feelings towards
the subject or audience

2.3

use words and phrases that will help convey
their meaning as specifically as possible

2.5

identify their point of view and other possible
points of view on the topic, and determine if
their information supports their own view

3.7

use some appropriate elements of effective
presentation in the finished product, including
print, script, different fonts, graphics, and
layout

Materials
–– Websites: http://www.teamwork.demon.co.uk/mind_
maps/mind_basic.htm, http://www.peterrussell.com/
MindMaps/HowTo.php
–– access to the Internet

Media Literacy
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Grade
3

1.1

identify the purpose and audience of some
media texts

1.2

use overt and implied messages to draw
inferences and make meaning in simple media
texts

1.4

describe how different audiences might
respond differently to specific media texts

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

3.1

identify the topic, purpose, and audience for
media texts they plan to create

3.4

produce media texts for specific purposes and
audiences, using a few simple media forms
and appropriate conventions and techniques

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Science and Technology
1.1

1.2

3.8

assess ways in which plants are important to
humans and other living things, taking different
points of view into consideration and suggest
ways in which humans can protect plants
assess the impact of different human activities
on plants, and list personal actions they can
engage in to minimize harmful effects and
enhance good effects
identify examples of environmental conditions
that may threaten plant and animal survival

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Teacher questions and prompts:
Look at the book cover and the title and ask: “What
do you think the book will be about?”
Read the book aloud up to page 7 and ask: “What
do you think will happen at the end of the book?”
Create a mind map about war, peace, or the
environment. (See above link for definition and
examples.)

Research a global topic about war, peace, or
an environmental issue and make a powerpoint
presentation, a children’s book, or a series of
posters.
Analyze images from the book, as well as the story,
and explain what messages the author is trying to
convey.
State points of view on a topic related to war, peace,
or the environment.

EXTENSIONS
Assess ways in which plants are important to
humans and other living creatures, taking different
points of view into consideration (e.g., the point of
view of home builders, gardeners, nursery owners,
vegetarians), and suggest ways in which humans
can protect plants.
Assess the impact of different human activities on
plants, and list personal actions they can engage
in to minimize harmful effects and enhance good
effects.
Identify examples of environmental conditions that
may threaten plant and animal survival.
Analyse the positive and negative impacts of human
interaction with natural habitats and communities,
taking different perspectives into account, and
evaluate ways of minimizing the negative impacts.
Identify reasons for the depletion or extinction of a
plant or animal species. Evaluate the impacts on the
rest of the natural community and propose possible
individual and collective actions for preventing such
depletions or extinctions from happening.

Create poetry about peace, war, and environmental
issues.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
3
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Grade
3

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

. . . . . . . . P. 64

Junior
Grade 4

. . . . . . . . P. 68

. . . . . . . . P. 72

. . . . . . . . P. 75

. . . . . . . . P. 79

. . . P. 82

Get Involved!
Environmental Activist
Author: 		Carrie Gleason
Illustrator: Rosie Gowsell-Pattison (Art Director)
Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company, 2009
ISBN: 		978-0-7787-4694-2 (bound)
ISBN:		978-0-7787-4706-2 (paperback)

SYNOPSIS
Concern for the well-being of the environment is
the theme running through this book. How can we
protect the earth from pollution and destruction?
Environmentalists are activists who encourage
others to change their attitudes and develop habits
that benefit the environment. They also pressure
governments to create better environmental laws.

OBJECTIVE

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Sustainability
• Stewardship

June
Theme

64

Circles and Cycles

Grade
4

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS

2.2

LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.3

identify a variety of listening comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately
before, during, and after listening in order to
understand and clarify the meaning of oral
texts

recognize a variety of organizational patterns
in texts of different types and explain how the
patterns help readers understand the texts

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic using a
variety of strategies and resources

1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing,
using a variety of strategies and oral, print,
and electronic sources

1.2

demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in a variety of oral texts
by summarizing important ideas and citing
important details

1.6

determine whether the ideas and information
they have gathered are relevant and adequate
for the purpose, and do more research if
necessary

1.6

extend understanding of oral texts by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to other
texts, including print and visual texts; and to
the world around them

2.5

identify their point of view and other possible
points of view on the topic, and determine
whether their information sufficiently supports
their own view

1.8

identify the point of view presented in oral
texts and ask questions about possible bias

2.7

make revisions to improve the content, clarity,
and interest of their written work, using several
types of strategies

Reading

Media Literacy

1.4

demonstrate understanding of a variety of
texts by summarizing important ideas and
citing supporting details

1.2

use overt and implied messages to draw
inferences and construct meaning in media
texts

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other familiar
texts; and to the world around them

1.3

express opinions about ideas, issues, and/
or experiences presented in media texts, and
give evidence from the texts to support their
opinions

1.8

express opinions about the ideas and
information in texts and cite evidence from the
text to support their opinions

3.1

describe in detail the topic, purpose, and
audience for media texts they plan to create

1.9

identify the point of view presented in a
text, citing supporting evidence from the
text, and suggest some possible alternative
perspectives
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Grade
4
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CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Math
Measurement
Estimate, measure, and record the mass of objects.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Cities often run environmental awareness programs
for schools. Invite someone who works for the city or
a municipality to make a presentation at school or to a
division, e.g. junior students.
Visit the following websites:
http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/environement
http://www.worldwildlife.org
http://www.greenpeace.org
http://www.worldwatch.org

Materials
–– access to the Internet
–– scales to measure mass
–– video: An Inconvenient Truth by Davis Guggenheim,
Paramount, 2006 (or other videos on the
environment)

Data Management and Probability
Collect data by conducting a survey or an
experiment to do with their habits, their
environment, issues in their school or the
community, or content from another subject, and
record observations or measurements.
Science and Technology
1.1

analyse the positive and negative impacts of
human interactions with natural habitats and
communities, taking different perspectives into
account, and evaluate ways of minimizing the
negative impacts

1.2

identify reasons for the depletion or extinction
of a plant or animal species, evaluate the
impacts on the rest of the natural community,
and propose possible actions for preventing
such depletions or extinctions from happening

Social Studies
Relate the physical environment to economic and
cultural activities in various provinces and territories.
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Grade
4

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

The Arts
Drama
B1.2 demonstrate an understanding of the element
of role by selectively using a few other
elements of drama
Visual Arts
D1.4 use a variety of materials, tools, and
techniques to determine solutions to design
challenges

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
This book connects well with the unit on
“Understanding Life Systems: Habitats and
Communities.” Once the students understand the
basic concepts, the book can make them aware
of the impact of activism to establish and enforce
environmental rights.

Write a persuasive letter to a government official,
or to a commercial enterprise, specifically outlining
ways to save the environment. Visit the Website
http://www.globalresponse.org to read about
their latest campaigns. According to page 29 in
the book, “Global Response is an organization
that uses letter-writing campaigns to address the
environmental concerns of communities around the
world.”
Write letters to government leaders asking them to
ban pesticides and other harmful substances that
pollute our waters.
Write a report about the impact of one aspect of
pollution on the environment (such as spraying
crops with chemicals), and send to a local
newspaper.
Attend a local town council meeting. Ask to address
the group with prepared questions and proposals.

EXTENSIONS

Discuss the layout and pictures in each chapter to
develop understanding of the features of text.

Run a greening program at the school, such as
litterless lunches and a recycling program.

Discuss consumerism and the 3Rs (reduce, reuse,
and recycle). Lead the students to understand that
although recycling and reusing are helpful, the
most effective way to save the environment is to
reduce consumption. Brainstorm ways to reduce
consumption.

Start a community garden at school or at the local
community centre.

Discuss activism on page 6 of the book and
brainstorm ways in which students can make a
difference. For example, students can collect the
garbage at lunchtime from some (or all) of the
classes, and measure the mass. They graph the
results and display the graphs on a bulletin board in
the hallways.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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4
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The Blue Ribbon Day
Author: 		Katie Couric
Illustrator: Marjorie Priceman
Publisher: Doubleday, 2004
ISBN: 		0-385-50142-0

SYNOPSIS
Two friends learn how to help each other through
a disappointing event and discover that sometimes
there are new strengths waiting to be discovered.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Coping with disappointment
• Helping one another
• Friendship

September
Self-Esteem

Theme

February
Theme
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Grade
4

Caring

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Math

2.1

identify a variety of purposes for speaking

Data Management and Probability

2.6

identify some non-verbal cues, including facial
expression, gestures, and eye contact and use
them in oral communications, appropriately
and with sensitivity towards cultural
differences, to help convey their meaning

Collect data by conducting a survey or an
experiment to do with themselves, their
environment, issues in their school or the
community, or content from another subject and
record observations or measurement

Reading
1.7 analyse texts and explain how specific
elements in them contribute to meaning
1.8

express opinions about the ideas and
information in texts and cite evidence from the
text to support their opinions

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic using a
variety of strategies and resources

1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing
using a variety of strategies and oral, print,
and electronic sources

Media Literacy
1.2

use overt and implied messages to draw
inferences and construct meaning in media
texts

Read, interpret, and draw conclusions from primary
data and from secondary data, presented in charts
tables, and graphs

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Activities for students:
Think of a good friend. Use a T-chart to make two
lists: one based on commonalties you share and
one based on differences.
Read the story aloud to the students. Create a plot
line for the story. Identify the main points of the story
on the plot line.
Use the plot line to retell the story to a student in
another grade or classroom.
In groups of three or four, brainstorm lists of ways
to boost your confidence. Do this as a timed activity.
Post lists.
Then do a walk around the room to read over the
ideas from other groups and add, modify, or delete
posted.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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4
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Write a compliment to a friend or family member.
Save it to put it in a card or to send on a special
occasion.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES

Assign each child a name of a classmate. Ask them
to write a compliment for the person.

EXTENSIONS

Invite the school librarian or community librarian to
make a display of books about friendship for the school
display case or library corner.

Students brainstorm a list of careers. Students
indicate which ones they find interesting. Analyse
for female/male traditional choices. Research
careers that are considered non-traditional. Graph
your findings.

Materials

Students discuss how best to present and explain
their findings.

–– chart paper
–– markers
–– list of adjectives (reproducible)

Talk in pairs about how attitudes and beliefs can
influence choices. Does gender play out in the
discussion? Explain by writing a paragraph to
summarize the ideas.
Give students a list of adjectives (see reproducible).
Students may add additional adjectives. Students
indicate adjectives that apply to them. Check to see
which adjectives females and males select. Discuss.
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AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

ADJECTIVES
beautiful
strong
smart
open-minded
tolerant
easy-going
determined
passionate
caring
loving
creative
computer literate
athletic
calculating
crafty
humorous
brave
shy
quite
loud
controlling
compassionate
confident
meek
bold
boisterous
obedient
rebellious
clever
slow
subdued
fierce
gentle
serious
funny
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MORE ADJECTIVES

Grade
4
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I Like Who I am
Author:		Tara White
Illustrator: Lee Claremont
Publisher: Theytus Books, 2007
ISBN:		978-1-894778-63-3

SYNOPSIS
The main character, Celina, moves to a new school
on the reserve. She has blond hair and blue eyes
and the other children do not believe that she is
Mohawk.

September
Self-Esteem

Theme

May
Theme

72

True Worth and Beauty

Grade
4

All Celina’s relatives are Mohawk, she has a
Mohawk name, she speaks the Mohawk language,
and she dances at the pow-wow. Celina starts
to believe her peers and decides not to dance
as planned at an upcoming pow-wow. Her greatgrandmother helps her understand that being
Mohawk is not about how she looks but about what
she feels in her heart. When the drumming starts at
the pow-wow for the Iroquois smoke dance, Celina
decides that she will dance after all, regardless of
what her peers think. This book explores issues of
bullying and belonging as Celina seeks acceptance
in her new community.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Self-esteem
• Acceptance of difference
• Bullying

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS

Visual Arts

LANGUAGE

D1.3 use elements of design in art works to
communicate ideas, messages, and
understandings

Oral Communication
1.5

make inferences using stated and implied
ideas in oral texts

Reading

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

1.2

identify a variety of reading comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately before,
during, and after reading to understand texts

1.8

express opinions about the ideas and
information in texts and cite evidence from the
text to support their opinions

Students discuss the meaning of stereotyping. Ask
the students if Celina’s classmates are stereotyping
her when they say she doesn’t belong because
she has blond hair and blue eyes. How are they
stereotyping her? What does Celina do to dispel
the stereotypes? How does Celina feel about her
peers? Stereotyping?

1.9

identify the point of view presented in a
text, citing supporting evidence from the
text, and suggest some possible alternative
perspectives

In the story, a classmate named Becky bullies
Celina. Discuss why Becky’s words and actions
toward Celina are bullying. What are her peers’
responsibilities in negating stereotyping?

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic using a
variety of strategies and resources

1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing
using a variety of strategies and oral, print,
and electronic sources.

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts
Drama
B1.3 plan and shape the direction of the drama or
role play by posing questions and working with
others to find solutions, both in and out of role

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Write a story about bullying based on stereotypes.
What solutions do you offer?
Celina’s great grandmother explains to Celina that,
“Being Mohawk is not about how you look. It’s
about the way you live your life, your knowledge,
and beliefs in your culture. It’s about what’s in your
heart.” Write down what you believe are important
things to have in order to maintain your cultural
beliefs and practices.
Research different cultures and give examples of
languages, stories, traditions, songs, and other
contributions. Explain how you selected your
sources.
Create a class tree showing various cultural groups
represented in your classroom. Each student will
create a collage of themselves and their families,
highlighting their cultural background.

Grade
4
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Celina’s classmates began to bully and tease Becky
after they saw Celina dance at the pow-wow. Becky
said that she wasn’t Mohawk because she couldn’t
do all the things Celina could. What was Celina’s
response to Becky? What did this response say
about the kind of person Celina was?

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Contact a First Nations community or Aboriginal
organization in your area and invite a group of
individuals to demonstrate Iroquois social dancing
or pow-wow dancing to the school. Most groups will
explain the stories behind the various types of dancing
and the songs.

Materials
–– chart paper
–– writing folder
–– tree form

Prepare scenarios based on bullying, teasing, and
belonging. Divide the students into groups of four
and give each group a scenario. Groups act out a
possible response to the scenario.
Building Awareness
Cultural awareness: Even within cultures, people
tend to stereotype each other. Discuss the
implications.
Invite students to bring in something to share about
their culture with the class that will help students to
better understand other cultures.

EXTENSIONS
Write pen-pal letters to First Nations, Métis, or Inuit
students to learn more about their lives, where
they live, what they do for fun, and their cultural
teachings and traditions.
Incorporate “Tribes Talking Circles” resource
activities to emphasize community-building activities
in the classroom.
Watch movies or cartoons that portray Aboriginal
communities and analyze stereotypes.
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AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

A cool drink of
WATER
Author: 		Barbara Kerley
Illustrator: National Geographic Society
Publisher: National Geographic Society, 2002
ISBN: 		0-7922-5489-9

SYNOPSIS
Through words, phrases, and colour photographs
from around the world, this book demonstrates
how water is a very basic need required to sustain
life. There are two pages at the back of the book
explaining the need for water conservation and
some ways to protect it.

OBJECTIVE

January
Theme

Rights of a Child

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Universal need for water
• Environmental stewardship
• Citizenship

April

Theme

Local and Global
Citizenship

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.1

identify a variety of purposes for speaking

1.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
listening behaviour by adapting active listening
strategies to suit a range of situations,
including work in groups

Reading
2.3

identify a variety of text features and explain
how they help readers understand texts

2.4

identify various elements of style—including
word choice and the use of similes,
personification, comparative adjectives,
and sentences of different types, lengths
and structures—and explain how they help
communicate meaning

Writing
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1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing,
using a variety of strategies and a range of
print and electronic sources

1.4

sort and classify ideas and information for their
writing in a variety of ways

1.5

identify and order main ideas and supporting
details and group them into units that could be
used to develop several linked paragraphs,
using a variety of strategies

2.5

identify their point of view and other possible
points of view, and determine, when
appropriate, if their own view is balanced by
evidence

2.7

make revisions to improve content, clarity, and
interest of their written work, using a variety of
strategies

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

2.8

produce revised draft pieces of writing to
meet identified criteria based on expectations
related to content, organization, style, and use
of conventions

Media Literacy
1.1

identify the purpose and audience for a variety
of media texts

3.1

describe in detail the topic, purpose, and
audience for media texts they plan to create

3.2

identify an appropriate form to suit the specific
purpose and audience for a media text
they plan to create, and explain why it is an
appropriate choice

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Science and Technology
1.1

analyse the positive and negative impacts of
human interactions with natural habitats and
communities taking different perspectives into
account and evaluate ways of minimizing the
negative impacts

3.8

explain why changes in the environment have
a greater impact on specialized species than
on generalized species

3.10 describe ways in which humans are
dependent on natural habitats and
communities

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
This book is an excellent introduction to a unit about
water.
Use the statistics from the back of the book to grab
the students’ interest. For example, 97 per cent of
the water on Earth is undrinkable.
As a class create a mind map for the topic of water.
Print the word “water” in the middle of the chart
paper. Organize students’ thoughts on the chart
paper. Classify the ideas using headings such as
storage, sources, bodies of, weather, changes of
state, the water cycle, climate change, habitats,
cooking, safety, religion, pollution, conservation,
quotations about, statistics, etc.
Scan and print the photos in the book. Ask students
to guess the location of the photos on a world map.
They justify their choices.
Tell the students where the photographs were taken
and share the information about each photo from
the back of the book. Students could take turns
reading the information about the photos. Students
compare their guesses with the actual locations.
Discuss the title and possible reasons why the
author used capitals for the first word and the word
water, and lower case letters for the rest.
Discuss the style of the book using sentence
fragments and phrases italicized words, many verbs
(scooped, drawn, caught, chilled, stored, squeezed,
sipped, and shared), as discussion points.
After studying conservation of water in science,
students can work in groups to plan, and then use
MS Publisher to design brochures on the topic,
“Conservation of water should play an important
role in our everyday life”. Students display their
brochures for other classes and parents during
Earth Week.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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Have students research the serious water problem
the world is facing, and how health problems
resulting from the use of unclean water threaten
the world’s population—especially in developing
countries. Google “UNCEF Canada” and “water” to
find pertinent videos. Have students take point-form
notes and present oral reports on their findings.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Organize a fieldtrip to a water purification plant.
Adopt a waterway to sustain cleanliness.
Host a film festival about water.
Arrange a fieldtrip to a sea lamprey control centre.
Take a fieldtrip to a canal and hydroelectricity
generating power station.

Materials
–– MS Publisher
–– world map
–– Internet access to access sites such as UNICEF
Canada and National Geographic Kids
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EXTENSIONS
A bucket of water weighs about 10kg. Have the
students carry the bucket a few metres to get a feel
for the difficulty many people (usually women) in
the world have carrying their water from communal
sources.
Through UNICEF give the gift of water. Have
students organize a fundraiser and donate the
money to UNICEF to purchase water purification
tablets, and/or water sanitation kits, and/or a water
pump for people in a developing country. Celebrate
the United Nations’ International Decade for
Action—Water for Life (2005–2015) by attending a
water festival hosted by a conservation authority in
your community.
Water festivals usually have a variety of activities.
Displays may show how much water is wasted
when the tap runs while brushing their teeth;
charade-type games about water-borne diseases
affecting children in the global community can also
be used.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

The Milestones Project:
Celebrating Childhood
around the World
Author:

J. K. Rowling, Eric Carle, Naomi Shihab
Nye, William Joyce, Cynthia Rylant,et al.
Photo:
Dr. Richard Steckel and Michele Steckel
Publisher: Tricycle Press, 2004
ISBN: 		978-158246-228-8 or 1-58246-228-3

SYNOPSIS
The quote: “We do not remember a day, we
remember moments,” offers a glimpse of everyday
events that stay in our memories. Children share
special events such as the first day of school,
special friendships, and activities they enjoy.

OBJECTIVE

September
Theme

Self-Esteem

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Identity
• Difference
• Self-esteem

June
Theme

Circles and Cycles

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
4
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MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
2.3

communicate in a clear, coherent manner,
presenting ideas, opinions, and information in
a readily understandable form using a variety
of sentence types

Reading
1.4

demonstrate understanding of a variety of
texts by summarizing important ideas and
citing supporting details

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic and
identify those most appropriate for the purpose

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Media Literacy
3.1

describe in detail the topic, purpose, and
audience for media texts they plan to create

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Ask studnets: “What’s a milestone?” Brainstorm and
record ideas.
Where does the information we use come from?
How do we know if the information is correct?
Discuss.
Conduct an interview with a student at your school
who has siblings.
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AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Ask the students to share information about how
each sibling has contributed in a positive way to the
family.

EXTENSIONS

Ask about ways that their families share time
together.

Invite three students from the class to present their
research in a panel presentation. Be clear to each
presenter about how long they have to speak, so
that they are well prepared.

What are some firsts that they have experienced as
individuals?

Include a question and answer period at the end of
the three presentations.

Use ideas from the story to generate ideas.

Invite a researcher to visit the class to discuss a
project they’ve done that has involved working
collaboratively with someone from another country.

Poll students in your class to identify famous
Canadians. Select the top four. Are they male
or female? What contributions have they made?
Include famous Canadians from racialized
backgrounds. What is their racial or ethnic
background? What is their first language?
Ask students to use the Internet as a source for
gathering information. How do they know the
sources they used are credible?
Have students write a report about their findings.
The story is built around the idea of similarities. How
would you use this book to talk about acceptance of
difference(s)?
In pairs, have students discuss ways to become
more accepting of experiences that are different
than their own. For example, separately they make
a list of favourite activities, books, or television
shows then compare their lists.
Have students discuss why they may or may not like
a particular activity, book, or show.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Have students contact the Canadian Red Cross
Society, a religious organization, or a non-governmental
agency to find out about an international project. Invite
them to talk about the project and why they believe the
work is important.
Compile a list of questions for students to ask when
inviting a guest speaker.
What would you say about yourself as an introduction?
For example, name, school, why you are interested in
this topic, etc.
What information would you want to know about the
person you plan to interview? For example, name,
background information such as how long they’ve lived
in town, etc.

Grade
4
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The Butterfly
Author:
Patricia Polacco
Publisher: Puffin Books, a division of Penguin
books for Young Readers, 2009
ISBN: 		978-0-14-241306-7

SYNOPSIS
The Nazis marched into Monique’s small French
village, terrorizing it during World War II. One night
Monique encounters “the little ghost” sitting at the
end of her bed. The ghost turns out to be a young
Jewish girl named Sevrine who has been hiding
from the Nazis in Monique’s own basement.

February
Caring

Theme

March

Theme

82

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

Grade
4

Playing secretly after dark in Monique’s room, the
two become friends until, in a terrifying moment,
they are discovered, sending their families into a
horrendous flight. The story is based on the lives
of Patricia Polacco’s aunt Monique and Monique’s
mother, Marcelle Solliliage, during the French
Resistance when Marcelle helped Jews escape to
freedom from the Nazi regime.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Courage and hope
• Paying homage to those who stood up to
oppression during the Holocaust
• Compassion and true friendship

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.9

identify the presentation strategies used in oral
texts and analyse their effect on the audience

2.3

communicate in a clear, coherent manner,
presenting ideas, opinions, and information in
a readily understandable form

Reading
1.5

make inferences about texts using stated and
implied ideas from the texts as evidence

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other familiar
texts; and to the world around them

3.2

predict the meaning of and rapidly solve
unfamiliar words using different types of
cues, including: semantic (meaning) cues;
syntactic (language) cues; and graphophonic
(phonological and graphic) cues

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic using a
variety of strategies and resources

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts
Visual Arts
D2.3 demonstrate awareness of the meaning of
signs, symbols and styles in works of art

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Have the students infer what the book will be about
from the title and the picture on the front cover (a
girl looking sad, a red flag with a swastika on it, and
a butterfly landing on a flower).
Read the synopsis on the inside flap to the students.
Ask the students if they have ever seen a swastika
and know about its meaning.
Ask the students if they have ever heard of Nazis
and the Holocaust and what they know about the
meanings of the words.
Write the words and the students’ definitions on
chart paper.
Ask the students what other texts they have read
or seen that can provide them knowledge about the
time period. Add their information to the chart.
Read the book aloud to students. Ask them to
reword their notes on post-it notes. Listen for
information about this time period.
Read the book aloud to the students, stopping to
allow the students to make inferences (making
inferences has been modeled by the teacher
previously). Have an enlarged version of the
graphic organizer on Inferring on chart paper or the
whiteboard to display post-its facts that the students
hear on particular pages, questions, and inferences
they make.
The book does not give a detailed account of the
Holocaust and what happened in concentration
camps but it does give a basic understanding of the
events surrounding the time. The students will make
inferences based on their background knowledge
and the teacher will need to fill in the details in an
age-appropriate manner.

Grade
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The following excerpts are a few examples given in
the text to elicit class discussion:

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite a Holocaust survivor to visit your school. Contact
a synagogue in your community or the Sarah and
Chaim Neuberger Holocaust Education Centre of
Toronto for survivors who will visit your class, plays,
lectures, Holocaust Education Week ideas, etc. Contact
Carson Phillips at cphillips@ujafed.org or Hannah
Schwartz at hschwartz@ujafed.org.
Read the following related books:
• Terrible Things: An Allegory of the Holocaust by Eve
Bunting
• The Lily Cupboard by Shulamith Levey Oppenheim
• Don’t Forget by Patricia Lakin
• Star of Fear, Star of Hope by Jo Hoestlandt
• Erika’s Story by Ruth Vander Zee
• I Never Saw Another Butterfly by Hana Volavkova
• Hiding Edith by Kathy Kacer
• Hana’s Suitcase by Karen Levine
• Ten Marks and a Train Ticket by Susy Goldstein,
Gina Hamilton, and Wendy Share
• The Boy in the Striped Pajamas by John Boyne
• Watch the movie: The Boy in the Striped Pajamas

Materials
–– book: The Butterfly by Patricia Polacco, Puffin Books,
2009
–– watercolour paper and paints
–– Website: http://www.hmh.org/ed_butterfly1.shtml,
http://www.holocausteducationweek.com
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MONIQUE’S mother was not sure how much longer
Monique would have “the privilege of going to
school with the war ...”
IN THE STORE “most of the jars that used to be
filled with every kind of candy and confection were
empty. (Sugar was scarce.)
“‘SCHWEIN...JUDENSCHWEIN!’ they heard the
Nazis shout as they pushed Monsieur Marks to the
ground. They watched the Nazis kick him hard in
the ribs with those tall black boots.”
“THE FEAR that was in the eyes of her neighbours
and friends whenever the Nazi soldiers came close.”
Teach the meanings of the words prejudice, racism,
anti-Semitism.
People hiding children were breaking the law and
placing themselves in danger. Ask students: Do you
think it was okay for them to break the law? Why or
why not?
The French family was courageous to do what they
did even in the face of danger. Ask students: Why
do you think that they were willing to help?
Have the students select from the following prompts
and write about their experiences: Think of a time
you had to be brave. When was it and how did you
feel? Or think of a time somebody did something
kind for you. When was it and how did you feel?
Read the author’s note at the back of the book to
the students or have a student read it to the class.
In it we learn that Monique and Sevrine are friends
to this day.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Ask the students how we know from the events in
the book that Monique and Sevrine became true
friends. (They exchanged gifts—Monique’s cat
and Sevrine’s necklace with the Star of David on it.
They exchanged a personal artifact as an offer and
gesture of comfort and hope.)
Ask the students: How can you be a good friend to
others? Ask: What makes a good friend? How do
you choose friends?
Have students use context cues first and then the
dictionary if necessary to figure out the meanings
of the French, German, and Hebrew words in
the text as well as many other words, which
may be unfamiliar depending on your students’
backgrounds. Create a glossary for the book.
Ask: What do they think a symbol is? Students
brainstorm and identify symbols they know. Have
students define the word symbol. Students search
for symbols in the book (Star of David, swastika).
Explain to the students that the Star of David is a
symbol of Jewish identity and Judaism. Since 1948
with the creation of the state of Israel, it has become
the symbol of Israel as well. Israel’s flag portrays the
Star of David.
The Star of David became a symbol of humiliation,
shame, fear, and death when the Nazis forced the
Jews to wear the yellow star on their sleeves.
The butterfly is an important symbol in this book—
hence the title of the book, The Butterfly. Ask the
students: What does the butterfly symbolize in the
story? Accept all answers.

The butterfly that the girls share in Monique’s
bedroom might symbolize hope and longing for
freedom. Monique eventually exclaims: “I promise,
Sevrine, someday you’ll be as free as…as that
papillon.”
The butterflies at the end of the book might be
symbolic of Sevrine’s freedom and life. Monique
tells her mother, “It’s a sign, Maman, a miracle!
Sevrine sent them, I know it! She and her parents
are safe!”

EXTENSIONS
Participate in “The Butterfly Project” sponsored by
the Houston Holocaust Museum to culminate the
unit on the Holocaust.
The butterfly has become a universal symbol of
hope, freedom, flight, and transformation. Patricia
Polacco’s illustrations use watercolours. Have
students paint watercolour butterflies on 8- by 10inch watercolour paper with monopoint techniques
for symmetry. Mail the butterflies to the Houston
Holocaust Museum. The museum is collecting 1.5
million butterflies to display in memory of the 1.5
million children who died in the Holocaust.
Access the Website http://www.hmh.org/ed_
butterfly1.shtml for wonderful information about the
project, criteria for creating the butterflies (size of
paper, two-dimensional preferred), and the address
for mailing your butterflies. There is also a free
Adobe flash player to download to use to show your
class butterflies created by other children.

Some ideas might be:
The first butterfly (that the Nazi soldier squeezes in
his fist) might symbolize Monsieur Marks and how
his beautiful life was probably violently taken away,
or how he was taken to be cruelly mistreated by the
Nazis in a concentration camp.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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Eagle Song
Author: 		Joseph Bruchac
Illustrator: Dan Andreasen
Publisher: Puffin Books, 1999
ISBN: 		0-14-130169-4

SYNOPSIS
Danny Bigtree’s family has moved to a new city,
and no matter how hard he tries, Danny can’t seem
to fit in. He’s homesick for the Mohawk reservation
where he used to live. The kids in his class call him
“Chief” and tease him about being an Indian—the
identify that makes Danny most proud. Danny is
trying to find the courage to oppose the racism he is
experiencing.

OBJECTIVE

September
Self-Esteem

Theme

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Peace
• Self-esteem
• Identity

November
Theme
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AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.3

1.6

identify a variety of listening comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately
before, during, and after listening in order to
understand and clarify the meaning of oral
texts
extend understanding of oral texts by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to other
texts, including print and visual texts; and to
the world around them

Reading

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Social Studies
Use media works, oral presentations, written notes
and descriptions, drawings, tables, and graphs to
present information about processes or sequences
of events
Construct and read a variety of maps, graphs,
diagrams, and/or models to display and interpret
information for specific purposes
Identify the relevance to their own lives of individual
and group rights
Model activities and processes of responsible
citizenship

1.1

read a variety of texts from diverse cultures,
including, literary texts, graphic texts, and
informational texts

Math

1.2

identify a variety of reading comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately before,
during, and after reading to understand texts

5m63 create, identify, and extend numeric and
geometric patterns, using a variety of tools

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other familiar
texts; and to the world around them

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

Writing
1.1

identify the topic, purpose, and audience for a
variety of writing forms

2.1

write longer and more complex texts using a
variety of forms

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Patterning and Algebra

Student Activities
Discuss the meaning of racism. Provide three
examples of racism Danny experiences in the
book. What effects does this have on Danny’s selfesteem?
Why did Danny’s family move to the city? Have you
ever moved before? Write a journal entry about how
it would feel to move to a new place and attend a
new school.

Grade
5
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES

Danny’s father tells a story about the great
peace. This book shares much history about the
Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) people. Brainstorm five
historical events of the Haudenosaunee that were
shared in the book.

Contact a First Nations community or Aboriginal
organization in your area. Invite a speaker to present
the history of the Haudenosaunee people, and how
they sustain community.

Danny’s father speaks to his class and shows the
class a wampum belt. Discuss possible symbols,
and design your own wampum belt. Include a story
to explain the symbolism of your wampum belt.

Book: Skywalkers, Tehanetorens. 1972 Wampum Belts.
Ohsweken, ON: Iroqrafts Ltd. Onchiota, N.Y. 1972
ISBN: 0-919645-07-0

Danny’s father was an ironworker. This is an
occupation that Mohawk men traditionally do.
Research what an ironworker does, and the history
of the ironworkers in the 1920s and 1930s. Create a
report and present to the class. Why were Mohawk
men confined to this type of employment?

Thomas, Jake, 1989. Illustrations and Descriptions of
Wampum Belts. Wilsonville, ON. Sandpiper Press.
Kawenni:10 Gaweni: yo Language Preservation Project
775 Seneca Road, R.R. # 6, Hagersville, ON N0A 1H0
(519) 445-2085
http://www.kglpp.ca, e-mail: info@kglpp.com
Making a wampum belt
Wampum beads and belts
The Peacemaker and the Tree of Peace (p. 5) Iroquois
Confederacy, Indian Time, Hogansbury, N.Y: Indian
Time
The Haudenosaunee: A Special Supplement to Indian
Time Newspaper for Educators and Students, Indian
Time. Spring 2004. Hogansburg, NY. Indian Time

Materials
–– book: Racism by Clive Gifford, Walrus Books, 2006
–– graph paper
–– wampum belt books
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Discuss what peace means. Write your own
definition of peace. How did Danny make peace
with the other boys?
Illustrate the story, “The Great Peace” as it is told by
Danny’s father, Richard Big Tree.
Is Danny considered to be “the problem?” What
is the responsibility of his peers in resolving and
addressing racism?

EXTENSIONS
Write pen-pal letters to First Nations, Métis, or Inuit
students to learn more about their lives, where they
live, what they do for fun, and about their cultural
beliefs and traditions.
Have students write an interior monologue to
imagine the thoughts of Danny at a specific point in
time (a turning point, a key moment).

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Let’s Talk About
Race
Author: 		Julius Lester
Illustrator: Karen Barbour
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers, 2005
ISBN: 		978-0-06-446226-6

SYNOPSIS
Julius Lester says, “I write because our lives are
stories. If enough of those stories are told, then
perhaps we will begin to see that our lives are
the same story. The differences are merely in the
details.”

January
Theme

Rights of a Child

April

Theme

Mr. Lester shares his own story as he explores
what makes each of us special. Karen Barbour’s
dramatic, vibrant paintings speak to the heart of
Lester’s unique vision, truly a celebration of all of
us.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• I am a story. So are you. So is everyone.

Local and Global
Citizenship

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.3

identify a variety of listening comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately
before, during, and after listening in order to
understand and clarify the meaning of oral
texts

1.5

make inferences about oral texts using stated
and implied ideas in the texts as evidence

1.6

extend understanding of oral texts by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to other
texts, including print and visual texts; and to
the world around them

1.8

identify the point of view presented in oral
texts and ask questions to identify missing or
possible alternative points of view

Reading

92
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1.1

read a variety of texts from diverse cultures,
including literary texts

1.3

identify a variety of reading comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately before,
during, and after reading to understand texts

1.5

use stated and implied ideas in texts to make
inferences and construct meaning

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other familiar
texts; and to the world around them

1.9

identify the point of view presented in texts,
ask questions to identify missing or possible
alternative points of view, and suggest some
possible alternative perspectives

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Writing

Science and Technology

1.1

identify the topic, purpose, and audience for a
variety of writing forms

2.3

1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing,
using a variety of strategies and a range of
print and electronic resources

design and build a model to demonstrate how
organs or components of body systems in
the human body work and interact with other
components

2.4

use appropriate science and technology
vocabulary, including circulation, respiration,
digestion, organs, and nutrients, in oral and
written communication

1.4

sort and classify ideas and information for their
writing in a variety of ways

1.5

identify and order main ideas and supporting
details and group them into units that could
be used to develop several linked paragraphs,
using a variety of strategies

2.5

identify their point of view and other possible
points of view, and determine, when
appropriate, if their own view is balanced and
supported by evidence

Media Literacy
1.2

use overt and implied messages to draw
inferences and construct meaning in media
texts

1.5

identify whose point of view is presented or
reflected in a media text, ask questions to
identify missing or alternative points of view,
and, where appropriate, suggest how a more
balanced view might be represented

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS

Social Studies
Identify important values and beliefs in two or more
early civilizations and describe how they affected
daily life.
Health and Physical Education
Personal Safety and Injury Prevention
C1.1 identify people, older students, and supportive
services that can assist with injury prevention,
emergencies, bullying, and abusive and
violent situations
Interpersonal Skills
1.4

apply relationship and social skills as they
participate in physical activities, develop
movement competence, and acquire
knowledge and skills related to healthy living
to help them interact positively with others,
build healthy relationships, and become
effective team members

Math
Data Management and Probability
Compare similarities and differences between two
related sets of data, using a variety of strategies.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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The Arts
Dance
A1.4 use the element of relationship in short dance
pieces to communicate an idea
Drama

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES

B1.1 engage actively in drama exploration and role
play, with a focus on examining issues and
themes in fiction and non-fiction sources from
diverse communities, times, and places

Translators for ELL students

Visual Arts

Families of students for research of family origin

D1.3 use elements of design in art works to
communicate ideas, messages, and
understandings

book: The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, 2002
book: The Colour of Us by Karen Katz, Henry Holt and
Company, 2002

Materials
–– Venn diagram (see appendix, p.178)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
This book lends itself to teaching features of text
as an oral exercise, predicting, visualizing, and
inferring for comprehension and narrative writing as
a text form.
The culminating task will be a written narrative
piece, with the appropriate organization,
conventions, etc. Offer critique on the oral
presentation for projection of voice, eye contact,
facial expression, and pitch. Be mindful of
cultural considerations. Discuss implications for
assessment.
Have students predict what the book is about.
Discuss the word race.
Discuss features of text as you go along; (e.g.,
Why are the words: “HOW DOES YOUR STORY
BEGIN?” capitalized? Why does the author use
brackets, colons, semicolons, etc.?)
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AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Stop at each question and discuss the variety of
races in the classroom, community, city, or province.
Discuss the terms “racialized” and “racial minority.”
When should these terms be used?
Continue the discussion about similarities and
differences.
Have students discuss how our bodies function.
Connect to the science unit on human organs and
the skeletal system.
Do a follow up as a writing exercise. Have students
work with a partner. Do a Venn diagram, recording
similarities and differences between the two of
them.
Have students write a narrative about their partner.

Social Studies
Identify values and beliefs in an early civilization
and compare with present day values and beliefs in
Canada.
Science
Draw a picture, or make a model of the skeletal
system to show how parts work together and that all
skeletons have the same structure.
Discuss the elements of design used in the
illustrations in the book.
Why would a graph like that showing races be
misleading and problematic? What are some
assumptions that are being made? Discuss.

When they have written a rough draft, edited each
other’s work, and completed a good copy, they
present their story to the class as the culminating
task. Students will be assessed for their writing
process and their oral presentation.

EXTENSIONS
ELL Stage 1 students write about their partner in
their first language.
Another student or parent, who is fluent in both
languages, translates. This is a useful way to get to
know the student.
Students working at a higher level can research the
origin of their own family.
Math
Imagine creating a graph of the different races in the
class and the school.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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The Milestones Project:
Celebrating Childhood
around the World
Author:

J. K. Rowling, Eric Carle, Naomi Shihab
Nye, William Joyce, Cynthia Rylant, et al.
Photo:
Dr. Richard Steckel and Michele Steckel
Publisher: Tricycle Press, 2004
ISBN: 		978-158246-228-8 or 1-58246-228-3

SYNOPSIS
The quote: “We do not remember a day, we
remember moments” offers a glimpse of everyday
events that stay in our memories. Children share
special events such as the first day of school,
special friendships, and activities they enjoy.

OBJECTIVE

October
Theme

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Identity
• Difference
• Self-esteem
• Commonalities

Sharing Our Lives

June
Theme
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Circles and Cycles

Grade
5

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE

Ask the students to share information about how
each sibling has contributed in a positive way to the
family.

Oral Communication

Ask about ways that the family shares time together.

2.3

communicate orally in a clear, coherent
manner, presenting ideas, opinions, and
information in a readily understandable form
using a variety of sentence types

Reading
1.4

demonstrate understanding of a variety of
texts by summarizing important ideas and
citing supporting details

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic and
identify those most appropriate for the purpose

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Media Literacy
3.1

describe in detail the topic, purpose, and
audience for media texts they plan to create

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

What are some firsts that they have experienced as
individuals?
Use ideas from the story to help you with questions.
Conduct a poll.
Poll students in your class to indentify famous
Canadians.
Select the most polular four.
Are they male or female? What contributions have
they made?
Use the Internet as a source for gathering
information.
How do you know the sources you used are
credible?
Have students write a report about their findings.
The story is built around the idea of similarities.
How would you use this book to talk about
acceptance of differences?

Ask students: “What’s a milestone? Brainstorm
ideas.”

In pairs, have students discuss ways to become
more accepting of experiences that are different
than your own. For example, separately make a list
of favourite activities, books, or television shows
then compare your lists.

Where do we obtain our information? How do we
know if the information is accurate? Discuss.

Have students discuss why they may or may not
like a particular activity, book, or show.

Conduct an interview with a student at your school
who has siblings.

In small groups, name three different religions. Find
information about them on the Internet. Make a
chart to show similarities and differences.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
5
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EXTENSIONS
Panel Presentation

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Have students contact the Canadian Red Cross
Society, a religious organization, or a non-governmental
agency to find out about an international project. Invite
them to talk about the project and why they believe the
work is important.

Invite three students from your class to present their
research in a panel presentation. Be clear to each
presenter about how long they have to speak, so
that they are well prepared.
Include a question and answer period at the end of
the three presentations.
Guest Presenter
Invite a researcher to visit your class to discuss
a project they’ve done that has involved working
collaboratively with someone from another country.

Compile a list of questions for students to ask when
inviting a guest speaker.
What would you say about yourself as an introduction?
For example, name, school, why you are interested in
this topic, etc.
What information would you want to know about the
person you plan to interview? For example, name,
background information such as how long they’ve lived
in town, etc.
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AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Every Human Has
Rights: A Photographic
Declaration for Kids
Author: 		Mary Robinson
Illustrator: Photographers of the National Geographic
Society
Publisher: National Geographic, Washington D.C.,
2009
ISBN: 		978-1-4263-0510-8

SYNOPSIS
Based on the “United Nations Universal Declaration
of Human Rights,” with poetry from the ePals Global
Learning Community, this book summarizes the
main themes of our ongoing search for social justice
throughout the world. Through photos and poems,
the reader is invited to reflect on what we cherish,
what we have achieved, and what still remains to be
accomplished.

OBJECTIVE

September
Theme

Self-Esteem

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Universal rights and freedoms
• Self-esteem

January
Theme

Rights of a Child

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
5
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MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
listening behavior by adapting active listening
strategies to suit a range of situations,
including work in groups

1.9

identify a range of presentation strategies
used in oral texts and analyse their effect on
the audience

2.4

use appropriate words and phrases from
the full range of their vocabulary, including
inclusive and non-discriminatory language,
and stylistic devices suited to the purpose, to
communicate their meaning accurately and
engage the interest of their audience

2.5

identify some vocal effects, including tone,
pace, pitch, and volume, and a variety of
sound effects, and use them appropriately and
with sensitivity towards cultural differences to
help communicate their meaning

Reading
1.7

analyse a variety of text forms and explain
how their particular characteristics help
communicate meaning, with a focus on literary
texts such as short stories

2.2

identify a variety of organizational patterns in
a range of texts and explain how they help
readers understand texts

Writing
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Grade
5

1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic and
identify those most appropriate for the purpose

1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing,
using a variety of strategies and a range of
print and electronic resources

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

2.1

write longer and more complex texts using a
variety of forms

2.2

establish an appropriate voice in their writing,
with a focus on modifying language and tone
to suit different circumstances or audiences

Media Literacy
1.3

express opinions about ideas, issues, and/
or experiences presented in media texts, and
give evidence from the texts to support their
opinions

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Social Studies
Identify responsibilities that accompany particular
rights.
Describe the basic rights that are specified in the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
The Arts
Dance
A1.2 use dance as a language to explore, interpret,
and communicate ideas derived from a variety
of literature sources
Visual Arts
D1.1 create two- and three-dimensional art works
that express feelings and ideas inspired by
their own and others’ points of view

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Have students, in groups of two or three, and
working from the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, pick out five to ten of the most important
issues that relate directly to them (as children/
students).
Have them express these issues through physical
interpretation (dance, tableau, etc.) and take photos
to capture the poses, stances, movement, etc.
Have them pick out their favourite photos and
create a brief slide show (using a Smart Board or
tools), or they can print the images and mount them
on bristol board.
Once the students have shared their ideas and
images with each other, the same groups will
be assigned a different group’s project for peer
evaluation and respond to it through poetry or
prose.
When students have shared their group writing
with the rest of the class, present the National
Geographic Society’s photo essay book, Every
Human Has Rights.
Have students react through commentary and
discussion. Have student groups read aloud the
specific poem that accompanies each right.
Discuss the main themes.
Possible questions include:
• Which images most accurately reflect the
specific rights and freedoms presented?
• Do you think that the people in the photos are
aware of this particular right? Why, why not?
• Does any photo remind you of a personal
experience? Explain.

Grade
5
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• Do you know someone who has had to deal
with being denied any of these rights? Tell your
story.
• How do these photos compare to your group’s
photos?
• How do the poems assist in conveying/
reinforcing the photos?

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite a representative from Amnesty International
(http://www.amnesty.ca) to speak to the class about
age-appropriate issues.
Contact http://www.freethechildren.com for more ideas.

Materials
–– monetary coverage for printing costs
–– art pencils, erasers, ink, watercolour paints, brushes,
water, containers, and paper
–– notebooks, journals, paper and pencils, erasers
–– copies of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms
–– song: “Unwritten” by Natasha Bedingfield Unwritten,
Sony Music, 2005
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As a follow-up, students return to the same groups
as before (or create new ones). They devise a
rubric (or another evaluation tool) to assess the
usefulness of their own project efforts compared to
the National Geographic version.
Students use art materials to create a large
watercolour (or ink) painting that represents their
awareness of one or more of the UN Universal
Declaration of Human rights, as interpreted by a
different student.

EXTENSIONS
Have students keep a scrapbook of newspaper
articles dealing with human rights abuses at home
and abroad. They could convert this idea into a
bulletin board display.
Have student groups, with some guidance and
appropriate music, create a simple dance routine
that expresses unity and celebration of human
dignity.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

The Carpet Boy’s Gift
Author: 		Pegi Deitz Shea
Illustrator: Leane Morin
Publisher: Tilbury House Publisher, 2003
ISBN: 		13 978-0-88448-249-9

SYNOPSIS
Nadeem and his fellow workers are bonded
labourers—children who work day and night to pay
off loans their families have accepted from a factory
owner. The children yearn to go to school. One day,
a former carpet boy, Iqbal Masih, leads a parade in
the village and urges Nadeem to fight for freedom.

OBJECTIVE

January
Theme

Rights of a Child

April

Theme

Local and Global
Citizenship

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Becoming advocates for change
• Courage
• Leadership

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
speaking behaviour in a variety of situations,
including paired sharing, dialogue, and small
and large group discussions

Grade
5
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Reading
1.5

use stated and implied ideas in texts to make
inferences and construct meaning

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other familiar
texts; and to the world around them

1.8

make judgements and draw conclusions about
the ideas and information in texts and cite
stated or implied evidence from the text to
support their views

3.2

predict the meaning of and rapidly solve
unfamiliar words using different types of cues

Writing
1.1

identify the topic, purpose, and audience for a
variety of writing forms

2.2

establish an appropriate voice in their writing,
with a focus on modifying language and tone
to suit different circumstances or audiences

Media Literacy
2.1

describe in detail the topic, purpose, and
audience for media texts they plan to create

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Social Studies
Identify responsibilities that accompany particular
rights.
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AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

Locate Pakistan on a map of the world.

Read the title and look at the illustration on the front
and back covers. On the back cover it states: “This
book’s important message about what childhood
is like in many places in our world is a cause for
reflection and encouragement. It shows how even
big problems can be tackled when children work
together to make a difference.”

Use context cues to try to figure out meanings of the
Pakistani words: peshgi, panja, charpoy, and rupee.

Ask students to infer from the title, illustration on the
covers, and the message on the back of the book
what the book will be about. The boy on the cover
carrying a carpet looks pleased, with a smile on his
face.
Look at the title page illustration and read the
quotation from twelve-year-old Iqbal Masih: “I
appeal to you that you stop people from using
children as bonded labourers because the children
need to use a pen rather than the instruments of
child labour.”

Create a glossary for the book.

Check the meanings of these words using an online
dictionary.
Discuss health conditions of children working in the
carpet factories: carpet dust in lungs, wheezing,
coughing blood, cuts on hands, aching bones,
effects of stale air, dim lighting, solitary confinement,
and shackles.
Think/Pair/Share Activity:
What does freedom mean to you? What does freedom mean to the children in the book? (To the child
labourers it may mean earning back their parents’
debts and being able to go to school.)
Go online to define the Bonded Labour Liberation
Act.

Have students brainstorm jobs they do i.g., chores
around the home and school.

Research rug making and traditional designs within
the cultures of Pakistan.

Have students brainstorm a list of children’s rights
for children everywhere.

Use poetry as a means for students to express their
feelings about child labour and to reach out and
connect with children who are working as slaves in
carpet factories around the world.

Read: The United Nations’ Declaration of the Rights
of the Child and have students compare their list of
rights to the United Nations’ rights.
Discuss which rights are violated by child labour.
Compare the rights to those in the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Ask students for responsibilities that go with each
right.
Have students create written character profiles
of the main characters: Nadeem, the Master, and
Iqbal.
Use a graphic organizer for character traits and
evidence.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Use a book such as Poetry Party by Linda Spellman
to find many types of poetry. Poetry is a powerful
way to use language. Quatrains are four line
poems, for example, that follow one of four different
rhyme patterns AABB, ABAB, ABBA, and ABCB.
When combined, quatrains tell a story usually sad in
nature.
Have students publish their poems, and glue them
to outlines of rugs which they can decorate.
Hold a fundraiser such as a bake sale in honour of
Iqbal Masih who was murdered by the carpet mafia
on Easter Sunday in 1995.

Grade
5
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Have students design posters to advertise their
fundraiser.
Donate the funds to an organization through which
children help children.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite a weaver from a weavers’ guild to come to class
to demonstrate how carpets are made and to talk about
designs and techniques.
Encourage students to try weaving on a loom.
Have students conduct an Internet search for other
organizations concerned with children’s rights and child
labour.
Invite a person who works for Human Resources and
Skills Development Canada or the Canadian Labour
Congress to talk about occupational health and safety,
and labour standards.
See the website http://www.freethechildren.com for
more ideas.

Materials
–– book: Poetry Party by Linda Spellman and Beverly
Armstrong, Sage-brush Education Resources, 1981
–– outlines of rugs drawn on paper
–– the United Nations’ Declaration of the Rights of the
Child
–– map of the world
–– book: Iqbal by Francesco D’Adamo, Aladdin, 2005
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Using the A.P.E. model (Answer the question,
Prove the answer with information from the text,
and Extend your answer using your connection),
students write how they can be advocates for
change to stop bullying at school and in the world.
The issue of child labour follows a study of bullying
as it is an extreme form of bullying.

EXTENSIONS
Use the extra resources at the back of the book to
inspire activism in students. There is an extensive
list of Websites, learning about Iqbal, learning
about the United Nations and the Declaration of
the Rights of the Child, exploring the issue of child
labour around the world (child labour is not limited
to Pakistan of course), learning about the history
of child labour, exploring children’s desires for
education, and schools and organizations that help
former child labourers to get an education.
Use Websites listed to find out which companies
treat employees well and learn how to be a
responsible shopper. Students can compare the
pros and cons of buying clothes and toys made
in places where there are questionable labour
practices.
Read the novel Iqbal by Francesco D’Adamo to
the class or have a group read it and participate in
literature circle activities.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Show Way
Author: 		Jaqueline Woodson
Illustrator: Hudson Talbott
Publisher: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 2005
ISBN: 		0-399-23749-6

SYNOPSIS
Soonie’s family makes quilts with secret meanings
that are maps to freedom. Her family tells stories
of bravery that inspire courage. Each generation
passes on to the next the belief that there is a road
to a better place.

OBJECTIVE

February
Theme

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Inspiration and hope passed down through
generations
• Black history and the civil rights movement;
perseverance and courage

Caring

June
Theme

Circles and Cycles

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
5
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MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
listening behaviour by adapting active listening
strategies to suit a range of situations,
including work in groups

1.3

identify a variety of listening comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately
before, during, and after listening in order to
understand and clarify the meaning of oral
texts

2.2

demonstrate an understanding of appropriate
speaking behaviour in a variety of situations,
including paired sharing, dialogue, and small
and large group discussions

2.6

identify a variety of non-verbal cues, including
facial expression, gestures, and eye contact,
and use them in oral communications,
appropriately and with sensitivity towards
cultural differences, to help convey their
meaning

Reading
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1.1

read a variety of texts from diverse cultures,
including literary texts, graphic texts, and
informational texts

1.3

identify a variety of reading comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately before,
during, and after reading to understand texts

1.5

use stated and implied ideas in texts to make
inferences and construct meaning

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting
ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other familiar
texts; and to the world around them

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

2.4

identify various elements of style—including
word choice and the use of similes,
personification, comparative adjectives
and sentences of different types, lengths,
and structures—and explain how they help
communicate meaning

Writing
1.1

identify the topic, purpose, and audience for a
variety of writing forms

2.1

write longer and more complex texts using a
variety of forms

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Social Studies
Use media works, oral presentations, written notes
and descriptions, drawings, and tables to present
information about processes or sequences of
events.
The Arts
Music
C1.1 sing and/or play, in tune, from musical
notation, unison and two-part music with
accompaniments, from a wide variety of
cultures, styles, and historical periods
Visual Arts
D1.1 create two- and three-dimensional art works
that express feelings and ideas inspired by
their own and others’ points of view

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Study the title, cover, pictures, and synopsis on the
back to predict what the book will be about. Talk
about the title Show Way and its meaning.
Describe what is on the cover: stitches,
advertisement, “Negroes for Sale,” slaves working in
fields, men running with rifles, men whipping women
slaves, pictures of women in long dresses, etc.
Check the Internet for a history of the word “Negro”
from being a racial slur during the 1960s to an
archaic term today used in some contexts for
historical reasons.
Discuss the reason for the diamond shaped cut-out
on the cover and the image on the title page, part of
which shows through the cut-out.
Discuss how quilts could show secret meanings that
were maps to freedom for slaves.
Be sure that the students understand that the book
is autobiographical and follows the course of seven
generations of one African-American family, from
slavery to Jacqueline Woodson herself, the author.
Infer what “jumping broom” is all about. Look for the
meaning on the Internet and compare this practice
with wedding ceremonies with which they are
familiar.
Discuss the way the story takes the form of a long
poem, and the repetition of words and events.
Discuss the use of dialect in the book—how it
shows where the story takes place and makes the
story realistic.

Grade
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Locate Virginia and South Carolina on a map of
North America.
Ask the question: “Why are stories, especially family
stories, important?”

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Contact a seniors’ drop-in centre or retirement home in
your community to begin an intergenerational program.

Discuss the passing of stories from one generation
to the next.
Have students trace their family trees by talking to
their parents and other relatives.
Use a graphic organizer to record their family trees.

Invite a person from your community’s genealogical
society to talk to students about family trees.

Visit the website http://genealogy.about.com for a
graphic organizer.

Invite members of a quilters’ club to talk about (and
teach) quilt making.

Collect family stories. Students choose an older
relative to interview about their childhood.

Materials
–– book: Underground to Canada by Barbara Smucker,
Puffin Canada, 1977
–– a novel study grades four to six on Underground to
Canada by Barbara Smucker
–– book: The Underground Railroad: for Kids From
Slavery to Freedom by Mary Kay Carson, Chicago
Revieu Press, 2005
–– book: The Kids Book of Black Canadian History by
Rosemary Sadlier, Kids Can Press, 2010
–– Expressions of Freedom: Anthology of AfricanAmerican Spirituals, Volume 1, a collection of Voices
and Orff Instruments, arranged by Rene BoyerAlexander, Hal Leonard Corp, 2001
–– map of North America
–– art materials and rulers to make paper quilt blocks, K
paper fabric
–– graphic organizer for family trees courtesy of About
Genealogy at the Website http://genealogy.about.
com

Discuss how to write interview questions and
interview techniques.
Have students bring their notes from their interviews
to school and compare their findings. Invite students
to orally share with their classmates the stories from
their relatives.
Have students write the stories down and make a
class book of family stories.

EXTENSIONS
Have students find symbols or scenes that were
used in quilts to help runaway slaves during the time
of the underground railroad. Check the Website:
http://www.reallygoodstuff.com
Have students make paper quilt blocks (page 105 in
the book The Underground Railroad for Kids).
Glue all of the blocks on large paper background to
create a paper quilt.
Have students explain the symbolism in their quilt
squares.
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AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Learn about the underground railroad by reading
the novel Underground to Canada with a class or
group of students. Use ideas from Underground
to Canada: A Novel Study Grades Four to Six by
Barbara Smucker.

There are many quotes in the book Show Way from
famous black civil rights leaders. Use these quotes
to introduce students to these pioneers of equality.

Make quilt rectangles from K-Cel (paper that is
almost like fabric and strong enough to sew).

Have students create raps to express their feelings
about the atrocities of slavery. They could perform
the raps for other classes on the International Day
for the Elimination of Racism, March 21.

Students draw and colour scenes from the book
with markers.
Sew the rectangles together to make a freedom
quilt.
Sew a border around the quilt, and tabs to run a
pole through.
Hang the quilt in the classroom.
Have students explain orally what is happening in
their rectangle.
Have students write scripts from some of the
chapters in Underground to Canada and perform
Readers’ Theatre.
Begin an inter-generational program with students
and seniors from the community or elders who
frequent a senior citizens’ drop-in centre or who live
in a retirement home.
The program could run monthly or biweekly for
several months of the school year or run for a six- to
eight-week period. The timeframe is something to
negotiate with the senior volunteers.
Have students and seniors participate in a variety
of activities together. For example, seniors and
students share their ideas on a range of topics
such as dance, music, clothing, technology, social
activities, cars, etc., and together create a “Then
and Now” book of words and pictures.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Have students research the leaders.

Using the book entitled Expressions of Freedom,
Anthology of African-American Spirituals, Volume
1, to teach students the lyrics to black spirituals and
sing the songs together.
Please note: There is controversy among historians
and scholars over the quilt code theory, and
whether or not escaping slaves actually used codes
concealed within quilt patterns to follow the escape
routes of the underground railroad. Some argue
that the role of quilts prior to the Civil War in the
preparation and escape of fugitive slaves is a myth.
They argue that documentary evidence is missing
on underground railroad quilts. The teacher might
want to research the topic and form his/her own
opinion on the subject before teaching about the
role of quilts in black history.
Websites to search include:
• http://www.historyofquilts.com/undergroundrailroad.html
• http://www.osblackhistory.com/quilts.php
Use Google search engine on the Internet to
research the controversy over quilt codes in the
underground railroad.
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Naomi’s Tree
Author: 		Joy Kogawa
Illustrator: Ruth Ohi
Publisher: Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 2008
ISBN: 		978-1-55455-055-5

SYNOPSIS
A young couple leaves Japan for the coast of
Canada, bringing a cherry seed to plant in their new
garden. During the years that follow, the little cherry
tree watches over the family as the couple have
children, and then grandchildren. Young Naomi
makes the cherry tree her special friend and the
tree’s branches shelter her as she plays. But one
day, war breaks out between the two countries, and
the family is sent to an internment camp away from
the coast. And though Naomi often dreams of going
home, the dream fades as the years go by. The little
tree is left behind to mourn its loss.

March

Theme

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

For many years the cherry tree sends out a song
of love and peace that reaches Naomi only in her
dreams. But the insects and small animals hear the
song, and on the wind they send back their own
messages to the tree, assuring it that Naomi is safe
and that one day she will return. And when she
does, the tree will be waiting for her.

June
Theme
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Circles and Cycles

Grade
6

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Confronting prejudice
• Intergenerational love and support

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Science and Technology
3.4

describe ways in which biodiversity within
and among communities is important
for maintaining the resilience of these
communities

Oral Communication
2.2

2.6

demonstrate an increasingly sophisticated
understanding of appropriate speaking
behavior in a variety of situations, including
paired sharing, dialogue, and small and large
group discussions

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

identify a variety of non-verbal cues, including
facial expression, gestures, and eye contact,
and use them in oral communications,
appropriately and with sensitivity towards
cultural differences, to help convey their
meaning

Read the Afterword. What do you know about the
Japanese internment that took place in Canada?

Writing
1.3

1.6

gather information to support ideas for writing,
using a variety of strategies and a range of
print and electronic resources
determine whether the ideas and information
they have gathered are relevant, appropriate,
and adequate for the purpose; and do more
research if necessary

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Share with a partner the parts of the story that
appealed to you or that you could relate to.

Prepare a research paper about the Japanese
internment.
Once your paper is written in draft, have a partner
check it for sources, punctuation, spelling, and
editing suggestions. Revise.
Use the paper to create speaking notes.
Select an audience such as your full class, a small
group, or a school-wide audience.
Write your speaking notes accordingly and attach
them to your paper.
Be prepared to share how and why you made your
decisions about which points to emphasize.

Grade
6
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EXTENSIONS
Take a walk around the neighbourhood and note the
plants, trees, crops, etc. Are there some plants that
are unique to your neighbourhood?

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite a representative from a grocery store or a vendor
from the market to visit your classroom. Ask them how
they get the produce they sell. Note the steps. Are the
products grown locally? How long does the product
travel to get to the point of sale?
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Grade
6

Use a map of Canada’s provinces and territories to
determine which provinces provide us with particular
crops for food. How did you know this? Be prepared
to show your research.
Investigate flowers, plants, or trees that have
become associated with a particular province in
Canada, or particular countries around the world,
for example, the trillium in Ontario, Japanese maple,
etc.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

King & King
Author: 		Linda de Haan & Stern Nijland
Publisher: Tricycle Press, 2004
ISBN: 		1-58246-113-9

SYNOPSIS
This story is in the form of a fairy tale about samesex marriages and the acceptance of it in a family.

OBJECTIVE

October
Theme

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Sharing our lives
• Self-esteem
• Acceptance
• Respect
• Citizenship

Sharing Our Lives

March

Theme

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
6
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MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Reading
1.1

read a variety of texts from diverse cultures,
including literary texts, graphic texts, and
informational texts

1.3

identify a variety of reading comprehension
strategies and use them appropriately before,
during, and after reading to understand
increasingly complex texts

1.5

develop interpretations about texts using
stated and implied ideas to support their
interpretations

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting,
comparing, and contrasting the ideas in them
to their own knowledge, experience, and
insights; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

Writing
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Grade
6

2.2

establish a distinctive voice in their writing
appropriate subject and audience

2.3

use some vivid and/or figurative language and
innovative expressions to enhance interest

2.5

identify their point of view and other possible
points of view; determine when appropriate,
if their own view is balanced and supported
by the evidence; and adjust their thinking and
expression if appropriate

3.1

spell familiar words correctly

3.6

proofread and correct their writing using
guidelines developed with peers and the
teacher

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

3.7

use a range of appropriate elements of
effective presentation in the finished product,
including print, script, different fonts, graphics,
and layout

3.8

produce pieces of published work to meet
identified criteria based on the expectations

Media Literacy
1.1

explain how a variety of media texts address
their intended purpose and audience

1.2

interpret media texts, using overt and implied
messages as evidence for their interpretations

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts
Drama
B1.1 engage actively in drama exploration and role
play, with a focus on identifying and examining
a range of issues, themes, and ideas from a
variety of fiction and non-fiction sources from
diverse communities, times, and places
B1.3 plan and shape the direction of the drama or
role play by introducing new perspectives and
ideas, both in and out of role
B1.4 communicate feelings, thoughts, and ideas to
a specific audience, using audio, visual, and/or
technological aids to strengthen the impact on
the viewer
B2.1 express personal responses and preferences
and make connections to themes and issues
presented in their own and others’ drama
works

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

B2.2 identify a favourite scene and give reasons
for their preference, using correct drama
terminology to describe how the elements of
drama contribute to its effectiveness

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Have students brainstorm and develop concept
maps on the topic of discrimination to activate prior
knowledge.
Have students brainstorm barriers found in society
today that people face in their lives to activate prior
knowledge.
Looking at the title and front cover, ask students
what they think the story will be about.
After reading the first two pages of the story, have
the students foreshadow what will happen next.
Discussion questions:
• What is the story between the lines…beyond
the lines?
• What clues do the authors give that led to your
conclusion?
• Why do you think the authors don’t state these
ideas directly?
• How do you think the authors’ treatment of this
topic will compare with treatments of this topic in
the authors’ sources?
Have students create their own storybook on this
topic.
Have students compare the story book to the play
on video.

Grade
6
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Have students research other children’s storybooks
on the same topic or similar topic and compare.
Have students write a continuation of this story like
a series.
Discuss with students the art work involved in the
picture book and why they think it was used.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Settlement.org for Ontario
http://www.settlement.org/sys/faqs_detail.asp?faq_
id=4001339
The LGBTQ Welcoming Centre in Hamilton
http://www.thewellhamilton.ca
The Grand River Rainbow Community Centre
http://www.grandriverrainbow.ca/volunteer.php

Materials
–– Website for video of reenactment of story: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HW_kkEj_iU
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Grade
6

EXTENSIONS
Have students create a play based on the book and
perform it in front of the class.
Create a video of their play and discuss elements of
making a great production.
Have students write a script for their play.
Have students create backdrops and props for their
play.
Discussion questions:
• What do you hope to learn about the character
through role playing?
• What is the theme of the drama?
• How could you use the drama conventions
of hot seat or voice in the head or thought
tracking to develop a deeper understanding of a
character’s intentions and motivations?
• What elements are critically important to build
belief in the drama?
• How did this play make you feel?
• What did you like/dislike about the play?

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Rich World, Poor
World
Author: 		Melanie Jarman
Publisher: Smart Apple Media, 2007
ISBN: 		978-1-58340973-2

SYNOPSIS
This book discusses the gap that exists between
developed countries and developing nations. The
end of world poverty exists only in the speeches of
politicians. In reality, the world’s economy relies on
inequalities, and those in power have no incentive
to change it.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Global poverty
• Fair trade
• Human rights

January
Theme

Rights of a Child

April

Theme

Local and Global
Citizenship

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
1.6

extend understanding of oral texts by
connecting, comparing, and contrasting the
ideas and information in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to other
texts, including print and visual texts; and to
the world around them

Grade
6
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1.8

identify the point of view presented in oral
texts, determine whether they agree with the
point of view, and suggest other possible
perspectives

Reading
1.1

read a wide variety of texts from diverse
cultures, including literary texts, graphic texts
and informational texts

1.4

demonstrate understanding of increasingly
complex texts by summarizing and explaining
important ideas and citing relevant supporting
details

1.5

develop interpretations about texts using
stated and implied ideas to support their
interpretations

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting,
comparing, and contrasting the ideas in them
to their own knowledge, experience, and
insights; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

1.9

identify the point of view presented in texts;
determine whether they can agree with the
view, in whole or in part; and suggest some
other possible perspectives

Writing

122

Grade
6

1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing,
using a variety of strategies and a range of
print and electronic resources

1.4

sort and classify information for their writing
in a variety of ways that allow them to view
information from different perspectives and
make connections between ideas

1.6

determine whether the ideas and information
they have gathered are relevant, appropriate,
and adequate for the purpose; and do more
research if necessary

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Media Literacy

Social Studies

1.4

explain why different audiences might have
different responses to media texts

Identify some countries with which Canada has
links.

1.5

identify whose point of view is presented in
a media text, identify missing or alternative
points of view, and, where appropriate,
determine whether the chosen view achieves
a particular goal

Describe some of the connections Canada shares
with the rest of the world.

3.2

3.4

identify an appropriate form to suit the specific
purpose and audience for a media text
they plan to create, and explain why it is an
appropriate choice
produce a variety of media texts for specific
purposes and audiences, using appropriate
forms, conventions, and techniques

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Math

Identify products that Canada imports and exports.
Identify the countries to which Canada exports
goods.
Identify the countries from which Canada imports
goods.
Identify some important international organizations/
agreements in which Canada participates and
describe their purpose.
Identify Canada’s connections with the United
States through the media, trade, immigration,
culture, technology, tourism, history, and geography.
Describe distinguishing characteristics of a country
in another region with which Canada has links.

Number Sense and Numeration

The Arts

Develop, select, and apply problem-solving
strategies as they pose and solve problems and
conduct investigations, to help deepen their
mathematical understanding.

Drama

Create a variety of representations of mathematical
ideas, make connections among them, and apply
them to solve problems.
Data Management and Probability
Determine, through investigation, how well a set
of data represents a population on the basis of the
method that was used to collect the data.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

B1.1 engage actively in drama exploration and role
play, with a focus on identifying and examining
a range of issues, themes, and ideas from a
variety of fiction and non-fiction sources and
diverse communities, times, and place
Music
C3.1 identify and describe ways in which
awareness or appreciation of music is affected
by culture and the media
C3.2 compare some aspects of the music of one
culture and/or historical period with aspects of
another culture and/or historical period

Grade
6
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Visual Arts
D1.3 use elements of design in art works to
communicate ideas, messages, and
understandings
D3.1 identify and describe some of the ways in
which art forms and styles reflect the beliefs
and traditions of a variety of communities,
times, and places
D3.2 demonstrate an understanding of key
contributions and functions of visual and
media arts in various contexts at both the local
and the national levels

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
This book lends itself to the grade six unit on trading
partners.
Discuss who Canada’s trading partners are.
Questions to ask:
• Why does Canada trade with some countries
and not others?
• What is fair trade?
• Who benefits from trading among countries?
• How does trading impact the economic situation
of a country?
Read the Section titled: “What’s the Issue?” on
pages four and five.
Read the chapter on fair trade.
Discuss the question in the section titled: “More to
Think About.”
Have students research the Websites at the bottom
of page 21.
Read other sections of the book to increase student
awareness.
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Grade
6

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Have students, in groups of four, select and
research one of Canada’s trading partners—
specifically a developing country.
Have students role play unfair trade practices
between Canada and a developing country.
They present their arguments in the form of a
debate. Their oral presentation can be assessed.
Have students write a persuasive piece either
on supporting fair-trade practices from Canada’s
perspective, or arguing against fair-trade practices
from the developing country’s perspective.

EXTENSIONS
Have students read the rest of the books in the
What’s Your View? series.
Have students write to members of parliament
describing their findings about Canada’s trading
practices. Have students look at the “More to
Think About” section in each chapter and do an
independent research project, for example write a
news report, or debate the issue presented.
Have students research and make an ethnicoriented piece of artwork. Display.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Fair Trade Links:
http://www.oxfam.org/en/campaigns/trade
http://www.fairtradefederation.com
http://www.wto.org
http://www.transfairusa.org
National Debating Links:
National Forensic League
http://www.nflonline.org
Debating Matters, UK
http://www.debatingmatters.com
American Forensic Association
http://www.americanforensics.org
Alberta Debate and Speech Association
http://www.albertadebate.com

Materials
–– access to the Internet
–– research materials and books on Canada’s trading
partners

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
6
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Imagine a Place
Author: 		Sarah L. Thomson
Paintings: Rob Gonsalves
Publisher: Atheneum Books for Young Readers,
2008
ISBN: 		978-1-4169-7163-4

SYNOPSIS
Imagine a Place engages the imagination through
beautiful illustrations and words to ponder.
If you can imagine a place, you can go there.
Imagine a place that makes you feel as free as a
bird. Imagine a place where getting there is worth
whatever it takes. Imagine a place that makes
you feel like it has always been your destination.
Imagine a place made out of pure imagination.

OBJECTIVE

September
Self-Esteem

Theme

June
Theme

Circles and Cycles

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Freedom to think and be
• Appreciation of Earth’s wonders
• The value of free-flowing thought

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication
2.3 communicate orally in a clear, coherent manner,
using appropriate organizing strategies and
formats to link and sequence ideas and
information
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Grade
6

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Reading
1.4

demonstrate understanding of increasingly
complex texts by summarizing and explaining
important ideas and citing relevant supporting
details

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic and
identify those most appropriate for the purpose

Media Literacy
3.1

describe in specific detail the topic, purpose,
and audience for media texts they plan to
create, and identify challenges they may face
in achieving their purpose

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
When you hear the title of the book, Imagine A
Place, brainstorm places you imagine.
Read the story in pairs. Create new verses to add
to the story. Discuss what inspired the verses you
created.
Illustrate the new verses you wrote.
Find a poet whose work you enjoy.
Develop a two-to-three page research paper about
the poet.
Include a particular piece that appeals to you as an
appendix.

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS

Read it as part of your presentation (see panel
suggestion in Extensions section below).

The Arts

How does poetry change your thoughts about a
particular topic?

Visual Arts

Invite a poet to do a presentation for your class.

D1.1 create two-dimensional, three-dimensional,
and multimedia art works that explore feelings,
ideas, and issues from a variety of points of
view

Develop a list of questions to ask following the
presentation.

D1.2 demonstrate an understanding of composition,
using selected principles of design to create
narrative art works or art works on a theme or
topic
D1.3 use elements of design in art works to
communicate ideas, messages, and
understandings

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

EXTENSIONS
Panel Presentation
Invite three students from your class to present their
research in a panel presentation. Be clear to each
presenter about how long they have to speak, so
that they are well prepared.
Include a question and answer period at the end of
the three presentations.

Grade
6
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Guest Presenter
Invite a researcher to visit your class to discuss
a project they’ve done that has involved working
collaboratively with someone from another country.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Contact the Canadian Red Cross Society or another
agency to find out about an international project that
they have done. Invite them to share reasons why they
believe international work is important.

Materials

Questions and ideas to consider:
• What would you say about yourself as an
introduction? (For example, name, school, why
you are interested in this topic, etc.)
• What information would you want to know about
the person you plan to interview? (For example,
name, background information such as how
long they’ve lived in town, etc.)
• What assumptions do people make about
authors, poets?
• How can you check your assumptions in
respectful ways?
• Do people sometimes make assumptions about
you? Speak to a partner to share your thoughts.
Choose an example to share that helps to build
understanding about the limitations of assumptions.

–– art supplies
–– book: Imagine A Place by Sarah L. Thomson,
Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 2008
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Grade
6

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

How Much?
Visiting Markets Around
the World
Author & Illustrator: Ted Lewin
Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, 2005
ISBN:
10: 0688175538
ISBN:
13: 978-0688175535

SYNOPSIS
Caldecott Honor-winning artist Ted Lewin invites
youngsters on a continent-hopping journey to
markets in Thailand, Egypt, and the United States.
Beautifully rendered landscapes take readers deep
into the heart of each bustling cultural centre.
How much for...fried bananas in Bangkok, a
mandolin in New Jersey, llama-wool ponchos in
Peru, or a camel in Cairo? With Caldecott Honorwinning artist Ted Lewin′s richly-colored and
detailed landscapes, the story takes readers deep
into the heart of bustling marketplaces all around
the world.

October
Theme

Sharing Our Lives

April

Theme

Local and Global
Citizenship

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Local and global citizenship
• Acceptance
• Responsibility
• Respect
• Citizenship

Grade
6

129

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Reading
1.1

read a wide variety of texts from diverse
cultures, including literary texts, graphic texts,
and informational texts

1.4

demonstrate understanding of increasingly
complex texts by summarizing and explaining
important ideas and citing relevant supporting
details

1.6

extend understanding of texts by connecting,
comparing, and contrasting the ideas in them
to their own knowledge, experience, and
insights; to other familiar texts; and to the
world around them

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Languages in Ontario Statistics:
http://www40.statcan.gc.ca/l01/cst01/demo11b-eng.
htm
Farmers Markets in Ontario:
http://www.farmersmarketsontario.com
http://www.greenbeltfresh.ca
Flea Markets/Swap Markets in Ontario:
http://www.ontariofleamarkets.com

Writing
1.2

generate ideas about a potential topic and
identify those most appropriate for the purpose

1.3

gather information to support ideas for writing,
using a variety of strategies and a range of
print and electronic resources

1.4

sort and classify information for their writing
in a variety of ways that allow them to view
information from different perspectives and
make connections between ideas

1.6

determine whether the ideas and information
they have gathered are relevant, appropriate,
and adequate for the purpose; and do more
research if necessary

Materials
–– website: http://travel.webshots.com/
album/560615444csfFnn

Media Literacy
3.2
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Grade
6

identify an appropriate form to suit the specific
purpose and audience for a media text
they plan to create, and explain why it is an
appropriate choice

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Math

Have students go through the writing process
starting with brainstorming, researching, point-form
notes, rough draft, editing and revising, and then
final copy.

Number Sense and Numeration

Have students use computer software to create a
class book.

Solve problems involving the multiplication and
division of whole numbers, and addition and
subtraction of decimal numbers to thousands, using
a variety of strategies.

EXTENSIONS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
These actions could be done in sequence or in
isolation.
Read the story to students and make notes as you
go along under the headings of: Country, Location
of Market, Characteristics of the Market, Interesting
Foods or Articles, and Interesting Facts.

Use the various math ideas in the book found in
the form of pictures or words to create mathematics
problems for your students.
Have students research different countries and their
money.
Have them compare various countries to Canada in
the area of exchange rate, and economy.
What can you buy with $1 Canadian in other
countries? What does $1 in other countries buy?
Discuss the implications of a minimum wage.

Have students discuss in small groups what they
found interesting and their own experiences of
going to their local market. How are things similar or
different?
Go through the book again and note different words
in different languages and their meanings.
Have students view pictures of markets around
the world from the following Website: http://travel.
webshots.com/album/560615444csfFnn.
Have students choose a picture that they
particularly like.
Go back to the book and analyse how the author
described and explained the different markets.
Have students create their own explanations for the
picture they chose, as an extension of the original
book.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
6
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Ten Amazing People
Author: 		M.D. Shaw
Illustrator: Stephen Marchesi
Publisher: Skylight Paths Publishing, 2002
ISBN: 		978-1-893361-47-8

SYNOPSIS
The story of Black Elk is a fascinating biography
of a man who grew up in Wyoming in the late
1800s—a time when the American Indian
way of life was in great danger. Through great
determination, he was able to fulfill his vision of
protecting his people.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Making a difference through courage and
determination

October
Theme

Sharing Our Lives

December
Theme

132

Building Supportive
Communities

Grade
6

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication

1.6 extend understanding of oral texts by
connecting, comparing, and contrasting the
ideas and information in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to
other texts, including print and visual texts;
and to the world around them

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Reading

1.6 extend understanding of texts by
connecting, comparing, and contrasting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other familiar
texts; and to the world around them

Application # 1: Explain how co-operation
between First Nations groups and early European
explorers benefited both groups.
The Arts
Dance

1.8 make judgements and draw conclusions
about ideas in texts and cite stated or
implied evidence from the text to support
their views

A1.2 use dance as a language to interpret and
depict central themes in literature

1.9 identify the point of view presented in texts;
determine whether they can agree with the
view, in whole or in part; and suggest some
other possible perspectives

B1.1 engage actively in drama exploration and
role play, with a focus on identifying and
examining a range of issues, themes, and
ideas from a variety of fiction and non-fiction
sources and diverse communities, times,
and places

Writing

1.3 gather information to support ideas for
writing, using a variety of strategies and a
range of print and electronic resources
Media Literacy

1.5 identify whose point of view is presented in
a media text, identify missing or alternative
points of view, and, where appropriate,
determine whether the chosen view
achieves a particular goal
Social Studies

Use a variety of resources and tools to investigate
different historical points of view about the
positive and negative effects of early contact
between First Nations people and European
explorers.
Analyse examples of interaction between First
Nations people and European explorers to
identify and report on the effects of co-operation
and the reasons for disagreements between the
two groups.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Drama

B3.1 demonstrate an understanding of some
drama and theatre themes and traditions
from a variety of times, communities, and
places

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Begin the lesson using the inductive method by
dividing the class into six groups and asking them
to research the following topics:
• the Oglala Lakota Sioux in the late 1800s
• Black Elk: his life and spiritual beliefs
• Battle of the Little Bighorn, 1876
• Wounded Knee Massacre, 1890
• Buffalo Bill’s Wild West and Congress of
Rough Riders of the World Show
• the influence of Black Elk

Grade
6
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite a First Nationss person to speak about
European settlement in Canada and the spiritual
belief system of the First Nations.
Invite students to visit the following Websites
mentioned in the book to connect with other people
working together to change the world:
Rainforest Action Network
http://www.ran.org
Servenet
http://www.servenet.org
Teaching Tolerance
http://www.tolerance.org/pt/index.html
Youth as Resources
http://yar.org
Lewis, B. A. & Espeland, P.: The Kid’s Guide to
Service Projects: Over 500 Service Ideas for Young
people Who Want to Make a Difference. Free Spirit
Publishing, Minneapolis, Minn. 1995.
Lewis, B. A. et al.: The Kids Guide to Social Action:
How to Solve the Social Problems You Choose - And
Turn Creative Thinking into Positive Action. Free
Spirit Publishing, Minneapolis, Minn. 1998.

Have the groups present their research in groups
followed by a discussion on the pros and cons of
the conflict between the settlers and the American
Indians.
Begin reading the story Black Elk in the book Ten
Amazing People. Have a discussion about the
way of life of the Sioux in the late 1800s after
reading the sentence: “He remembered the time
of his childhood.” Stop again after reading: “He
remembered the bad years” to discuss white
settlement in American Indian territory.
After reading the entire story, have a discussion
about Black Elk`s vision of seeing the world as
one family and his reverence for the land and all
living things.
Write about contributions you would like to make
to your community.

EXTENSIONS
Have students dramatize one of the battles or
Black Elk’s encounter with John Niehardt.
Read the other stories about the Ten Amazing
People in the book and compare and contrast the
heroic deeds that earned them the title.
Have students do a timeline of the dates
mentioned at the back of the book, adding some
of their own events.

Materials
–– book: Ten Amazing People: And How They Changes
the World by M.D. Shaw, Jewish Lights Publishing,
2002
–– access to the Internet
–– research material on American Indians in the late
1800s
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Grade
6

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM
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Intermediate
Grade 7
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A Package of Human
Rights Materials
Author:		Elementary Teachers’ Federation of Ontario
Publisher: Elementary Teachers’ Federation of
Ontario, 2004		

SYNOPSIS
ETFO’s “Human Rights Materials” is a collection
of posters, pamphlets, and resource materials to
help initiate conversations about human rights.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Human rights
• Respectful interactions

January
Theme

Rights of a Child

March

Theme

136

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

Grade
7

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication

1.6 extend understanding of oral texts, including
increasingly complex texts, by connecting,
comparing, and contrasting the ideas and
information in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other texts,
including print and visual texts; and to the
world around them
2.3 communicate orally in a clear, coherent
manner, using a structure and style
appropriate to both the topic and the
intended audience
2.4 use appropriate words, phrases, and
terminology from the full range of their
vocabulary, including inclusive and nondiscriminatory language, and a range
of stylistic devices to communicate their
meaning accurately and engage the interest

Writing

1.5 identify and order main ideas and supporting
details and group them into units that could
be used to develop a multi-paragraph piece
of writing, using a variety of strategies and
organizational patterns
Media Literacy

3.2 identify an appropriate form to suit the
specific purpose and audience for a media
text they plan to create and explain why it is
an appropriate choice

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts
Visual Arts

Reading

D2.2 explain how the elements and principles
of design are used in their own and others’
artwork to communicate meaning or
understanding

1.4 demonstrate understanding of increasingly
complex texts by summarizing important
ideas and citing a variety of details that
support the main idea

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

1.5 develop and explain interpretations of
increasingly complex or difficult texts using
stated and implied ideas from the texts to
support their interpretations
1.9 identify the point of view presented in texts,
including increasingly complex or difficult
texts; give evidence of any biases they
may contain; and suggest other possible
perspectives

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Working in groups of three, select a poster, a
pamphlet, and a bookmark from the package.
Discuss the messages that are being presented.
What do the topics have to do with human rights?
Explain how the choices of design and text work
to support or limit the message.
Are there different choices you would make?
Why?

Grade
7
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Meet with another group and share the main
points of your discussion. Note what you learned
from the other group.
Select a topic for further learning. Use the Internet
to find websites that provide more information.
Note the sites you use and provide rationale for
their credibility.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Contact groups such as the Canadian National
Institute for the Blind, http://www.voicefordeafkids.
com/ or other organizations that build awareness
about human rights issues. Invite them to make a
series of presentations about their work.

Create a fact sheet about the topic.
What audience do you have in mind?
How could you share what you have learned?
Note your ideas.
Look specifically at the materials: “Positive
Space.” If you were to share information about
these resources, what key points would you
select? Explain.

EXTENSIONS
Think of another human rights topic that you are
interested in. Create a new piece for the “Human
Rights Materials” package. Using a file folder
label, write the title of your piece and add the
label to the “Human Rigths Materials” table of
contents.
Create a bulletin board display of the materials
and include books, movies, or films that are
relevant to the topic.
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Grade
7

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

10,000 Dresses
Author:
Marcus Ewert
Illustrator: Rex Ray
Publisher: Seven Stories Press, 2008
ISBN: 		978-1-58322-850-0

SYNOPSIS
Bailey longs to wear the beautiful dresses of her
dreams, but is ridiculed by her unsympathetic
family members, who reject her true perception of
herself. They assume that Bailey is a boy.

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Identity
• Gender
• Social pressure
• Family expectations

October
Theme

Sharing Our Lives

March

Theme

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
7

139

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication

1.6 extend understanding of oral texts, including
increasingly complex texts, by connecting,
comparing, and contrasting the ideas and
information in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other texts,
including print and visual texts; and to the
world around them
2.2 demonstrate an understanding of
appropriate speaking behaviour in most
situations, adapting contributions and
responses to suit the purpose and audience
Reading

1.8 evaluate the effectiveness of both simple
and complex texts based on evidence from
the texts
1.9 identify the point of view presented in texts,
including increasingly complex or difficult
texts; give evidence of any biases they
may contain; and suggest other possible
perspectives
2.3 identify a variety of text features and explain
how they help communicate meaning
Writing

1.2 generate ideas about more challenging
topics and identify those most appropriate
for the purpose
Media Literacy

1.4 explain why different audiences might have
different responses to a variety of media
texts
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Grade
7

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
The Arts
Visual Arts

D1.4 use a variety of materials, tools, techniques,
and technologies to determine solutions to
increasingly complex design challenges
Drama

B1.1 engage actively in drama exploration and
role play, with a focus on examining multiple
perspectives related to current issues,
themes, and relationships from a wide
variety of sources and diverse communities

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Present some female and male dolls, and action
figures.
Ask students how they are used to reinforce
traditional female and male gender roles. Focus
on what the dolls/action figures are wearing, and
ask if there is any non-traditional use of costume/
uniform/clothing.
Play the song, What a Good Boy and invite
students to examine lyrics, focusing on the
question of reinforced gender roles. (You may
wish to explain what a “hair shirt” means.)
Have students work in pairs on deciphering
the intent of the lyrics. Then they present their
opinions to the class.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Show the book, 10,000 Dresses and ask students
to predict what will happen. Read the book to
the class. As they listen, invite the students to
determine which grade level the book is intended
for, and support their opinion with evidence.
Discuss the main themes.
Possible questions include:
• Why did Bailey always dream about dresses?
• Why do they appear on a staircase?
• What was special about the dress made of
crystals?
• Why did Bailey tell her mother about this
dress?
• What was her mother’s reaction?
• What was her father’s reaction to the second
dress?
• What was her brother’s reaction to the third
dress?
• Who is the older girl? How does she help
Bailey?
• How do the images reinforce Bailey’s
situation?
• Is this an appropriate book for grade 7, 6, 5,
etc.? Why or why not?
• Is this a realistic story? (You could mention
“Chastity” becoming “Chaz” Bono)
Students write their reactions to the book in a
journal. They decide whether to refer to Bailey as
he or she.
Have students share their writing, if willing.
Students may need teacher guidance to
understand the difference between sexual
orientation and gender identity. This will
depend on the teacher’s awareness of public
perceptions/ignorance concerning transvestitism,
homosexuality, gender dysphoria, etc.

Grade
7

141

Divide the students into groups of four and invite
them to role play the characters of Bailey, Mother,
Father, Brother. Student groups act out the story.
Have students assume the role of the kids
who play with the brother, and then act out the
encounter between Bailey and the older girl.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite local clothing designers or students from
a fashion design program at a college to give a
presentation to the class on their chosen field. Invite
them to help evaluate the students’ creations.

Materials
–– paper doll cut-out booklets (if available)
–– templates for simple gingerbread card figures (use
a cookie cutter)
–– fabric glue
–– various swatches of fabric, doll clothing patterns,
thread, needles, buttons, sequins, etc.
–– examples of female/male dolls/action figures
–– song: “What a Good Boy” by Barenaked Ladies on
Gordon, Reprise Records, 1992 (warning: contains
the expression: “does anyone give a dam?”)
–– song: “Pieces of You” byJewel on Pieces of You,
Atlantic Recording, 1994. (Contains some mature
lyrics. Use at your discretion.)

After the presentations, students exchange
roles and rehearse again. Teacher decides if the
students present to whole class.
As a follow-up, challenge the students to think
like Bailey and write her family a letter, explaining
her feelings, and how she needs them to be more
sympathetic and understanding.
Provide students with art materials to create
non-traditional clothing for simple (card) figures.
Students can decide for whom the clothing is
intended. It could be specifically for Bailey or for a
person of their choice.
Students may need instruction in the use of
needles and thread or they may use fabric
glue instead. If cut-out paper doll booklets are
available, teacher can distribute them to give
students ideas.

EXTENSIONS
Have students present their creations to the
class.
By this time, they should have decided for which
grade(s) they think the book is suitable.
Depending on the resulting efforts of their peers,
the class could choose the best representatives
to read the book to the chosen grade(s), with the
other teacher’s permission.
Have students listen to Jewel’s song, Pieces of
You, and discuss the implications of the lyrics
(misogyny, homophobia, ethnic prejudice).
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Grade
7

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Buried Treasure: The
Power of Story: Volume 1
Author:
Elementary Teachers’ Federation of Ontario
Publisher: Elementary Teachers’ Federation of Ontario,
2002
ISBN: 		978-1-58322-850-0

SYNOPSIS
This story is about Katherine Rice who was born
in southwestern Ontario in 1882. She graduated
from the University of Toronto, taught in Ontario
and Saskatchewan for several years before
becoming a prospector in northern Manitoba, at
a time when “girls were to be polite and quiet, to
do as they were told, to go to church with their
parents, to dress in the styles of the day, and
generally be good.” Her discoveries led to the
development of several gold and copper mines in
the area.

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

April

Theme

LANGUAGE
Oral Communication

1.5 develop and explain interpretations of oral
texts using stated and implied ideas from
the texts to support their interpretation

Local and Global
Citizenship

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
7

143

1.6 extend understanding of oral texts, including
increasingly complex texts, by connecting,
comparing, and contrasting the ideas and
information in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other texts; and
the world around them
Reading

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Contact your local business and trade association to
have a geologist talk about mining in Canada.

1.5 develop and explain interpretations of
increasingly complex or difficult texts using
stated and implied ideas from the text to
support their interpretations
1.6 extend understandings of texts, including
increasingly complex or difficult texts, by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to
other texts; and the world around them
Writing

1.3 gather information to support ideas for
writing, using a variety of strategies and a
wide range of print and electronic resources
1.5 identify and order main ideas and supporting
details and group them into units that could
be used to develop a multi-paragraph piece
of writing, using a variety of strategies
Media Literacy

3.4 produce a variety of media texts of some
technical complexity for specific purposes
and audiences, using appropriate forms,
conventions, and techniques
Math

Research and report on real-world applications of
probabilities expressed in fraction, decimal, and
percent forms.
Make predictions about a population when given
a probability.

144

Grade
7

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

The Arts
Dance

A1.2 use dance as a language to communicate
ideas from their own writing or media works
Drama

B1.4 communicate feelings, thoughts, and
abstract ideas through drama works, using
audio, visual, and/or technological aids to
heighten the dramatic experience
Visual Arts

D1.1 create art works, using a variety of
traditional forms and current media
technologies that express feelings, ideas,
and issues, including opposing points of
view

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Investigate how cities dispose of their waste and
the effects, if any, on the environment. Include
the uses of abandoned mines. Present the
information in the form of a magazine article.
Using at least three Internet search engines,
develop a bibliography of Websites that would be
a resource for the topic, “mining in Canada”.
Investigate the production of a mining
company in Canada. Describe how the raw
material is manufactured. Discuss whether the
manufacturing process, the product, or the waste
disposal affect the environment. Present your
information as a photo essay.

Social Studies

Collect samples of local rocks and minerals.
Mount them in a display, label them, and give
important and interesting information about each.

Use a variety of resources and tools to gather,
process, and communicate geographic
information about the distribution, use, and
importance of natural resources.

Research and make a list of the supplies and
equipment a prospector would have needed in
1882 as opposed to today. Compare and contrast
the information on a Venn diagram.

Formulate questions to guide research into
problems and points of view regarding the
management and use of natural resources.

EXTENSIONS

Communicate the results of inquiries for specific
purposes and audiences using computer slide
shows, videos, Websites, oral presentations,
written notes and descriptions, drawings, tables,
charts, diagrams, maps, models, and graphs.

You are a newspaper reporter for your local
newspaper. The city is planning to use land,
which supports wildlife and nature trails, for
highway development. In a detailed report, list the
dangers of eliminating ecosystems.
Research, write, and present a five-minute drama
about a day on an oil rig. Your setting may be in
the present or in the past.
Create a piece of artwork, using a variety of
media, depicting a mining scene from the past.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
7
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Peaceful Heroes
Author: 		Jonah Winter
Illustrator: Sean Addy
Publisher: Arthur A. Levine, 2009
ISBN: 		978-0-439-62307-0

SYNOPSIS
This book is about “14 people who risked their
lives—bravely, passionately, and peacefully—to
help others and make the world a better place.”

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Conflict resolution through peaceful methods

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE

November
Peace

Theme

Oral Communication

1.4 demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in increasingly
complex oral texts in a variety of ways

April

Theme

146

Local and Global
Citizenship

Grade
7

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

1.6 extend understanding of oral texts, including
increasingly complex texts, by connecting,
comparing, and contrasting the ideas and
information in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to other texts,
including print and visual texts; and to the
world around them

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS

Reading

Identify types of conflict, and describe strategies
for conflict resolution.

1.6 extend understanding of texts, including
increasingly complex or difficult texts, by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to
other familiar texts; and to the world around
them
Writing

1.3 gather information to support ideas for
writing, using a variety of strategies and a
wide range of print and electronic resources
1.5 identify and order main ideas and supporting
details and group them into units that could
be used to develop a multi-paragraph piece
of writing, using a variety of strategies
2.2 establish a distinctive voice in their writing
appropriate to the subject and audience
2.5 identify their point of view and other possible
points of view, evaluate other points of view,
and find ways to acknowledge other points
of view, if appropriate
Media Literacy

3.4 produce a variety of media texts of some
technical complexity for specific purposes
and audiences, using appropriate forms,
conventions, and techniques

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

History

Compare methods of conflict resolution in both
historical and contemporary situations.

The Arts
Drama

B3.1 Compare and contrast how social values are
communicated in several different drama
forms and/or styles of live theatre from
different times and places
Visual Arts

D3.1 Identify and describe some of the ways in
which visual-art forms and styles reflect the
beliefs and traditions of a variety of cultures
and civilizations

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
The grade seven social studies history unit on
conflict and change encourages students to
consider ideas about conflict and change and
methods of creating change.
Discuss present-day conflicts in different parts of
the world. Examples of ongoing conflicts could be
the war in Afghanistan and the Palestine/Israeli
conflict.
Have students research the origin of a major
conflict and what is being done to resolve it.

Grade
7

147

Brainstorm ways in which these conflicts could be
resolved in peaceful ways.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Invite parents, or community members, who have lived
through a conflict situation in their country of origin as
guest speakers.
Invite community organizations involved in relief work
to speak to students about the outreach work they
are involved in e.g., The Red Cross, the International
Development and Relief Foundation operating out of
Toronto.
Students visit the following websites to gather
information on youth leadership in efforts to create
positive change in the world:
http://www.ran.org
http://www.servenet.org
http://www.tolerance.org
http://www.yar.org
Book: I Can Make a Difference
Author: Marian Wright Edelman
Illustrator: Barry Moser
Publisher: HarperCollins, 2005
ISBN: 978-0-06-028051-2

Materials
–– Venn diagram
–– book: Ten Amazing People: And How They Changes
the World by M.D. Shaw, Jewish Lights Publishing,
2002
–– access to Internet

148

Grade
7

Ask students what they know about Mahatma
Gandhi and his role in gaining India’s
independence.
Discuss Gandhi’s philosophy of conflict resolution
through passive resistance.
Read the story of Mahatma Gandhi on page
eight.
Ask students if they have heard of a man called
the “Frontier Gandhi.” Read the story of Abdul
Ghaffar Khan on page 32.
Have students discuss with a partner the
similarities and differences between the two men
and record them in a Venn diagram.
Have students choose a peaceful hero.
Have the students research, write a report on
that hero, and present their information, using
a variety of media forms (e.g., short video clip,
powerpoint presentation, poster, television
commercial, television interview, etc.)

EXTENSIONS
Have students debate the current conflict in
Afghanistan from both the Taliban and the
Western point of view.
Read the story of Meena Keshwar Kamal on
page 48 of Peaceful Heroes.
Have students compare the life of Meena with
that of a North-American girl in terms of freedom.
Read a selection of biographies of various heroes
in the book, Ten Amazing People.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

SOS: Stories of
Survival
Author: 		Ed Butts
Publisher: Tundra Books, 2007
ISBN: 		978-0-88776-786-9

SYNOPSIS
Everyone’s life is touched at some time by
disaster. But some disasters loom so large they
are international events. The stories of those
who live through devastating events such as
earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, fires, and
floods are both heartbreaking and compelling.
Often they are inspiring and uplifting.

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

This book tells the tales of young survivors of
such disasters—teenage coal miners trapped
deep below the surface of the earth in Springhill,
Nova Scotia, children who ran to escape the
poisonous exploding gases spewing from Mont
Pelée on Martinique, teens who rode the roofs of
their homes in Pennsylvania’s roaring Johnstown
flood, and youngsters who survived—but still
suffer from the nuclear accident in Chernobyl.

January
Theme

Rights of a Child

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
7

149

OBJECTIVE

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Canadian organizations to help children
internationally:
http://www.international.gc.ca/humanitarianhumanitaire/canadians_help-aide_canadien.aspx
Canadian Feed the Children:
http://www.canadianfeedthechildren.ca
Organizations to help Canadian children:
http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/ncd-jne/parents-linkseng.php
A Child’s Voice foundation:
http://www.acvf.ca
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Canada:
http://www.bbbsc.ca/defaultlanguage.asp
Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children:
http://www.rightsofchildren.ca

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Local and global citizenship
• Acceptance
• Responsibility
• Respect
• Citizenship
• Courage

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Reading

1.1 read a variety of texts from diverse cultures,
including literary texts, graphic texts, and
informational texts
1.4 demonstrate understanding of a variety of
texts by summarizing important ideas and
citing support details
1.6 extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to familiar texts;
and to the world around them
Writing

1.1 generate ideas about a potential topic and
identify those most appropriate for the
purpose
1.2 gather information to support ideas for
writing, using a variety of strategies and a
range of print and electronic resources
1.3 sort and classify information for their writing
in a variety of ways that allow them to view
information from different perspectives and
make connections between ideas

150

Grade
7

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

1.6 determine whether the ideas and
information they have gathered are relevant,
appropriate, and adequate for the purpose;
and do more research if necessary
Media Literacy

3.2 identify an appropriate form to suit the
specific purpose and audience for a media
text they plan to create, and explain why it is
an appropriate choice

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Compare and contrast two different stories from
the book and write a summary.
Rewrite a story in the point of view of a child.
What emotions might they have? What kind of
language would they have used?
Create a multimedia presentation from one of the
stories explaining the story step-by-step.

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS

Draw and create a comic strip, illustrating the
experiences.

The Art

Research and present other stories of survival of
children over the years.

Drama

B1.1 engage actively in drama exploration and
role play, with a focus on examining multiple
perspectives related to current issues,
themes, and relationships from a wide
variety of sources and diverse communities
B1.2 demonstrate an understanding of
the elements of drama by selecting
and combining several elements and
conventions to create dramatic effects

After reading one of the stories, relate it to an
experience in your own life that required courage
or a time you were afraid.

EXTENSIONS
Create a movie script and planner for one of the
stories.
Act out a scene from one of the stories and have
students give feedback.

B1.3 plan and shape the direction of the drama
by working with others, both in and out of
role, to generate ideas and explore multiple
perspectives
B1.4 communicate feelings, thoughts, and
abstract ideas through drama works, using
audio, visual, and/or technological aids to
heighten the dramatic experience

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
7

151

One Peace: True
Stories of Young
Activists
Author and Illustrator: Janet Wilson
Publisher: 		Orca Books, British Columbia, 2008
ISBN: 		978-1-55143-892-4

SYNOPSIS
One Peace celebrates the “Power of One” and
the accomplishments of children from around the
globe who have worked to promote world peace.
Profiles of young people who have made a
difference include: Craig Kielburger, Farlis Calle,
and Kimie Weeks.

OBJECTIVE

November
Peace

Theme

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Contributing to a peaceful world
• Acceptance
• Responsibility
• Respect
• Citizenship

April

Theme

152

Local and Global
Citizenship

Grade
7

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS

Media Literacy

LANGUAGE

1.1 explain how various media texts address
their intended purpose and audience

Reading

1.1 read a wide variety of increasingly complex
or difficult texts from diverse cultures,
including literary texts, graphic texts, and
informational texts

1.2 interpret increasingly complex or
difficult media texts, using overt and
implied messages as evidence for their
interpretations

1.5 develop and explain interpretations of
increasingly complex or difficult texts using
stated and implied ideas from the texts, to
support their interpretation

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS

1.6 extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to familiar texts;
and to the world around them

Drama

Writing

1.2 generate ideas about a potential topic and
identify those most appropriate for the
purpose
1.3 gather information to support ideas for
writing, using a variety of strategies and a
range of print and electronic resources
1.4 sort and classify information for their writing
in a variety of ways that allow them to view
information from different perspectives and
make connections between ideas

The Arts

B2.1 construct personal interpretations of drama
works, connecting drama issues and themes
to their own and others’ ideas, feelings, and
experiences

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Students can read through the different stories of
youth activists and compare stories.
Ask students to investigate peace initiatives in
their community.
Have students analyse the book using critical
media literacy techniques. For example, ask:
What differences can you identify in the way the
young activists are represented in the different
texts? Do you think the added media texts
enhance their youth activists’ profiles?
Compare the book to the Website and describe
how they are similar and different in profiling the
peace activists or initiatives.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
7

153

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Book: Old Turtle
Book: On the Wings of Peace
http://www.peace.ca

Materials
–– book: One Peace: True Stories of Young Activists by
Janet Wilson, Orca Book Publishers, 2008
–– Website: http://www.peoplebuildingpeace.org/
index.php?option=com_frontpage&Itemid=34

154

Grade
7

Create short skits, role plays, or a series of
tableaux to represent aspects of the stories.
Discuss the presentations to provide feedback.

EXTENSIONS
Research different organizations that promote
peace. Invite a guest speaker to share
information.
What symbols come to mind that relate to peace?
Create a display.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

. . . . . . . . P. 156

Intermediate
Grade 8

… P. 160

. . . . . . . . P. 164

… P. 168

. . . . . . . . P. 171

A Place Where
Sunflowers Grow
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:

Amy Lee-Tai
Felicia Hoshino
Children’s Book Press, California, 2006
0-89239-215-0
978-0-89239-215-5

SYNOPSIS
Mari wonders if anything can bloom at Topaz,
where her family is interned along with thousands
of other Japanese Americans during World War
II. The summer sun is blazingly hot, and Mari’s art
class has begun. But it’s hard to think of anything
to draw in a place where nothing beautiful grows.
Somehow, glimmers of hope begin to surface
under the harsh sun—in the eyes of a kindly art
teacher, in the tender words of Mari’s parents,
and in the smile of a new friend.

February
Caring

Theme

April

Theme
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Local and Global
Citizenship

Grade
8

Inspired by her family’s experiences, author
Amy Lee-Tai has crafted a story rooted in one of
America’s most shameful historical episodes—
the internment of 120,000 Japanese Americans
during World War II. The art schools that offered
internees moments of solace and self-expression
are a little known part of this history. Amy LeeTai’s gentle prose and Felicia Hoshino’s stunning
mixed-media images are a testimony to hope and
how it can survive alongside even the harshest
injustice.

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

OBJECTIVE

Media Literacy

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Acceptance
• Caring
• Self-esteem

3.2 identify an appropriate form to suit the
specific purpose and audience for a media
text they plan to create, and explain why it is
an appropriate choice

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS

LANGUAGE
Reading

1.1 read a wide variety of increasingly complex
or difficult texts from diverse cultures,
including literary texts
1.4 demonstrate understanding of increasingly
complex texts by summarizing important
ideas and citing a variety of details that
support the main idea
1.6 extend understanding of texts, including
increasingly complex or difficult texts, by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to
other familiar texts; and to the world around
them
Writing

1.2 generate ideas about more challenging topics
and identify those most appropriate for the
purpose
1.3 gather information to support ideas for
writing, using a variety of strategies and a
wide range of print and electronic resources

Geography

Connect the real experiences of Canadians
to information about the causes and effects of
migration.
Identify the push and pull factors that influence
people to move identify barriers to migration.
Locate relevant information from a variety of
primary and secondary sources.
Communicate the results of inquiries for specific
purposes and audiences using computer slide
shows, videos, websites, oral presentations,
written notes and reports, illustrations, tables,
charts, maps, models, and graphs.
The Arts
Drama

B1.1 engage actively in drama exploration and
role play, with a focus on examining multiple
perspectives and possible outcomes
related to complex issues, themes, and
relationships from a wide variety of sources
and diverse communities

2.2 establish a distinctive voice in their writing
appropriate to the subject and audience

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
8
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Organizations related to Japanese culture/
internment:
Japanese Canadian Culture Centre:
http://www.jccc.on.ca
Japanese Social Services
http://www.jss.ca
6 Garamond Court, Don Mills, Ontario M3C1Z5
http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_
Canadian_internment
http://www.jftor.org

B1.2 demonstrate an understanding of the
elements of drama by selecting and
manipulating multiple elements and
conventions to create and enhance a
variety of drama works and shared drama
experiences
Visual Arts

D1.1 create art works, using a variety of
traditional forms and current media
technologies, that express feelings, ideas,
and issues and that demonstrate an
awareness of multiple points of view
D1.3 use elements of design in art works to
communicate ideas, messages, and
understandings for a specific audience and
purpose

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Materials

–– teaching with documents: documents and
photographs related to Japanese relocation during
World War II. U.S. National Archives.
–– Websit: http://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/
japanese-relocation/
–– primary source documents and photographs from
the U.S. National Archives are accompanied by
teaching activities.
–– art supplies
–– access to the Internet

Simulation Activity

Day one: Students are given the following
homework assignment: “Your family is being
evacuated from your home. In a backpack,
pack two sets of clothing, favorite toy, book,
game, and whatever you can carry. Include your
treasured collections and hobbies. Be careful not
to lose them. Be ready to share items from your
backpack in groups of four.”
Day two: Backpacks are piled in the center of the
room. Each student picks up another student’s
backpack.
Assignment: Look at contents in the backpack
and make some statements about the person
whose treasures you are looking at. What kind of
person, girl? Boy? Interests, hobbies?
Use a reading log to write your conclusions.
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AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Return the backpacks to each student. Students
are then divided into groups of four representing
a Japanese-American family. Head of household
is pinned with a card having family name on it
and other family members have only the same
identification number pinned on them. Instructor
does not reveal where they are going nor what
they will do when they get there.
In family groups, students walk around the school
yard twice, carrying their backpacks.
Review the Sakane family’s evacuation to
enhance realistic role playing.
In family groups, student writes down the
contents of the backpack, places it into two
categories: electrical, non-electrical. Of the nonelectrical, any books with pictures are listed.
When the family groups return to class, the
instructor writes down on the chalkboard the
category of items, then proceeds to cross off
items that may be considered contraband, such
as radios, walkmans, diaries, language books,
books with maps, plastic or toy weapons. Stress
that children were not allowed to see most of their
class friends or bring their pets to camp.
Write about the evacuation experience in a
reading log. How would you feel, what would you
do, who would you miss?

where you and other people like you live. You
are guarded by soldiers with armed guns. What
would you do or say? How would you feel?
Your new home is one room where all your family
lives. You cannot do any of the things you do
regularly. What things would you miss the most?
Imagine getting up in the morning. You have to
go to the bathroom but you have to walk half a
block to get there. Is it cold? Hot? Are there dust
storms?
Breakfast is served exactly at 7:00 a.m. There is
no refrigerator or store nearby. For breakfast they
serve you powdered milk or oatmeal mush. For
dinner every night, it’s liver. What do you choose?
How does it taste?

EXTENSIONS
Have students draw/paint reflections about their
reflective log entries.
Students may role play parts of the book or
participate in a corridor of voices.
Use the scenarios from the stimulation log to role
play. Discuss.

Students can create a media presentation of what
they researched about how the Japanese were
treated during the war.
Have students write a reflective log about the
following:
Consider the perimeter of your new home. It
smells like horses and manure. You notice that
a barbed-wire fence surrounds the buildings

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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From the Notebooks
of Melanin Sun
Author:
Jacqueline Woodson
Publisher: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 2007
ISBN:
978-0-399-25280-8

SYNOPSIS
Melanin Sun is almost fourteen and has a lot
to say about the world. But sometimes words
come slowly to Melanin Sun. When this happens,
he writes stuff down. When Melanin Sun’s
mom reveals a secret she has been keeping
from him, he reacts with anger and fear. In this
thought-provoking book, the author explores
one family’s journey toward understanding on
a real-life, personal level, through the eyes of a
boy grappling with a life which has been changed
forever.

March

Theme

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

May
Theme
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OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Respect
• Understanding of differences

True Worth and Beauty

Grade
8

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral Communication

1.4 demonstrate an understanding of the
information and ideas in increasingly
complex and difficult oral texts in a variety of
ways
Reading

1.4 demonstrate understanding of increasingly
complex and difficult texts by summarizing
important ideas and explaining how the
details support the main idea
1.5 develop and explain interpretations of
increasingly complex or difficult texts using
stated and implied ideas from the texts to
support their interpretations
Writing

1.5 identify and order main ideas and supporting
details and group them into units that could
be used to develop a summary, a debate,
or a report of several paragraphs, using
a variety of strategies and organizational
patterns
2.5 identify their point of view and other possible
points of view, evaluate other points of view,
and find ways to respond to other points of
view, if appropriate
Media Literacy

1.4 explain why different audiences might have
different responses to a variety of media
texts

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

1.5 demonstrate understanding that different
media texts reflect different points of view
and that some texts reflect multiple points of
view
3.4 produce a variety of media texts of some
technical complexity for specific purposes
and audiences, using appropriate forms,
conventions, and techniques
Mathematics

Collect data by conducting a survey or an
experiment to do with themselves, their
environment, issues in their school or community,
or content from another subject, and record
observations or measurements.
Social Studies

Compare living and working conditions in
countries with different patterns of settlement, and
examine how demographic factors could affect
their own lives in the future.

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Compare the characteristics of places with high
and low population densities and identify the push
and pull factors that influence people to move.
Formulate questions to guide and analyse
research on migration and mobility.
Explain how the components of culture can be
affected by migration.
Describe the effects that migration has had on the
development of Canada.

Grade
8
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The Arts
Dance

A1.2 use dance as a language to communicate
messages about themes of social justice
and/or environmental health
Drama

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Interview people with knowledge of the topic.
Invite a panel of four to five people who are gay
or lesbian and have a panel discussion about the
challenges they face in society.

B1.1 engage actively in drama exploration and
role play, with a focus on examining multiple
perspectives and possible outcomes
related to complex issues, themes, and
relationships from a wide variety of sources
and diverse communities
B1.4 communicate feelings, thoughts, and
abstract ideas through drama works, using
audio, visual, and/or technological aids for
specific purposes and audiences
Visual Arts

D1.1 create art works, using a variety of
traditional forms and current media
technologies, that express feelings, ideas,
and issues and that demonstrate an
awareness of multiple points of view
D1.3 use elements of design in art works to
communicate ideas, messages, and
understandings for a specific audience and
purpose
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
Do a read aloud of the book with the class. Have
a discussion about the main idea in the book.
Discuss the characters, setting, the problem, and
the solution. Organize a class debate on the topic
of homosexuality in the book and have students
assume the role of either Melanin or his mother.
Ask students to do a multimedia presentation
examining two or more elements of the narrative,
such as theme, plot, setting, or character.

• Use technology to signal to the audience
when an actor’s speech represents the
character’s private, inner thoughts.
• Juxtapose text and images to create a
message that challenges what the text is
saying (e.g., in the monochromatic comic
layout, how will angle of view, images,
and text be used to show two sides of the
story? How can stereotypes be reinforced or
challenged?)

EXTENSIONS
Ask students to:
• Compare views about the text with two other
classmates and prepare a joint summary to
present to the class.
• Cite details from the text to support their
opinions about it in a small group discussion.
• Prepare a report on the topic of homophobia
in the style of a newspaper article, including
headlines for a school or community
newspaper.
• Identify significant perspectives related to
the topics of heterosexism and racism, and
assume roles to give voice to the different
perspectives.
• Use improvisation to communicate
insights about being gay and lesbian and
relationships.
• Develop and present short scripts or multi-role
plays for a single actor.
• Use drama conventions such as
conversations, mapping, or role on the
wall to dramatize two opposing views on a
community issue.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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8
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Give a Goat
Author: 		Jan West Schrock
Illustrator: Aileen Darragh
Publisher: Tilbury House Publishers, 2008
ISBN-10: 0884483010
ISBN-13: 978-0884483014

SYNOPSIS

February
Caring

Theme

April

Theme
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If you have ever heard of the non-profit
organization, Heifer International, then you may
be familiar with “giving a goat.” In Give a Goat,
a fifth-grade class listens to the book Beatrice’s
Goat. This book tells the story of Beatrice, who
lives in Uganda and wants to go to school, but
her family doesn’t have enough money. Someone
gives them a goat, and the goat produces
enough milk to drink and sell. With the extra
money, Beatrice is able to go to school. The fifth
graders in Give a Goat want to do the same for
a family, so they do some research about Heifer
International in the library. Through their math
class, they decide to raise 120 dollars to buy a
goat by selling healthy snacks to teachers. They
also sell snacks at recess and a basketball game.
When they finally finish their project, they have
180 dollars—enough to buy a goat, a flock of
chickens, and some ducks.

Local and Global
Citizenship

Grade
8

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
Students will make a plan in which they can make
a difference locally or globally.
• Local and global citizenship
• Empathy
• Responsibility
• Respect
• Citizenship

2.2 establish a distinctive voice in their writing
appropriate to the subject and audience
Media Literacy

3.2 identify an appropriate form to suit the
specific purpose and audience for a media
text they plan to create, and explain why it is
an appropriate choice

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS

LANGUAGE

Math

Reading

Number Sense and Numeration

1.1 read a wide variety of increasingly complex
or difficult texts from diverse cultures,
including literary texts

Solve problems involving whole numbers, decimal
numbers, fractions, and integers, using a variety
of computational strategies.

1.4 demonstrate understanding of increasingly
complex texts by summarizing important
ideas and citing a variety of details that
support the main idea

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

1.6 extend understanding of texts, including
increasingly complex or difficult texts, by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to
other familiar texts; and to the world around
them
Writing

1.2 generate ideas about more challenging
topics and identify those most appropriate
for the purpose
1.3 gather information to support ideas for
writing, using a variety of strategies and a
wide range of print and electronic resources

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Reading Give a Goat could inspire conversations
about:
• Philanthropy
• Local vs. global causes
• Long-term development vs. short-term aid,
and when each is needed
• Teamwork
• Setting goals
• How it feels to help others
• Geography: Uganda, Africa
• Education as a privilege
• Women as small farmers
• Importance of educating girls
• Importance of animals for income and
nutrition
• Ending hunger and poverty

Grade
8
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Materials
–– access to the Internet:
Website: http://www.heifer.org
Website: http://www.payitforwardfoundation.com

Have students research on the Internet to find
websites that promote any of the topics above.
Have students brainstorm and create a plan in
their personal area of interest with the idea, “How
and where can I make a difference?”
Have students create a media presentation of
what they researched.
Have students share their written action plan on
“How and where I can make a difference.”
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
EXTENSIONS
Running a profitable project (business): a math
unit that includes using ledger paper to record
information helps to introduce or reinforce sound
finances.
The concept of “passing on the gift”, “paying
it forward”, and exponential math (www.
payitforwardfoundation.org). The website explains
exponential math and can be used for Grade
Seven students also.
Use the math problem in the story and have your
students discover how much and how long it took
to raise their money.

Non-Profit Organizations in Ontario: Community
Services Organizations
Welcome Inn Community Centre of Hamilton
http://www.welcomeinn.ca
40 Wood Street East, Hamilton, Ontario
Keywords: Family Services • Community Services
Volunteer @ Welcome Inn Community Centre of
Hamilton
United Way of Burlington & Greater Hamilton
http://www.uwaybh.ca
177 Rebecca Street, Hamilton, Ontario
Keywords: Family Services • Community Services
Volunteer @ United Way of Burlington & Greater
Hamilton
Storefront Humber Incorporated
http://www.storefronthumber.ca
2445 Lakeshore Boulevard West, Etobicoke,
Ontario
Keywords: Seniors • Independence
Volunteer @ Storefront Humber Incorporated
Youth Without Shelter Terra House North Toronto
Emergency Referral Agency
http://www.yws.on.ca
6 Warrendale Court, Etobicoke, Ontario
Keywords: Homeless and Housing
Volunteer @ Youth Without Shelter Terra House
North Toronto Emergency Referral Agency
Kanata Food Cupboard
http://www.kanatafoodcupboard.ca
20 Young Road, Kanata, Ontario
Keywords: Hunger
Volunteer @ Kanata Food Cupboard
First Step Women’s Shelter
http://www.fsws.ca
Sioux Lookout, Ontario
Keywords: Women
Volunteer @ First Step Women’s Shelter

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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8
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Healing Our World:
Inside Doctors
Without Borders
Author:
David Morley
Publisher: Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 2006
ISBN:		978-1-55455050-0

SYNOPSIS
Students will learn about crises in different parts
of the world, what happened in those parts of the
world, and which people were helped. Students
will then examine and discuss how Doctors
Without Borders really assist others and compare
rates related to poverty and hunger.

OBJECTIVE

December
Theme

Building Supportive
Communities

(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)
• Local and global citizenship
• Empathy
• Responsibility
• Respect
• Citizenship

February
Theme
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8

Caring

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Reading

1.1 read a variety of texts from diverse cultures,
including literary texts, graphic texts, and
informational texts
1.4 demonstrate understanding of a variety of
texts by summarizing important ideas and
citing support details
1.6 extend understanding of texts by connecting
the ideas in them to their own knowledge,
experience, and insights; to familiar texts;
and to the world around them
Writing

1.1 generate ideas about a potential topic and
identify those most appropriate for the
purpose
1.2 gather information to support ideas for
writing, using a variety of strategies and a
range of print and electronic resources
1.3 establish an appropriate voice in their
writing, with a focus on modifying language
and tone to suit different circumstances or
audiences
Media Literacy

3.2 identify an appropriate form to suit the
specific purpose and audience for a media
text they plan to create, and explain why it is
an appropriate choice

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Math
Number Sense and Numeration

Solve problems involving whole numbers, decimal
numbers, fractions, and integers, using a variety
of computational strategies.
Solve problems by using proportional reasoning
in a variety of meaningful contexts.
Translate between equivalent forms of a number.
Solve multi-step problems arising from reallife contexts and involving whole numbers and
decimals, using a variety of tools (e.g., graphs,
calculators) and strategies.
Use estimation when solving problems involving
operations with whole numbers, decimals,
percentages, integers, and fractions to help judge
the reasonableness of a solution.
Evaluate expressions that involve integers,
including expressions that contain brackets and
exponents, using order of operations.
Solve problems involving percentages that arise
from real-life contexts.
Data Management and Probability

Collect and organize categorical, discrete, or
continuous primary data and secondary data;
and display the data using charts and graphs,
including frequency tables with intervals,
histograms, and scatter plots.
Apply a variety of data management tools and
strategies to make convincing arguments about
data.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
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Collect data by conducting a survey or an
experiment to do with themselves, their
environment, issues in their school or community,
or content from another subject; and record
observations or measurements.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Non-profit Organizations in Ontario: Community
Services Organizations
Hamilton Community Foundation
http://www.hcf.on.ca/resources_archives_initiatives.
shtml
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/

Materials
–– access to the Internet
Website: http://www.msf.ca
Website: http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org
Website: http://www.globalissues.org/article/26/poverty-facts-and-stats
Website: http://www.oafb.ca/hungerfacts.html

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS
The book might bring about the following
questions about careers and how to get involved:
• Does the organization recruit only doctors?
• What are the recruitment criteria?
• Does Doctors Without Borders accept medical
students as field volunteers?
• Does Doctors Without Borders recruit
physician’s assistants?
• Is there an age limit for working with Doctors
Without Borders?
• What is the recruitment process?
• How are mission assignments made?
• How long are missions?
Discussion questions:
• Which country do you think is most affected
by war?
• Which country do you think benefits the most
by the organization?
• Would you be a part of the organization? If so,
why and which country would you like to have
an assignment to?

EXTENSIONS
Take data from the stories and create math
questions that promote financial literacy.
Compare data from the different countries such
as poverty rate, money spent on warfare, etc.
Compare percentages, graph data, and analyse
the data.
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We Are All Born Free
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher:
ISBN:

Amnesty International
Daly, N. et al.
Francis Lincoln Children’s Books, 2008
978-1-84507-650-4

OBJECTIVE
(Big Idea/Character Development Connection)

• Universal Declaration of Human Rights

MINISTRY EXPECTATIONS
LANGUAGE
Oral

March

Theme

Untie the Knots of
Prejudice

April

Theme

Local and Global
Citizenship

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

1.2 demonstrate an understanding of
appropriate listening behaviour by adapting
active listening strategies to suit a wide
variety of situations, including work in
groups
1.6 extend understanding of oral texts, including
increasingly complex or difficult texts, by
connecting, comparing, and contrasting the
ideas and information
Reading

1.6 extend understanding of texts, including
increasingly complex or difficult texts, by
connecting the ideas in them to their own
knowledge, experience, and insights; to
other texts; and to the world around them

Grade
8
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1.9 identify the point of view presented in texts,
including increasingly complex or difficult
texts; give evidence of any biases they
may contain; and suggest other possible
perspectives
Writing

1.1 identify the topic, purpose, and audience for
more complex writing forms
2.5 identify their point of view and other possible
points of view, evaluate other points of view,
and find ways to respond to other points of
view, if appropriate
2.6 identify elements in their writing that need
improvement, selectively using feedback
from the teacher and peers, with a focus
on depth of content and appropriateness of
tone
Media Literacy

1.2 interpret increasingly complex or
difficult media texts, using overt and
implied messages as evidence for their
interpretations

CURRICULUM CONNECTION
EXPECTATIONS
Math
Data Management

Apply a variety of data management tools and
strategies to make convincing arguments about
data.
Use probability models to make predictions about
real-life events.
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Science and Technology

3.1 identify various types of systems
Social Studies

Use a variety of resources and tools to gather,
process, and communicate information about the
factors that shaped Canada as it was entering the
twentieth century.
Describe the achievements of individuals
and groups in Canada who have contributed
significantly to the technological development of
Canada and the world; and analyse the impact
on society of new technologies (e.g., prospecting,
radio, the telephone, the automobile, electricity).
Describe the social and working conditions of
Canadians around the beginning of the twentieth
century.

B2.1 construct personal interpretations of drama
works, connecting drama issues and themes
to social concerns at both the local and
global level
C1.3 create musical compositions in a variety of
forms for specific purposes and audiences
D1.1 create art works, using a variety of
traditional forms and current media
technologies, that express feelings, ideas,
and issues and that demonstrate an
awareness of multiple points of view
D1.2 demonstrate an understanding of
composition, using multiple principles of
design and other layout considerations
such as compositional triangles to create
narrative art works or art works on a theme
or topic

Outline the advantages and disadvantages of
Clifford Sifton’s immigration policy in the Laurier
era.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND
CULMINATING TASKS

Identify and explain the factors that led to
Laurier’s electoral defeat in 1911.

This book can be used as a springboard to teach
the grade 8 geography unit on migration.

Describe and analyse conflicting points of view
about a historical issue.

Before reading the book, have students do the
attached data set. Have a discussion about their
hypotheses and then read the book. Have a
follow-up discussion about how well these rights
are being protected in Canada and compare them
with other countries, specifically ones which are
commonly known to violate human rights. Discuss
the barriers that exist today for new immigrants to
Canada.

The Arts

Drama
B1.1 engage actively in drama exploration and
role play, with focus on examining multiple
perspectives and possible outcomes
related to complex issues, themes, and
relationships from a wide variety of sources
and diverse communities

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Identify the pull and push factors and how the
violation of human rights would impact on these
factors. In a group, brainstorm ideas to select an
ideal place to live, and present this to the class in
the form of an art, drama, debate or music (rap)
presentation.

Grade
8
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Research ways in which Canada’s First Nationss’
rights have been violated and write a persuasive
letter to the government to restore their rights.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT &
RELATED RESOURCES
Have various parents come in to talk to the class
about what was the reason for their immigration in to
Canada.
Book: Every Human Has Rights by National Geographic
Society, National Geographic Childern’s Books, 2008.

Materials
–– book: We Are All Born Free by Amnesty
International, Frances Lincoln Children’s Books,
2008
–– attached data set: one copy for every two to three
students (reproducible)
–– access to the Internet
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Write a newspaper report on how Canada’s
immigration policy has affected immigration in
Canada, including places from which Canada
has drawn immigration and why. Also include in
the article how immigration of various people has
changed Canadian society.

EXTENSIONS
Go to Amnesty Canada’s Website: http://www.
amnesty.ca and decide what action you or your
group will take to defend human rights in any part
of the world.
ELL students will write about human rights
violation in their country of origin in their first
language and have it translated by someone
fluent in both English and their first language.
Examine and discuss rights and responsibilities
of citizenship. Create a charter of rights and
responsibilities for your class.
Research government declarations which
promote an inclusive environment for different
communities (e.g., Black History Month).

AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVISM

Name:

Data Set:

Date:
Divide yourselves into groups of two or three. Have only one data set between you.
On your own, read the ten examples. Read one ODD and then one EVEN until you have read all 10.
Compare the ODDs and contrast them with the EVENs.

1

It is our right to belong to Canada or any
other country.

3

We all have the right to a good life.

5

We should be allowed to make up our own
minds, to think what we like, to say what
we think, and to share our ideas with other
people.

7

Every grown up should have a fair wage for a
job done and be able to join a trade union.

9

Everyone has the right to own things or
share them. Nobody should take our things
from us without good reason.

2

Everybody deserves to own a car so that
they can have easy access to people and
places.

4

We must all have the opportunity to go to the
theatre as a recreational activity.

6

Every parent must make sure that their child
owns a car and knows how to drive.

8

There should be a television set in every
home so that children can keep up to date
with events.

10

If we do something wrong and are put on
trial, it should be a private affair between us
and the judge.

HYPOTHESIS
On your own, form an hypothesis as to how the ODDs are the same and how they are different from the EVENs.

A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH

Grade
8
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Appendices
Student Activity Sheets

Two Stars and a Wish
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VENN DIAGRAM

Student Activity Sheets
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ETFO Article
EQUITY AND WOMEN’S SERVICES

What Motivates Teachers
To Do Social Justice

Work?

BY NINA BASCIA AND SHERRY RAMRATTAN SMITH

W
Dr. Nina Bascia

Teachers who work collectively for
the advancement of social justice
often provide each other with
strength and inspiration.

Sherry Ramrattan Smith

hy are some teachers driven to question the way things are in
their schools? Why do some refuse to tolerate injustice when
they notice it? Why do they advocate for marginalized colleagues or students: those whose ﬁrst language is not English,
racialized populations, recent immigrants, children with special education needs, or other teachers experiencing difﬁculties?
Some teachers who advocate for social justice have a cultural background or historical experience where teaching was understood as
important social transformational work. For example, in some Caribbean countries, teachers are expected, and themselves expect, to work
toward the social, economic, moral, and physical advancement of their
communities. Teaching is not just a paid job; it’s a social vocation.
Some teachers have had personal experiences with marginalization
themselves – in their school experiences as children, when immigrating to a new country and learning a new language, or later in life when
confronted by limitations created by other people’s perceptions of them.
For example, some women teachers make the difﬁcult discovery that
traditional gender role expectations can limit their access to positions of
leadership. This type of personal experience with marginalization can be
very painful, whether it occurs ﬁrst in childhood or in adulthood. However, personal experiences can sensitize some people to other instances
of discrimination or injustice.
Sometimes, a life-long interest in travel or different cultural experiences enables some teachers to feel comfort with and curiosity about
social differences that may make others cling to the safety of the familiar.
Such teachers may ﬁnd themselves stepping in to smooth the way when
they observe cross-cultural “collisions” that may be harmful to students
or peers.
There are some teachers who may ﬁnd themselves working with
stigmatized student populations (for example, in schools in low socioeconomic communities) and soon discover that much extra work and
advocacy is required to ensure that their students’ needs are met. These
needs may go unnoticed by people whose familiarity with the context has
desensitized them to the day-to-day obstacles that have to be overcome.
E M AY 20 10 37
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O

What
Motivates
Teachers
To Do

Social Justice
Work?

Teachers sometimes look for a new challenge or a change in midcareer. Working in a new assignment, at a new school, or in a new teaching role can open their eyes to differences in students’ and colleagues’
experiences that previously went unnoticed. Often such a change occurs
because someone acquires new knowledge about a particular social
justice topic.
A chance conversation with another teacher may lead to the discovery
that perceptions once thought unique are, in reality, more common. As
we ﬁnd ways to put our concerns into words and realize that our ideas
are shared by others, we can inspire one another to take action in new
ways.

The challenges of social justice work
What challenges do teachers face when they engage in social justice
work?
Teachers may feel isolated and different from their peers. Some may
feel “marked” as the lone teacher expected to take action when situations
are unfair or when others are reluctant to step forward.

For further reading on this topic:
Bascia, N. & Young, B. (2001). “Careers beyond the classroom: Understanding women
educators’ work.” Curriculum Inquiry 31(3), pp. 271-302.
Henry, A. (1998). “Contextualizing Black women’s lives and activism.” In Taking Back
Control: African Canadian Women Teachers’ Lives and Practice. Albany, NY: SUNY Press, pp.
69-88.
Thiessen, D., Bascia, N., & Goodson, I. (Eds.) (1996). Making a Difference About
Difference: Life Stories of Racial Minority Immigrant Teachers. Toronto: Garamond Press.

A

Some teachers may feel as if they are expected to do more than their colleagues, and they
may expect more of themselves. Teachers who
do social justice work often feel they need to
keep learning new things as they continue
to become aware of the complexity of social
issues. Social justice work is so demanding that
it’s difﬁcult to feel like the work is ever done.
It is difﬁcult to set limits on this kind of work,
and it is easy to burn out.
Teachers who work collectively for the
advancement of social justice often provide
each other with strength and inspiration. They
make time to share their experiences and learning because they recognize that supportive
relationships greatly enhance their individual
efforts.

Questions to ask yourself
What’s your story? Are there teachers who work
for social justice in your school or community?
What might you do to support that work? Are
you one of these teachers yourself? If so, what
might you do to make the work of confronting injustice better understood? As we learn to
situate and critique our experiences with difference, we can become more mindful of the
choices we make in advancing a social justice
agenda.

NINA BASCIA is a professor in the department of Theory and Policy Studies, at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, University of
Toronto. Her focus is teachers’ work, teacher unions, and educational policy.
SHERRY RAMRATTAN SMITH is the coordinator of Equity and Women’s Services at ETFO.
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Lesson Plan Template
Division:

Grade:

Month:

Theme:

Month:

Theme:

Title:
Author:

Illustrator:

Publisher and Year:

ISBN:
Synopsis

Big Idea/Objective/Character Development
Connection

Ministry Expectations

Materials
English Language

Curriculum Connection Expectations

Suggested Activities And Culminating Tasks

Extensions

Community Connections /
Related Resources
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Feedback Form
Thanks for taking time to complete this form. Your feedback is important since we will use it to improve
future versions of this resource and to inform our development of new resources. Please complete the form
and send it to Kelly Hayes, Coordinator, ETFO Equity and Women’s Services by e-mail (khayes@etfo.org)
or by fax (416-642-2424).
Name (Optional) 				
Contact Information (Optional) 				
Please indicate your vacation:
Teacher

Occasional Teacher

Parent/Caregiver

Early Childhood Educator

Educational Worker

Teacher Candidate

Student

Other 			

Were the ideas and suggestions easy to access and understand?

What suggestions do you have to improve accessibility to the ideas and
suggestions?

Are there new topics or themes that you would like to see addressed?
Please indicate the topics or themes and the corresponding grade level.
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Feedback Form

.../continued

Please indicate resource links that were helpful and make additional
suggestions for new links. Kindly specify the grade level and reference the
name of the lesson.

Do you have any suggestions for resources links? Please specify the grade
level and lesson, as well as your link.

Are funds available for you/your school to purchase any/some/all of the
suggested resource materials?

Additional Comments:
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Glossary
Diversity

Individual Discrimination

Diversity recognizes, respects, and values
individual differences to enable each person
to maximize his or her own potential. Diversity
includes differences such as age, ethnicity,
gender, language, parental and marital status,
race, religion, sexual orientation, thinking style,
and more.

Specific differential action or behavior by
individuals towards others based on prejudice
and stereotypes attached to people because of
particular characteristics such as appearance,
level of physical ability, and sexual orientation.
– “Imagine a World that is Free from Fear,” ETFO
resource

– Canadian Race Relations Foundation

Heterosexism
The assumption that everyone is heterosexual
and that this sexual orientation is superior.
– “Imagine a World that is Free from Fear,” ETFO
resource

Homophobia
The fear and hatred of homosexuality in others,
often exhibited by prejudice, discrimination,
bullying, or acts of violence.
– “Imagine a World that is Free from Fear,” ETFO
resource

Human Rights
Human rights are those rights which are essential
for us to live as human beings. They are meant
to protect people from unfair rules, and ensure
not only access to basic needs such as food and
shelter, but also the chance to grow and develop
beyond what is required for survival.
– “What Kind of World…?” United Nations Association
in Canada, educational program

Multiculturalism
Canadian multiculturalism is a fundamental
characteristic of Canadian society and is
fundamental to our belief that all citizens are
equal. Multiculturalism ensures that all citizens
maintain their identities, can take pride in their
ancestry, and have a sense of belonging.
Acceptance gives Canadians a feeling of security
and self-confidence, making them more open to,
and accepting of, diverse cultures.
– Government of Canada, Department of Canadian
Heritage

Oppression
The systematic subjugation of a disempowered
group by a group with power.
– “Imagine a World that is Free from Fear,” ETFO
resource

Prejudice
The pre-judgement or formation of an opinion of
people prior to knowing them, judgement based
on misinformation, lack of proof, biases, and/or
stereotypes.
– “Imagine a World that is Free from Fear,” ETFO
resource
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glossary

.../continued

Racism

Systemic Discrimination

Racism refers to a set of beliefs that asserts the
superiority of one racial group over another (at
the individual as well as the institutional level),
as well as individuals or groups of people who
exercise power that abuses or disadvantages
others on the basis of skin colour or racial or
ethnic heritage.

Policies and practices built into the institutions of
our society. This type of discrimination is often
invisible but results in unequal treatment, access,
and opportunity for individuals because of their
(perceived) belonging to a certain group and/or
particular characteristics.

– United Nations Association in Canada, Youth
Forums Against Racism, resource manual
– “Imagine a World that is Free from Fear,” ETFO
resource

Stereotype
Widely held view but fixed and over-simplified
image of a particular person or group; a limited or
distorted view that leads to pigeon-holing or false
generalizations.

– “Imagine a World that is Free from Fear,” ETFO
resource

Xenophobia
Fear of foreigners: an intense fear or dislike of
foreign people, their customs and culture, or
foreign things.

– Encarta® World English Dictionary [North American
Edition]

– “Imagine a World that is Free from Fear,” ETFO
resource

Stereotypes
Generally speaking, stereotyping refers to mental
images which organize and simplify the world into
categories on the basis of common properties.
When used in reference to race, stereotyping
means forming an instant or fixed understanding
relating to a group of people. Stereotyping can
often lead to discrimination and oppression.
– United Nations Association in Canada, Youth
Forums Against Racism, resource manual
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